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Environment and Infrastructure Services
REPORT TO MARR AREA COMMITTEE - 30 AUGUST 2022
ABERDEENSHIRE LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2022
1

Executive Summary/Recommendations

1.1

This Report presents the Draft Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan (LDP)
2022, that incorporates the findings of the Scottish Government Reporter, the
“Report to Aberdeenshire Council on the Proposed Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan 2020 Examination” (the “Reporter’s Report”) following the
public examination on representations to the Proposed LDP 2020. All Area
Committees are being invited to scrutinise the conclusions reached in the
Examination Report. Following this, Full Council, at a meeting on 21 September
2022, will be asked to make a decision to advise Scottish Ministers of the Plan
that they wish to adopt. This will be the settled view of the Council on the LDP
2022.

1.2

The Committee is recommended to:
1.2.1 Note the Reporter’s Report and the proposed non-notifiable
modifications; and
1.2.2 Advise Full Council if there is any element of the Reporter’s Report,
in respect of any issue considered at the Examination that has
relevance to the Area Committee, that they should not accept.

2

Decision Making Route

2.1

Following a five-year process of development the Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan 2022 is presented for adoption. Following preparation and
consultation on a Main Issues Report in 2019, on 5 March 2020 Aberdeenshire
Council approved the Proposed Local Development Plan 2020, as the settled
view of the Council on the content of the LDP 2022. At each stage of this
development process the views of Area Committees have been sought.
Following extensive public engagement and analysis of the responses received
(which were reported to Aberdeenshire Council on 14 January 2021) the
proposed plan was submitted to Scottish Ministers with a request that an
examination of the proposed LDP take place. The examination of the proposed
plan under Section 19(3) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act
1997 (as amended) commenced on 28 June 2021. The “Report to
Aberdeenshire Council on the Proposed Aberdeenshire Local Development
Plan 2020 Examination” was published by the Directorate of Planning and
Environmental Appeals of the Scottish Government on 22 June 2022.

2.2

On 21 September 2022 Full Council will be asked to take account of the views
of the Area Committees and endorse the LDP, as modified, as Council Policy.
This committee does not have powers to make decisions on this matter, only to
advise Full Council
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3

Discussion

3.1

The recommendations contained in the Reporter’s Report are largely binding on
Planning Authorities. Planning Authorities may depart from the
recommendations only in specific and defined circumstances. These are set out
in Regulation 2 of the Town and Country Planning (Grounds for declining to
follow recommendations) (Scotland) Regulations 2009 and Section 19(11) of
the Act. The circumstances where authorities may depart from
recommendations are where the recommendation(s):

3.2



Would have the effect of making the Local Development Plan inconsistent
with the National Planning Framework, or with any Strategic Development
Plan or national park plan for the same area.



Is incompatible with Part IVA of the Conservation (Natural Habitats etc.)
Regulations 1994.



Would not be acceptable having regard to an Environmental Assessment
conducted by the Planning Authority on the Plan following modification in
response to recommendations.



Are based on conclusions that could not reasonably have been reached
based on the evidence considered at the Examination.

Planning authorities must by law, accept the Reporter’s recommendations
unless they consider they can be declined under the grounds set out in statute.
Declining the Reporter’s recommendations carries two risks.


Scottish Ministers can intervene and prevent the Council adopting the Local
Development Plan.



Even if Scottish Ministers do not intervene, an aggrieved third party may
mount a legal challenge on the basis that the Council acted out with its
powers in declining to follow the recommendations.

3.3

The current Local Development Plan (LDP 2017) is currently technically “out of
date”. This plan will replace the LDP 2017. LDP’s contain policies aimed to
improve the quality of development and ensure a consistent approach in
determining planning applications. Not having an up-to-date Plan in place has
led to a higher risk of planning by appeal, and less certainty for developers,
agencies, and the public. Adoption of a new Local Development Plan should be
seen as a priority to resolve these issues and provide a modern framework for
development management decisions.

3.4

Area Committees have had extensive involvement in the preparation of the
proposed Local Development Plan and should take significant comfort from the
lack of wholesale change that is required through the Reporter’s Report.
However, there will be topics where change is being suggested that you are
unhappy about and which you may feel impact disproportionately on the Area.
A whole Council approach to the Local Development plan should be adopted. In
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the same way that the housing market areas that span Aberdeenshire do not
follow Area Committee Boundaries, neither have the decisions of the Reporter.
They have no obligation to balance changes within one area or settlement with
compensatory measures in another.
3.5

Summaries of the Reporter’s Report for each Issue considered at the
Examination, and which has relevance to the Area Committee, is presented in
Appendix 1 to this report. This includes comments on the strategy, all policies
and appendixes, and all settlements within the relevant part of Appendix 7of the
Proposed Local Development Plan. For each modification, the Service has
identified whether the recommendation meets the tests identified under
paragraph 3.1 above and should be accepted.

3.6

In short, the modifications proposed to be included in LDP 2020 are mostly of a
minor nature. Most of the recommendations relate to minor changes introduced
by the Reporter to sustain clarity requested by SEPA, Scottish Water and
NatureScot. The spatial strategy was endorsed. Housing land supply in the
Rural Housing Market area was seen to exceed the allocations required by the
Strategic Development Plan “strategic housing land allowances.” In the
Aberdeen Housing Market Area, the removal of sites at Belhelvie and Methlick,
and reduction in the deliverable housing land supply available from sites in
Pitmedden (where the site area was reduced), Oldmeldrum, Banchory,
Portlethen, Stonehaven and Newmachar has resulted in a deficit of 365 homes
when compared to the Aberdeen Housing Market strategic housing land
allowances. This deficit is resolved by the addition of three bid sites to the plan:
Banchory (Upper Ardbeadie Road (bid MR056) for 42 homes) Kemnay (Land
East of Stuart Crescent (bid GR134) for 65 homes) and Portlethen (Land north
of Thistle Drive (bid KN027) for 300 homes).

3.7

No deficit was found in the employment land supply, but an additional site at
Westhill (South of Arnhall Business Park (bid GR106) was added to the
Strategic employment land allocation reserve land for the period 2033-2044.

3.8

New statutory Supplementary Guidance is required to provide more detail on
the likely items cost and responsibility for the provision of infrastructure needed
to support development. Arguments made at the Examination that these were
imponderable at this time and could only be determined within the context of a
firm proposal to seek planning permission were not accepted. This will be
required within the next two years, as changes to the Planning system
introduced by the Planning (Scotland) Act 2019 will not allow new statutory
supplementary guidance to be adopted.

3.9

Within Marr there are some welcome successes in that inappropriate
development sites have not been added to the LDP, in agreement with the
settled view of the Council. One new housing site for 42 homes at Upper
Arbeadie Road (bid MR056) in Banchory assists in resolving the deficit in the
housing land supply whilst remaining consistent with the community council’s
view that no additional major housing should be proposed. Amendments to
protected land have been recommended in Banchory and Kincardine O’Neil.
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The Reporter responded to community councils’ requests with modifications to
Vision statements for Banchory, Monymusk and Torphins.
3.10

Appendix 2 contains a list of minor corrections to the text not raised by
consultees and not considered at the Examination, and consequential
modifications that arise from the modifications promoted by the Reporter’s
Report.

3.11

A copy of the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan, as modified by the
Reporter’s Report, that will be recommended that Aberdeenshire Council adopt
has been uploaded to the website at
https://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/planning/plans-and-policies/pldp2020/#examination

4

Council Priorities, Implications and Risk

4.1

This report, and the adoption of the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2022
will help to deliver the following Council Priorities:







4.2

Education
Health & Wellbeing
Infrastructure
Resilient Communities
Economy & Enterprise
Estate Modernisation

The table below shows whether risks and implications apply if the
recommendation(s) is (are) agreed.
Subject
Financial
Staffing
Equalities and Fairer Duty
Scotland
Children and Young People’s
Rights and Wellbeing
Climate Change and
Sustainability
Health and Wellbeing
Town Centre First

4.3

Yes

No
X
X

N/A

IIA attached as
Appendix 3
IIA attached as
Appendix 3
IIA attached as
Appendix 3
IIA attached as
Appendix 3
IIA attached as
Appendix 3

An integrated impact assessment has been carried out as part of the
development of the proposals set out above. It is included as Appendix 3 and
there is a positive impact as follows


Children’s Rights and Wellbeing: positive impacts on Active, Healthy and
Safe wellbeing indicators.
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Equalities and Fairer Scotland Duty Impact Assessment: Positive impacts
on Age (older), Age (younger), and Area Deprivation indicators.
Health Inequalities Impact Assessment: Positive impacts were identified on
Exercise and physical activity, Healthy eating, and Mental health indicators.
Sustainability and Climate Change Impact Assessment; Positive impacts
were identified for Consumption of energy, Energy efficiency, Low carbon
transition, Consumption of physical resources, Waste and circularity,
positive, Circular economy transition, Economic and social transition,
Quality of environment, Quantity of environment, Wildlife and biodiversity
and Infrastructure resilience indicators.
Town Centre's First Impact Assessment: Positive impacts on Aesthetics of
the town centre, Cultural heritage and identity, Town centre business, and
Tourism indicators

4.4

The following Risks have been identified as relevant to this matter on a
Corporate Level (Link to Corporate risk register):
 ACORP005 Working with other organisations (e.g., supply chains,
outsourcing, partnership working and commercialisation). A wide range of
partner organisations are dependent on the Local Development Plan to
achieve our common objectives.
 ACORP006 Reputation management (including social media). Development
management is a key element of the interface between thousands of
households and Aberdeenshire Council on an annual basis. It is important
that the Proposed Local Development Plan is seen as a robust and credible
document to maintain the Council’s high reputation.
 ACORP007 Social risk (e.g., population changes, poverty & social
inequality, demographic changes, crime, antisocial behavior). The Proposed
Local Development Plan is intrinsically associated with meeting the needs of
a future population and responding to demographic changes without
promoting a rate of change that may be deemed excessive.
 ACORP010: Environmental challenges e.g., extreme weather events,
climate change (this includes localised risks around flooding and air
pollution and the need for communities to display resilience). Climate
change is a key theme in the Proposed Local Development Plan and
although more could be undertaken to achieve sustainable development,
this would be at the cost of the competitiveness of the area and acceptability
to residents.

4.5

The following Risks have been identified as relevant to this matter on a
Strategic Level (Link to Infrastructure Services Directorate Risk Register:
 BSSR002 Communities are confident, resilient, and inclusive. Individuals
feel secure and in control of their circumstances.
 ISR005 Open spaces that encourage active, healthy lifestyles
 ISR006 Waste and recycling service which supports our attractive
environment and reduces emissions.
 ISR008 Placemaking to meet the current and future needs of communities
and supporting communities to help themselves, enabling community wealth
building that supports local economic opportunities
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ISR012 It is easy and safe to move around local areas using good quality
active travel routes, streets, and roads

5

Scheme of Governance

5.1

The Head of Finance and Monitoring Officer within Business Services have
been consulted in the preparation of this report and their comments are
incorporated within the report. They are satisfied that the report complies with
the Scheme of Governance and relevant legislation.

5.2

The Council is able to consider and take a decision on this item in terms of
Section B1.2 of the List of Committee Powers in Part 2A of the Scheme of
Governance to consider, comment on, make recommendations to Services and
any other appropriate Committee on any matter or policy which impacts its
Area.

Paul Macari, Head of Planning and Economy.
Report prepared by Piers Blaxter, Policy Team Leader
Date 5 August 2022
List of Appendices –
Appendix 1 Summary of the Report into the Examination of the Aberdeenshire Local
Plan on an issue-by-issue basis.
Appendix 2 Minor non-notifiable, and consequential modifications.
Appendix 3 Integrated Impact Assessment
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Issue Number: 1

Policy Symbols, Foreword, Section 1
– How to use this Plan, Section 2 –
Influences on the Plan, Section 3 –
Vision for the Plan and its Purpose
and Section 4 – The Purpose of the
Local Development Plan

Matters considered at Examination
Foreword
Section 1 - How to use this Plan
Section 2 - Influences on the Plan
Section 3 - Vision for the Plan and
its Purpose
Section 4 - The Purpose of the
Local Development Plan

Modifications made
No Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made

Subject: Forward
Summary of Recommendations
No specific reference to biodiversity loss is required in the Forward. The
Reporter agreed with the Council that text should be added to the Forward to
reflect Planning Legislation more accurately.
Reporter’s Modification(s):
PLDP
Page
Number
8

Modification made

1. Replacing the last sentence in
paragraph 4 of the foreword on page 8
with:
“Planning applications will be determined in
accordance with the policies and land
allocations in this Plan, unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.”
Subject: Section 2 Influences on the Plan

Officers
Recommendation
Accept or Do Not
Accept
Accept

Summary of Recommendations
No reason was found to delay progress on the LDP due to the COVID
pandemic. Clarity has been introduced on the Flood Risk Management Plans
that operate in the area.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

10

2. Replacing “the emerging Flood Risk
Management Plan” in the list of bullet points
in paragraph 2.3 on page 10 with “the North
East Flood Risk Management Plan and the

Accept
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Tay Estuary and Montrose Flood Risk
Management Plan;”
Subject: Section 3 – Vision of the plan and its purpose
Summary of Recommendations
It was found appropriate to include reference to health and well-being in the
local vision and that this should also make reference to the climate change
emergency and net-zero emissions target aspirations. No additional weight
was given to housing development, environmental protection or active travel
in the vision. Modifications are proposed to provide consistency in the use of
the term “green -blue networks.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

12

3. Adding the following new second
sentence to paragraph 3.7 on page 12: “It
has been prepared within the context of the
Scottish Government’s declaration of a
Climate Emergency and the enactment of
the Climate Change (Emissions Reduction
Targets) (Scotland) Act 2019.”

Accept

12

4. Replacing the last sentence in paragraph
3.7 on page 12 with: “Policies and
development land allocations must deliver
successful, sustainable, low carbon, better
connected, natural and resilient places,
linked by accessible and natural spaces.”

Accept

13

5. Replacing the first bullet point in
paragraph 3.13 on page 13 with: “An area
with a high quality of life and distinctive
places, and where new developments are
designed as effectively as possible to
improve this, help deliver sustainable, low
carbon places and contribute positively
towards the health and wellbeing of its
residents.”

Accept

13

6. Inserting “green-blue” before “networks” in
the third bullet point in paragraph 3.13 on
page 13.

Accept

Subject: Section 4 – The purpose of the Local Development Plan
Summary of Recommendations
Misleading text in paragraph 4.7 relating to the need for sustainable transport
was removed. The “surprising” limited reference to Housing in section 4 was
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resolved and healthcare is included as an additional example of the
infrastructure needed in a sustainable mixed community was added.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

14

7. Replacing the third sentence in paragraph Accept
4.2 on page 14 with: “A design process is
put in place to make sure that land use
planning takes place early and over the long
term to provide the homes and
infrastructure, such as water, pipes, schools,
healthcare and roads, which will be needed.”

15

8. Replacing paragraph 4.6 on page 15
with: “To protect, enhance and promote
green-blue networks within and between
settlements

Accept

Connected areas of green and blue space
and habitats such as parks, paths and
woodlands (green-blue networks) within and
on the edge of our villages and towns can
provide a range of social, ecological, health
and economic benefits. Developments must
help to provide these important green links
between development sites, the wider
countryside and our urban areas. The Local
Development Plan will seek to protect and
promote the creation and/or enhancement of
green-blue networks.”
15

9. Inserting “wheeling,” before “cycling” in
the title of paragraph 4.7 on page 15

Accept

15

10. Deleting the final sentence of paragraph
4.7 on page 15.

Accept
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Issue Number: 2

Section 5 - The Spatial Strategy

Matters considered at Examination
The Spatial Strategy Introduction
Housing and Employment Land
Consistency with the Strategic
Development Plan
Aberdeen to Huntly Strategic
Growth Area
Aberdeen to Laurencekirk
Strategic Growth Area
Aberdeen to Peterhead Strategic
Growth Area
Other Locations in Aberdeenshire
National Developments
The Spatial strategy Policy Map

No Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
No modifications made
No Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
No Modifications made

Subject: Housing and Employment Land
Summary of Recommendations
Despite calls for the housing allowances to be increased, it was confirmed
that there was no scope to alter the figures set by the Strategic Development
Plan. A table and explanatory text has been added to provide a more
detailed explanation of the housing figures. Balancing the needs of
development with the need to protect the environment and tackle Climate
Change were adequately addressed. The principle of the plan containing
constrained sites was endorsed, and the approach used was justified. The
approach not to include “strategic reserve” housing sites was also endorsed.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

16

1. Replacing paragraph 5.2 on page 16 with
the following two paragraphs and renumber
the remaining paragraphs accordingly:

Accept

“5.2 The Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic
Development Plan identifies that sufficient
land is required within Aberdeenshire to
maintain a housing supply over the period
2020 to the end of 2032 (insert footnote as
in proposed plan) and that 60 hectares of
employment land needs to be available at
all times within Strategic Growth Areas
(insert footnote as in proposed plan). The
Strategic Development Plan sets housing
supply targets by housing market area,
local authority and tenure mix for the
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periods 2016-2019; 2020-2032 and 20332044 (add footnote see Table 1 in the
Strategic Development Plan). By applying a
10% generosity to the targets for the
periods 2016-2019 and 2033-2044 and a
20% generosity to the targets for 20202030, the housing land requirement was
calculated, by housing market area, local
authority and tenure mix (add footnote see
Table 2 in the Strategic Development Plan).
The housing supply target and housing land
requirement figures relevant to this local
development plan are set out in detail in
Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix 6.
5.3 Allowances for 5,107 additional homes
are be identified in this local development
plan (3,065 in the Aberdeenshire part of the
Aberdeen Housing Market Area and 2,042
in the Rural Housing Market Area) to help
meet the housing land requirement to the
year 2032 identified in the Strategic
Development Plan (add footnote as in
proposed plan). These figures are derived
from an 80% / 20% division of allowances
between the Aberdeen Housing Market
Area and 50% / 50% divide between
Aberdeen City Council area and
Aberdeenshire Council area. The Strategic
Development Plan housing allowances and
employment land allocations up to the year
2040 are set out in Table 1 below.”
167

2. Inserting the following paragraph and two
tables at the start of Appendix 6 Housing
Land Allocations on page 167:
“Tables 1 and 2 provide an overview of the
housing supply target and housing land
requirement figures up to 2032 for the Local
Development Plan Area as a whole, the
Rural Housing Market Area and the
Aberdeenshire part of the Aberdeen
Housing Market Area. The information in
these tables is taken from Tables 1 and 2 in
the Strategic Development Plan.
[See tables 1 and 2 below]
* The figures for the Aberdeenshire part of
the Aberdeen Housing Market Area are the
difference between the figures for the Rural

Accept
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Housing Market Area and Aberdeenshire
Council.
** The housing land requirements for the
period 2016 -2019 have been calculated by
applying a 10% generosity allowance to the
equivalent housing supply target figures.
*** The housing land requirements for the
period 2020 - 2032 have been calculated by
applying a 20% generosity allowance to the
equivalent housing supply target figures.”
Subject: Consistency with the Strategic Development Plan
Summary of Recommendations
The distribution of housing sites has not moved away from the Strategic
Development Plan (SDP) strategy. It would be appropriate to refer to the
impact that development would have on the junctions and road network in the
vicinity of the AWPR. Clarification is added to better explain the factors that
have influenced the location of development. The approach taken to consider
the potential for development on brownfield sites has been endorsed, but an
additional sentence has been added to explain why the majority of the
allocations in the proposed plan are greenfield.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

18

3. Replacing the third sentence in
paragraph 5.8 on page 18 with:

Accept

“Core criteria have been used to govern
where development should be allowed,
including future capacity of schools,
capacity of unclassified roads and the need
to ensure the capacity of the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route, its junctions and
the road network immediately surrounding
these junctions are not negatively affected
by development.”
18

4. Replacing paragraph 5.9 on page 18
with:
“Each development site has been tested
through a Strategic Environmental
Assessment exercise and subjected to
appraisal under the Habitats Regulations to
ensure compliance with environmental
legislation. In addition, they have been
assessed to ensure that the objectives of

Accept
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the National Performance Framework have
been met.”
18

5. Replacing the last two sentences of
paragraph 5.10 on page 18 with:

Accept

“In identifying sites to meet the strategic
development plan allowances, consideration
has been given to the development potential
of brownfield sites. However, development
to meet needs would not come forward if it
were restricted to brownfield land.”
Subject: Aberdeen to Peterhead Strategic Growth Area
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter disagreed with Aberdeenshire Council that Potterton is within
the Strategic Growth Area, on balance taking the statement within the
Appendix 7 Settlement statement for the village over the other two
contradictory statements in other parts of the plan. A statement is added to
explain that early implementation of active travel connections across the A90
at Peterhead are required.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

19

6. Removing ‘Potterton’ from the
penultimate sentence in paragraph 5.14 on
page 19.

Accept

19

7. Replacing the last sentence of
paragraph 5.14 on page 19 with:

Accept

“Peterhead is a very successful town but
requires early implementation of active
travel connections across the A90 to allow
that growth to flourish.”
19

8. Adding the following new third sentence
to paragraph 5.15 on page 19, after the
word “likely”:
“Additional developments in Potterton are
included to promote the Energetica
Corridor.”

Subject: Other Locations in Aberdeenshire
Summary of Recommendations

Accept
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A modification is made relating to Westhill to clarify that development is
“limited” rather than “stalled” due to transport modelling and assessments are
undertaken.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

19

9. Amending the last sentence of paragraph
5.15 on page 19 to read:

Accept

“Development in Westhill is limited until
transport modelling and assessments are
undertaken over the next few years to
identify the nature of a solution that may be
required to allow further significant
development to take place in the town.”
Subject: National Developments
Summary of Recommendations
A modification has been made to reflect that Special Areas of Conservation
are an international designation
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

20

10. Amending the first sentence of
paragraph 5.18 on page 20 to read:

Accept

“The Local Development Plan continues to
recognise national developments, as
identified in the National Planning
Framework, internationally designated sites
such as Special Areas of Conservation,
nationally designated Sites of Special
Scientific Interest and carbon rich soils, to
help conserve the best of the
Aberdeenshire environment.”
Table 1: Housing Supply Targets by Housing Market Area and Tenure
2016 - 2019
2020 - 2032
Affordable

Market

total

Affordable

Market

total

2016 2032
Total
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Aberdeenshire 685
part of the
Aberdeen
Housing Market
Area*
Rural Housing
680
Market Area
Aberdeenshire 1365
Local
Development
Plan Area

1265

1950

3003

5577

8580

10530

1270

1950

2002

3718

5720

7670

2535

3900

5005

9295

14300

18200

Table 2: Housing Land Requirement by Housing Market Area and Tenure Mix
2016 – 2019**
2020 – 2032***
2016 2032
Affordable Market total
Affordable Market total
Total
Aberdeenshire 754
1392
2146 3604
6692
10296 12442
part of part of
the Aberdeen
Housing
Market Area*
Rural Housing 748
1396
2144 2402
4462
6864
9008
Market Area
Aberdeenshire 1502
2788
4290 6006
11154 17160 21450
Local
Development
Plan Area
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Issue Number: 3

Section 6 - Shaping Business
Development and Appendix 1
Employment Land Allocations,
Appendix 2 Retail Centres and
Appendix 3 Regeneration Priority
Areas

Matters considered at Examination
Introduction
Policy B1 Town Centre
Development
Policy B2 Employment/Business
Land
Policy B3 Tourist Facilities
Policy B4 Special Development
Areas
Appendix 1 Employment Land
Allocations
Appendix 2 Retail Centres
Appendix 3 Regeneration Priority
Areas
Shaping Business Development
Policy Map

Modification made
Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
No modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
Modification Made

Subject: Introduction
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter agreed with the Council that the plan did not focus specifically
on the oil and gas industry.
Despite meeting the requirements of Scottish Planning Policy, the Reporter
considered that it would be helpful to understand the context within which the
proposed business allocations have been made, and a modification has been
proposed
Reporter’s modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Modify the plan by:
Page
Number

Accept or Do Not
Accept

25

Accept

Replacing the third paragraph of the
introductory section with:
“The business land allocations are listed in
Appendix 1: Employment Land Allocations.
The allocations have been informed by the
Regional Economic Strategy and an
employment land audit and meet the
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requirements of the Strategic Development
Plan.”
Subject: Policy B1 Town Centres Development
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter sought to describe the circumstances in which a retail impact
assessment is required within the main text of the policy, rather than as a
footnote as suggested by the Council. The Reporter agreed with the
Council’s position regarding the proposed plan reflecting the sequential
approach, but noted that the phrase “Sequential Assessment” should be
modified to be consistent with Scottish Planning Policy. The Reporter agreed
with the Council to replace the word ‘footpath’ with the term ‘paths and/or
active travel routes’ to better promote the plan’s intended outcomes, and has
made modifications to this effect. Cross referencing of the employment land
policies to other sections of the plan was not considered necessary.
Reporter’s modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Modify the plan by:
Page
Number

Accept or Do Not
Accept

25

1. Replace the fifth sentence of paragraph
Accept
B1.1 on page 25 with the following sentences:
“Where new retail and leisure development
with a gross floorspace over 2,500m2 is
proposed outwith a town centre, contrary to
the development plan, a retail impact
assessment will be required. The assessment
will be required to demonstrate that the
proposed development would not have a
significant adverse effect on the vitality and
viability of existing town centres and would
not result in any issue identified by a Town
Centre Health Check or Town Centre
Strategy being made worse. A retail impact
assessment may also be required for retail
and leisure proposals with a gross floorspace
below 2,500m2 which may threaten the
vitality and viability of an existing centre.”

26

2. Replacing footnote 6 with the following:
“When planning for uses that generate
significant footfall, including retail and
commercial leisure uses, offices, community
and cultural facilities, and where appropriate,
other public buildings, such as libraries,
education and healthcare facilities, a
sequential approach should be adopted. A
sequential approach requires that locations

Accept
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are considered in the following order of
preference: town centres; edge of town
centres; other commercial centres identified
in the local development plan; and out-ofcentre locations that are, or can be, made
easily accessible by a choice of transport
modes.”
26

3. Replacing the second sentence of
paragraph B1.2 with the following:

Accept

“New development adjacent to a town centre,
or adjacent to paths and/or active travel
routes leading to a town centre, should be
connected via a path and/or active travel
route.”
Subject: Policy B2 Employment/Business Land
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter considered that it would be helpful to the reader of the plan to
understand the context within which the proposed business land allocations
have been made and makes a modification to this effect. The Reporter
agreed with the Council for being rigorous about permitting the change of
business land to non-employment uses, believing that the policy is sufficiently
robust without the use of the word ‘ever’ being used in paragraph B2.2.
Issues raised in relation the need to reflect the sustainable travel hierarchy
are addressed in Section 3 -Vision for the plan and its purpose.
Reporter’s Modifications(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Modify the plan by:
Page
Number

Accept or Do Not
Accept

26

Accept

5. Amending the first sentence of paragraph
B2.2 to remove the word “ever”.

Subject: Policy B3 Tourist Facilities
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter is overall satisfied that the policy supports sustainable tourism,
with any impacts from new tourism-related retail development on the
environment and biodiversity covered in other policies. However, with regard
specifically to major high value tourist proposals, reference was not made to
the protection of the natural environment and the provision of sustainable
access, and a modification has been recommended. The Reporter did not
agree with respondents who suggested that the policy is too restrictive and
noted that proposals to convert tourist sites to alternatives uses may
exceptionally be justified on a case by case basis.
Reporter’s Modifications(s):

Officers
Recommendation
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PLDP
Modify the plan by:
Page
Number

Accept or Do Not
Accept

27

Accept

6. Replacing the second sentence of
paragraph B3.1 on page 27 with:
“Generally these must be well related to
settlements and the existing natural
environment and deliver net economic and
social benefits.”

27

7. Adding the words ‘and address any issues
related to sustainable access.’ to the end of
the third sentence of paragraph B3.1 on
page 27.

Accept

Subject: Appendix 2 Retail Centres
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter recommended removal of the column “Town Centre First
Principal Applies” from the tables, in order to accord with the Scottish
Planning Policy; the Reporter considered that a local development plan
should not exclude whole towns from the application of the town centre first
approach. The town centre first principle applies to all defined town centres.
The Reporter also made a recommendation to add Blackdog as a ‘principal
town centre’ and for it to be shown in Appendix 2: Retail Centres as the site
received planning permission in principle in December 2017 and based on
the details provided in the permission on the Blackdog Centre, it would meet
the definition of a principal town centre.
Reporter’s Modifications(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Modification made
Page
Number

Accept or Do Not
Accept

105-106

Accept

8. Delete the column entitled ‘Town Centre
First Principle Applies’ from the tables shown
in Appendix 2: Retail Centres on pages 105
and 106 and add an introductory sentence to
read:
“The Town Centre First Principle applies to
all ‘principal’ and ‘other’ towns centres
identified in the tables below.”

105

9. Adding Blackdog to the list of Principal
Town Centres in the first table shown in
Appendix 2: Retail Centres on page 105.

Subject: Appendix 3 Regeneration Priority Areas

Accept
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Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter modified the sentences in the Appendix 3 to cover the inclusion
of an improved network of walking and cycling routes in the sections for
Fraserburgh and Peterhead. It is not clear who the “Local Partnership” is
who will be delivering this action as the suggestion was made to the
Examination by NHS Grampian and not the Local Health and Social Care
Partnership.
Reporter’s Modifications(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Modify the plan by:
Page
Number

Accept or Do Not
Accept

110

Accept

10. Adding the following new second
sentence to the second paragraph of the
Fraserburgh section in Appendix 3:
Regeneration Priority Areas on page 110:
“The Local Partnership also seeks to
promote an improved network of walking and
cycling routes to improve accessibility,
motivate frequent use and improve the health
of users.”

110

11. Adding the following new second
sentence to the second paragraph of the
Peterhead (and Boddam) section in
Appendix 3: Regeneration Priority Areas on
page 110:

Accept

“The Local Partnership also seeks to
promote an improved network of walking and
cycling routes to improve accessibility,
motivate frequent use and improve the health
of users.”
Subject: Shaping Business Development Policy Map
Summary of Recommendations
The Shaping Business Development Map in page 28 shows Newtonhill as an
‘other town centre’, however, it is not listed as a town centre in Appendix 2.
Portlethen is listed as an ‘other town centre’, but this is not shown in the
same map. The Reporter recommended a modification to rectify this issue.
Reporter’s Modifications(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Modify the plan by:
Page
Number

Accept or Do Not
Accept

28

Accept

On the Shaping Business Development map,
move the ‘tc’ from Newtonhill to Portlethen.
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Issue Number: 4

Section 7 – Shaping Development in
the Countryside and Appendix 4
Boundaries of the Green Belt and
Appendix 5 Coastal Zone

Matter considered at Examination
Introduction
Policy R1 Special Rural Areas
Policy R2 Development Proposals
Elsewhere in the Countryside
Policy R3 Minerals
Policy R4 Hill tracks
Appendix 4 Boundaries of the
Green Belt
Appendix 5 Coastal Zone

Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made but addressed
under settlement specific topics
No Modifications made

Subject: Introduction
Summary of Recommendations
In general terms the Reporter agreed with changes sought by the Council,
and the modifications made to this section introduce clarity. Minor
modifications to the introductory paragraph highlight that development in the
countryside must be well-connected and make efficient use of public
transport and active travel routes. For clarity a modification is recommended
in the introduction to refer to “renewable energy developments” rather than
simply “wind turbines”.
Reporter’s Modifications(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

31

1. In the introductory paragraph to Section 7
on page 31, replacing the first sentence with:
“We want to create a welcoming approach to
development in the countryside that meets
local needs, encourages prosperous wellconnected sustainable communities and
businesses, and is accessible by public
transport and active travel routes, while
protecting and improving the quality of the
environment.”

Accept

31

2. Adding the following sentences to the end
of the introductory paragraph to section 7 on
page 31: “Some development proposals,
such as extracting minerals, need a rural
location or can have a significant effect on
our landscape, and as such we design
policies to tackle these concerns. We set out

Accept
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our policy on renewable energy
developments under Section 13 Climate
Change.”
Subject: Policy R1 Special Rural Areas
Summary of Recommendations
No need was seen to amend Policy R1 to refer to those circumstances when
renewable energy developments might require a coastal location but the
Reporter identified that minor modifications were needed to ensure consistent
terminology with paragraph 52 of Scottish Planning Policy. The Reporter
noted that paragraph R1.1 lacked clarity and that the reference to “smallscale” should be removed. Green belt policy was found to be consistent with
SPP but fails to mention essential infrastructure and, in places, uses
terminology inconsistent with that found in Scottish Planning Policy. The
proposed plan’s position on the development of huts for leisure
accommodation in the green belt was seen as entirely reasonable. The
Reporter noted that it may be appropriate to allow for individual wind farms in
Group 2 “areas of significant protection” such as the green belt. The Reporter
has also agreed with a representation that the term ‘environmental’ should be
added to a list of considerations on the development within coastal zones and
has therefore been added.
Reporter’s Modifications(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

31

3. Replacing the first sentence of paragraph
R1.1 on page 31 with: “In order to safeguard
the special nature of the green belt and
coastal zone, development opportunities will
be restricted and subject to the
considerations set out in paragraphs R1.2 to
R1.5.”

Accept

31

4. Amending the third bullet of paragraph
R1.2 on page 31 to read: “• development
meeting a national requirement or
established need, if no other suitable site is
available;”

Accept

31

5. Adding the following new sixth bullet point
to paragraph R1.2 on page 31: “• essential
infrastructure such as digital communications
infrastructure and electricity grid
connections.”

Accept

32

6. Adding ‘environmental’ to the first
sentence of paragraph R1.3 on page 32 so
that the sentence reads: “In the coastal zone
development must require a coastal location

Accept
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or there must be clear social, economic,
environmental or community benefits
arising.”
Subject: Policy R2 Development Proposals Elsewhere in the Countryside
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter found Policy R2 to be broadly consistent with Scottish Policy
despite the objections of some of the representation and carefully considered
matters relating to public transport and access to health and social services
within the policy. The Reporters felt that the Council’s definition of brownfield
land could potentially be excluding former non-agricultural sites in the
countryside and has proposed an amendment to the glossary. They found
that land which is currently being used for storage cannot be considered to
be brownfield land. While generally finding the Council’s definition of
‘naturalised’ land to not be unreasonable, they introduce a modification to
remove subjectivity from the policy. The Reporter also agreed with the
Council’s proposed modification to delete the word ‘significant’ in paragraph
R2.4. They add clarification to the council’s stance on the conversion of
redundant or derelict buildings on brownfield sites for small-scale use.
Regarding paragraph R2.8 and R2.9 the Reporter found that the policy tests
are unreasonable and not in line with Scottish Policy and has therefore
altered the wording. They also considered the cap on brownfield land
development in this section to be quite arbitrary, and removed this element of
the policy, relying on policy P1 to avoid overdevelopment. Likewise, the
Reporter identified that it is not unreasonable for brownfield sites to be
capable of accommodating 8 or more dwellings and that, instead, site
capacity should be considered on its merits, outwith of the plan process.
The policy regarding organic growth was found to be a sound approach, but
The Reporters did not agree that such development should be governed by a
Council defined assessment of need. They also felt that the phrase ‘beyond
all reasonable doubt’ to be inappropriate and should also be removed.
Modification is also proposed to oblige a more inclusive requirement for
access and active travel route. The reporters have also promoted a
modification to provide clarity on single homes associated with retirement.
Revised text is also proposed to clarify matters associated with extensions to
clusters or small housing groups and a cleared development in the
countryside’ map requires to be provided.
Finally, the Reporter has divided and clarified the paragraph relating to small
scale employment proposals to extend the design requirements to all
employment proposals outwith settlements.
Reporter’s Modifications(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

32

7. Deleting the words ‘a significant’ from the
first sentence of paragraph R2.4 on page 32

Accept
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and adding the word ‘an’ so that the
sentence reads: “Appropriate development
will be welcomed on brownfield sites that
bring an environmental and visual
improvement.”
1173

8. Within the Glossary on page 1173, adding
the word ‘agricultural’ and deleting the word
‘being’ from the third sentence (presently the
ninth line of text) of the definition of
Brownfield Development/ Land/ Sites (under
Policy R2) so that the sentence reads:
“Excluded are private and public gardens,
domestic garages, sports and recreational
grounds, woodlands and amenity open
space, agricultural buildings or land used for
storage purposes e.g. silage clamps or other
specialised agricultural structures, …”

Accept

32

9. Amending footnote 4 at the bottom of page Accept
32 to read: “Naturalised land is that which
has been previously developed but is no
longer regarded as ‘vacant’ due to its nature
conservation interests, as demonstrated in
an ecology survey.”

1177

10. Within the Glossary on page 1177,
adding the words ‘including any remnants of
previous development’ to the second
sentence of the definition of ‘Naturalised
Land’ so that the sentence reads: “The land,
including any remnants of previous
development, has reverted to a natural state
or the site appears to have blended back
through a degree of vegetation into the
surrounding landscape.”

Accept

32

11. Replacing paragraph R2.6 on page 32
with: “We will permit the small-scale
development of brownfield sites that involve
the conversion or replacement of a
redundant or derelict non-domestic building
or the redevelopment of vacant land.”

Accept

33

12. Replacing the first sentence of paragraph
R2.8 on page 33 with: “Proposals for more
than three new homes on larger rural
brownfield sites will only be permitted where
a larger development can be accommodated
on the site and the scale of development
proposed will not cause adverse social or
environmental impacts.5”

Accept
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33

13. Replacing paragraph R2.9 on page 33
Accept
with: “Large brownfield sites capable of
accommodating eight or more homes should
be promoted through an allocation in the
Local Development Plan. However, we
recognise that in some cases development
opportunities may come forward on large
brownfield sites unexpectedly and between
reviews of the Local Development Plan. In
these circumstances, development proposals
will be considered on their individual merits.
Development approved under this policy in
the remote rural area will be exempt from
further development through the housing
clusters and groups policy during the plan
period.”

38

14. Replacing paragraph R2.11 on page 33
Accept
with: “We will support small-scale organic
growth in identified settlements, subject to
criteria listed in paragraph R2.13 below. In all
cases, careful consideration of development
layout, siting and design will be the primary
considerations in determining whether the
growth promoted is acceptable. Organic
growth will not be permitted where the
development proposed would cause an
adverse impact that cannot be suitably
mitigated.8”

33

15. Adding the following footnote ‘8’ to new
paragraph R2.11 on page 33 (amending
subsequent footnote numbers accordingly):
“Including considerations set out in other
relevant policies in Section 8 (Natural
Heritage and Landscape) and Section 10
(Protecting Resources).”

Accept

34

16. Replacing the words ‘footpath
connections’ in the last sentence of
paragraph R2.13 on page 34 with the phrase
‘paths and/or active travel routes’.

Accept

34

17. With regards to paragraph R2.15, adding
the following footnote to page 34 (amending
subsequent footnote numbers accordingly):
“One house per farm enterprise will be
permitted under this policy.”

Accept

34

18. Replacing paragraphs R2.16 and R2.17
on page 34 with: “R2.16 In remote rural
areas only we will also allow development
associated with existing clusters or housing

Accept
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groups consisting of 5-14 separate habitable
or occupied homes on the date of the Plan’s
adoption. The existing properties within the
cluster or housing group should relate well to
each other through their design and layout,
for example, by sharing curtilage boundaries.
There should be a clear relationship between
the cluster/group, or development should
contribute towards establishing a
cohesiveness among the group, for example,
through infill development. R2.17
Development of a maximum of three homes
will be permitted during the plan period. The
size of a cluster must not exceed 15 homes9.
Clusters or housing groups greater than 15
homes must not be sub-divided. This
includes clusters/housing groups that may
comprise two or three individual
clusters/groups situated in close proximity,
that is, by sharing the same access road. All
proposals must respect the character, layout
and building pattern of the cluster or group.”
34

19. Replacing paragraph R2.19 on page 34
Accept
with the following two paragraphs (R2.19 and
R2.20): “R2.19 In remote rural areas outwith
settlements, small-scale employment
proposals will be supported in principle.”
“R2.20 Employment proposals outwith
settlements in both accessible and remote
rural areas should be in keeping with their
surroundings and demonstrate that no other
suitable site is available. The development
must be located on a site that is safe to
access via different modes of transport and
demonstrate how it could be accessed via
footway/ cycle infrastructure and/ or public
transport.”

Subject: Policy R3 Minerals
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter felt that adding ‘environmental impact statements’ to the list for
paragraph R3.1 is appropriate due to the broad range of environmental
considerations that it addresses. The Reporter agreed to modify footnote 10
to align the definition of carbon-rich soil to that used by NatureScot. The
Reporter also agreed with the modification sought by both Nestrans and the
Council regarding that transport impacts should also require to be assessed
as part of an environmental impact assessment. Finally, the Reporter stated
that Policy R3 should contain a statement on the maintenance of a minerals
landbank, indicating that the plan has identified at least a 10 year supply
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construction aggregate and subsequently agrees with the Council’s
modification to bring this in line with Scottish Planning Policy.
Reporter’s Modifications(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

35

20. Adding the following new first bullet point
to paragraph R3.1 on page 35:
“environmental impact assessment;”

Accept

35

21. Deleting the first sentence of paragraph
R3.2 on page 35 and adding “transport
impacts” as an additional bullet point.

Accept

35

22. Replacing footnote 10 on page 35 with:
“Carbon-rich soil is any soil with a surface
organic layer (the ‘O’ horizon as defined by
the Scottish Soil Classification’. In this
context, it includes surface layers often
referred to as peaty soil and peat soil.”

Accept

36

23. Adding the following sentence to the end
of paragraph R3.9 on page 36: “We will seek
to maintain a minerals landbank of permitted
reserves for construction aggregates of at
least 10 years during the plan period, in all
market areas through the identification of
areas of search.”

Accept

Subject: Policy R4 Hill tracks
Summary of Recommendations
No exclusion has been made by the Reporter of tracks required for wind farm
or other renewable energy proposal. The Reporter has agreed with the
council’s recommendation to amend paragraph R4.1 to clarify its intended
application, as sought by several representatives.
Reporter’s Modifications(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

36

Replacing paragraph R4.1 on page 36 with:
“We will only allow hill track development if
the need for the track can be justified,
satisfactorily integrated into the landscape
and it respects existing and historic
pathways. Hill tracks will only be permitted if
they minimise environmental impacts, such

Accept
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as soil erosion, impacts on habitats and
species, water bodies, and on carbon rich
soils and a satisfactory maintenance
programme has been agreed with the
planning authority.”
37

Amending the policy map shown on page 37
to remove plot 22 located to the west of
Burnside Cottages, Blair College Estate from
the green belt.

Accept

Subject: Appendix 4 Boundaries of the Green Belt
Summary of Recommendations
The modifications to the Shaping Development in the Countryside Policy Map
to reflect the conclusions of consideration of Issue 49, has also been agreed
upon by the Reporter. This relates to amendment of the green belt boundary
as a result of extending site OP1 Blairs College Estate to include plot 22.
Reporter’s Modifications(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

116

Amending the key map shown on page 116
of Appendix 4 to remove plot 22 located to
the west of Burnside Cottages, Blair College
Estate from the green belt.

Accept

123

Amending the green belt map 7 shown on
page 123 of Appendix 4 to remove plot 22
located to the west of Burnside Cottages,
Blair College Estate from the green belt.

Accept
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Issue Number: 5

Shaping Homes and Housing - Policy
H1 Housing Land and Appendix 6
Housing Land Allocations

Matters considered at Examination
Policy H1 Housing Land
Appendix 6

No modifications made
Modifications made

Subject: Appendix 6 Housing Land Allocations
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter agreed with the Council’s suggestion to replace two tables in
Appendix 6 with four to clearly show which sites contribute towards the
Strategic Development Plan (SDP) allowances separately from other housing
sites. Additional clarity was made through amendments to the introductory
text, addition of footnotes and corrections of small errors. The revised
Appendix 6 tables reflects all amendments to housing sites including the
addition, deletion, amendment to capacities or adjustment of contributions
towards the SDP allowance, which have been addressed through the spatial
strategy and individual settlement issues.
The Reporter gave reasoned arguments why they did not accept suggestions
made by respondees to address shortfall in completions for the period 20162019, that a greater supply had been identified at the Main Issues Report
2019, that there was an insufficient supply of land to maintain an effective five
year supply, or that there were implications regarding the slow delivery of
existing strategic sites.
The Reporter was satisfied that the Council’s general approach of increasing
housing densities across sites and the use of constrained sites was in line
with the Strategic Development Plan (SDP). Based on site specific
considerations and wider concerns on the ability of some sites to be delivered
during the period to 2032, adjustments were made to 16 sites either removing
or reducing their contributions to the SDP allowance. These have a
consequential impact on the Appendix 6 table.
Adjustments to the housing land supply, as determined on an individual site
basis, resulted in a shortfall of 365 homes in the Aberdeen Housing Market
Area to meet the SDP allowance. The Reporter has resolved this through the
addition of three sites at Banchory OP7 (42 homes), Kemnay OP3 (65
homes) and Portlethen OP7 (300 homes), respectively.
After adjustments, no additional allocations were required in the Rural
Housing Market Area.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

167

Replacing the first three paragraphs in
Appendix 6 Housing Land Allocations on

Accept
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page 167 with the following four
paragraphs:
“Table 3 provides an overview of the
housing land supply that contributes to the
Strategic Development Plan’s “allowances”
for the period 2020-2032 (as identified in
Table 3 of the Strategic Development Plan).
Tables 4 – 7 show all allocated housing
sites within the Local Development Plan
and the indicative number of homes on
each site. Table 4 lists the sites which have
been identified to meet the Strategic
Development Plan allowance for the
Aberdeen Housing Market Area and Table
6 lists the sites which have been identified
to meet the Strategic Development Plan
allowance for the Rural Housing Market
Area. These sites fall into one of the
following categories:
- New Allocations which were not in the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan
2017
- Where there is a difference in the
allocated site total and the Housing Land
Audit total
- Extensions to existing sites or increased
densities on existing effective sites resulting
in an increase in numbers;
- Existing constrained sites where a bid has
been submitted indicating that they will
come forward within the Plan period.
Tables 5 and 7 show all other housing
allocations in the Aberdeen Housing Market
Area and the Rural Housing Market Area.
The majority of these sites were included in
the previous local development plan and
form part of the effective housing land
supply in 2019. Some of these sites will not
be completed until after 2032.
The Settlement Statements in Appendix 7
provide details of the full housing provision
for each of the identified towns and villages
within Aberdeenshire.”
(Note - This text should follow the new
introductory paragraph and Tables 1 and 2
set out in a recommended modification
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under Issue 2. A revised version of
Appendix 6 incorporating the recommended
modifications from Issues 2 and 5 is
provided at the end of the examination
report.)
167

Replacing Table 1 in Appendix 6 with Table
3 shown in the revised version of Appendix
6 provided at the end of the examination
report.

Accept

168-182

Replacing Tables 2 and 3 in Appendix 6 with
Tables 4 - 7 shown in the revised version of
Appendix 6 provided at the end of the
examination report.

Accept
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Issue Number: 6

Section 8 - Shaping Homes and
Housing - Policy H2 Affordable
Housing, Policy H3 Special Needs
Housing, Policy H4 Residential
Caravans and Policy H5
Gypsy/Travellers

Matters considered at Examination
Policy H2 Affordable Housing
Policy H3 Special Needs Housing
Policy H4 Residential Caravans
Policy H5 Gypsy/Travellers
Shaping Homes and Housing
Policy Map

Modifications made
Modifications made
No modifications made
Modifications made
No modifications made

Subject: Policy H2 Affordable Housing
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter agreed with the Council that policy text is clear and provides
certainty for developers on the affordable housing requirement. Requests to
increase the threshold for affordable housing have been dismissed. The
Reporter has recommended replacement of footnote 3 to reflect that the
burden of responsibility for delivery of affordable housing does not just lie
with the development industry, and there must be a shared responsibility to
meet affordable housing need. Supplementary Guidance, rather than
planning advice, is recommended.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

42

2. Replacing footnote 3 on page 42 of the
proposed plan with:

Accept

“Meeting affordable housing need in full will
require considerable effort, coordination and
creativity, and for the public and private
sectors to work together.”
42

3. Replacing the words “Planning Advice”
with “Supplementary Guidance on” in the
final sentence of paragraph H2.2 on page 42

Accept

Subject: Policy H3 Special Needs Housing
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter dismissed requests to amend the policy text to set out the need
for specialist provision, include age exclusive retirement housing as a form of
development supported by this policy and specifically allocate land for older
people. The Reporter agreed with the Council that consultation on proposals
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may be required with NHS Grampian and the Aberdeenshire Health and
Social Care Partnership and that a new footnote would be appropriate.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

42

4. Adding a footnote after “demonstrated” in
the first sentence of paragraph H3.1 on
page 42 which states:

Accept

“Proposals may require consultation with
NHS Grampian and Aberdeenshire Health
and Social Care Partnership to establish
level of need”.
Subject: Policy H5 Gypsy/Travellers
Summary of Recommendations
Issues were raised on the approach to deliver Gypsy/Traveller sites in the
short/medium term, the need to identify new sites and promote privately run
sites. The Reporter agreed with the Council that policy H5 provides a
supportive policy framework to meet short/medium term need, supporting
private sites to come forward in the absence of bid proposals. The Reporter
dismissed a request to amend the policy to ensure sites are assessed without
undue prejudice, noting that difficulties faced by Gypsy/Travellers in securing
suitable sites may be a material consideration to be taken into account in
individual planning applications. The Reporter has recommended for
consistency the inclusion of a reference to land to meet Gypsy/Travellers’
needs within the introduction.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

41

1. Replacing the first sentence in the third
introductory paragraph on page 41 with:

Accept

“Land is also provided for affordable housing
needs, special housing needs and
Gypsy/Travellers’ needs”
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Issue Number: 7

Section 9 – Shaping Places and
Appendix 8 Successful Placemaking
Design Guidance, Appendix 9
Building Design Guidance and
Appendix 10 Standards for Open
Space

Matters considered at Examination
Introduction
Policy P1 Layout, Siting and
Design
Policy P2 Open Space and Access
in New Development
Policy P3 Infill Developments within
Settlements and Householder
Developments (including home and
work proposals)
Policy P4 Hazardous and
Potentially Polluting Developments
and Contaminated Land
Policy P5 Digital Infrastructure
Policy P6 Community Facilities and
Public Amenities
Appendix 8 Successful
Placemaking Design Guidance
Appendix 9 Building Design
Guidance
Appendix 10 Standards for Open
Space
Glossary

No modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
No modifications made

Modifications made

No modifications made
No modifications made
No modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made

Subject: Policy P1 Layout, Siting and Design
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter agreed with the Council on the use of the Design Review Panel
for larger developments, that masterplans are appropriate for 50 homes or
more, or on sensitive sites with fewer homes, and to the referencing of
planning advice in the Plan. The Reporter also agreed with the Council and
dismissed the need for illustrations in the allocation summaries in Appendix
7. In order to introduce greater clarity and to ensure compliance with Scottish
Planning Policy, minor modifications are recommended to footnote 1, and
paragraphs P1.5, P1.6, P1.7. These modifications do not change the context
of the policy.
Reporter’s modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Accept or Do Not
Accept

Modify the plan by:
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47

Replacing the first word in the footnote on
page 47 (referred to in paragraph P1.2) with
“For...”

Accept

48

Replacing the last bullet point in paragraph
P1.5 on page 48 with:

Accept

“well connected - to create well connected
places that promote intermodal shifts and
active travel and are easy to move around.”
48

Replacing paragraph P1.6 on page 48 in its
entirety with:

Accept

“Further design guidance on how to meet
these qualities is provided in the allocation
summaries in Appendix 7, Appendix 8
Successful Placemaking Guidance and
Appendix 9 Building Design Guidance.”
48

Replacing the second sentence in paragraph
P1.7 on page 48 with:

Accept

“In very rare circumstances, when it is not
practical to meet biodiversity net gain within
a development site, we may require off-site
contributions towards biodiversity
enhancement within the settlement or near to
the site.”
49

Inserting the following new penultimate
sentence into paragraph P1.8 on page 49:

Accept

“In line with the waste hierarchy, particular
attention should be given to encouraging
opportunities for reuse, refurbishment,
remanufacturing and reprocessing of high
value materials and products.”
Subject: Policy P2 Open Space and Access in New Development
Summary of Recommendations
For consistency with Scottish Planning Policy, the Reporter has
recommended including references to biodiversity and connecting open
spaces to paths and active routes in paragraph P2.1. The Reporter agreed
with the Council and dismissed requests to reduce the proportion of open
space in new developments, citing their importance to health, biodiversity,
climate resilience and active travel, and their contribution to the six qualities
of successful places. For clarity, the Reporter agreed with the Council and
recommended minor amendments to paragraph P2.6 to include active travel
and wheeling. These modifications do not change the context of the policy.
Reporter’s modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP

Accept or Do Not

Modify the plan by:

Item: 05
Page: 37

Page
Number
49

Accept
Replacing the last two sentences in
Accept
paragraph P2.1 on page 49 with the following
three sentences:
“Open space may make a significant
contribution to green-blue networks in
communities, particularly when it is natural in
form, rich in biodiversity and has a significant
impact in both the area and the edges it
presents to other land uses. It should also
seek to connect to paths and active travel
routes in the area. The provision and types
of open space should be considered early in
the design process, and biodiverse, low
maintenance community woodlands and
community food growing areas, such as
allotments are encouraged.”

50

Replacing the first sentence of paragraph
P2.6 on page 50 with:

Accept

“Existing and potential public access routes
(including core paths and other routes, such
as public rights of way) should be protected
and new developments must include
appropriate opportunities for informal
recreation and safe active travel, including
walking and cycling, wheeling (travelling by
wheelchair), riding etc.”
Subject: Policy P4 Hazardous and Potentially Polluting Developments and
Contaminated Land
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter agreed with the Council to not include pipeline corridors in the
plan and retain this as planning advice. However, minor amendments have
been between paragraphs P4.1 and P4.5 for consistency in the application of
mitigation measures, and with the adopted 2017 Plan. These modifications
do not change the context of the policy.
Reporter’s modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

51

Replacing paragraph P4.2 on page 51 with:

Accept

“In determining planning applications for
development within the consultation zones
for hazardous installations (including oil and
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gas pipelines), we will consult with, and take
full account of advice from the Health and
Safety Executive (HSE), the Competent
Authority (in the case of Control of Major
Accident Hazardous sites) and the facility’s
owners and operators, and will seek to
ensure that any risk to public safety is not
increased. Prospective applicants should
check whether their proposed development
is within the consultation zone of a major
hazard site or a major accident hazard
pipeline, and should seek further advice if
this is the case. This confirmation and
advice can be obtained from the HSE
Planning Advice Web App at
www.hse.gov.uk/landuseplanning/developers
.htm or in Planning Advice, Pipeline and
Hazardous Development Consultation
Zones”.
50

Adding the following footnote to the end of
the modified paragraph P4.2:

Accept

“see Planning Advice Pipeline and
Hazardous Development Consultation Zones
– see Glossary.”
51

Replacing paragraph P4.5 on page 51 with:

Accept

“Where an Air Quality Assessment or a
Noise Impact Assessment indicates that a
proposed development could have a
significant detrimental impact on air quality or
noise levels, appropriate mitigation measures
must be provided.”
Subject: Appendix 8 Successful Placemaking Design Guidance, Appendix 9
Building Design Guidance, and Glossary
Summary of Recommendations
With the exception of recommending additional text on waste and waste
water, proposed by SEPA and which the Council supports, the Reporter does
not support making appendices 8 and 9 any more prescriptive, as the layout
and design of a proposal are matters to be addressed at the masterplan or
planning application stage, or are covered by other policies or legislation.
However, the Reporter agrees with the Council to include in the glossary a
definition of the term ‘Low Carbon Design’. The reference to the ‘Safe and
Efficient’ column in Appendix 9, is an error on the part of the Reporter and
should read, “Safe and Pleasant”, as there is no such column in that table, as
the Reporter makes no recommendation to amend this, and no change is
proposed to the table in Appendix 8.
Reporter’s modification(s):

Officers

Item: 05
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Recommendation
PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

883

Replacing the second sentence of the
seventh entry in the “Safe and Efficient
Pleasant” column of Appendix 9 on page 883
with:

Accept

“Where a private water supply or drainage
arrangement is proposed, all technical
information and reasons for not connecting to
a public water supply or sewer, as well as
details of adoption agreements with Scottish
Water or lifetime maintenance proposals
should be provided1”
883

Adding a new footnote on page 883 beneath Accept
the table in Appendix 9 (linked to the
modified second sentence of the seventh
entry in the “Safe and Efficient” column of the
table), as follows:
“1. Please refer to SEPA’s “Planning Advice
on Waste Water Drainage (Land Use
Planning System Guidance Note 19), for
guidance on technical information
requirements.”

1117

Adding a new definition in the appropriate
alphabetical position in the Glossary of the
plan, as follows:

Accept

“Low carbon design: The concept of
designing to minimise greenhouse gas
emissions and energy use. This may include
using technologies such as free cooling/
heating, thermal store/ exchange, wind
turbines, photo-voltaic and solar thermal
collectors, biomass heating, energy storage,
district heating, combined heat and power,
ground, water and air source heating and
cooling, fuel cells. Technological
advancements may increase the range of
potential contributions in this regard over
time.”
Subject: Appendix 10 Standards for Open Space
Summary of Recommendations
Requests to include text on neighbourhood streets, green infrastructure,
SuDS, and safeguarding biodiversity were not accepted by the Reporter, as
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they are effectively covered in the appendix or other policies. The Reporter
supported the views of the Council on open space and its contribution to
placemaking, and with SEPAs suggested modifications on buffer strips, river
restoration and ground water testing.
Reporter’s modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

887

Adding the following text, at the end of the
second sentence before Table 1 of Appendix
10 (page 887), after “delivered”:

Accept

“… as part of the design of a development to
achieve successful placemaking.”
887

Replacing the first bullet point in the “Notes”
column of Table 1 of Appendix 10 on page
887 (relating to Green-Blue Networks) with
the following;

Accept

“Buffer strips should be a minimum of six
metres wide, but may need to be wider in
response to local factors including hydrogeomorphology, pollution control, nature
conservation and active travel
considerations.”
887

Adding ‘and river restoration.’ after ‘long term
maintenance’ at the end of the 4th bullet
point in the “Notes” column of Table 1 of
Appendix 10 on page 887 (relating to GreenBlue Networks).

Accept

889

Adding the following new footnote linked to
the reference to “ground testing” in the first
sentence of the “Notes” column of the “Burial
Grounds” row in Table 1 in Appendix 10 on
page 889:

Accept

“Ground testing shall be in accordance with
SEPA’s Guidance on assessing the impacts
of cemeteries on groundwater (LUPS
GU32).”
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Issue Number: 8

Section 10 - Natural Heritage and
Landscape and Appendix 12 Local
Nature Conservation Sites and
Appendix 13 Aberdeenshire Special
Landscape Areas

Matters considered at Examination
Introduction
Policy E1 Natural Heritage
Policy E2 Landscape
Policy E3 Forestry and Woodland
Appendix 12 Local Nature
Conservation Sites
Appendix 13 Aberdeenshire
Special Landscape Areas

Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
No modifications made
No modifications made

Subject: Natural Heritage and Landscape Introduction
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter concluded there are no inconsistencies with Scottish Planning
Policy in the introductory paragraphs and agreed with the Council that any
distinction between ‘acceptability’ and ‘significance’ of environmental effects
from development is in relation to each of the policy provisions of natural
heritage, landscape and forestry. Minor amendments are recommended to
further emphasise the importance of preventing loss and damage to
woodland and forestry to provide greater clarity.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Modify the plan by:
Page
Number

Accept or Do Not
Accept

57

Accept

1. Adding the following sentence at the start
of the second introductory paragraph to
section
10 on page 57:
“Our natural environment should ensure that
its understanding and enjoyment, as well as
its benefits, are secured for present and
future generations.”

57

2. Replacing the first sentence of the third
introductory paragraph to section 10 on
page 57, with the following text:
“We continue to be concerned about the
loss of, or damage to, landscapes, habitats,
forestry and woodlands (including ancient
woodlands), and biodiversity due to
construction, quarrying and environmental

Accept
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engineering for controlling floods and the
cumulative effects of incremental changes.”
57

3. Replacing the first sentence of the fourth
introductory paragraph to section 10 on
page 57, with the following text:

Accept

“Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
will be required in connection with all major
and other developments likely to have
significant effects on the environment.”
Subject: Policy E1 Natural Heritage – Nature Conservation Sites
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter recommended alterations in paragraphs E1.1 to E1.4, in
addition to those proposed by the Council, to add clarity whilst being
consistent with Scottish Planning Policy. These changes relate to associated
factors that may be relevant in the context of the designation of nature
conservation sites, reflection of statutory protections, and minimisation of
impacts on nature conservation sites.
The Reporter agreed with the Council that policy wording in paragraph E1.6
should be amended to reflect that decision making involves balancing
positive and negative potential effects, and that a new paragraph is needed
to avoid confusing the different assessment and licensing regimes that apply
to European Protected Species, and those under other legislation.
The Reporter agreed that further clarity is needed in paragraph E1.7 with
regard to baseline surveys in order to address geological as well as
ecological considerations. A further modification was recommended to state
that such surveys should be in response to the potential presence of
elements to be safeguarded, rather than being determined by scale of
development.
The Reporter agreed with proposed amendments in paragraph E1.8 to reflect
the EU exit by changing reference to Habitats Regulations rather than the
European directives, and has agreed the Council’s amended wording on
delivering positive effects for biodiversity, but with a further modification to
clarify that enhancements may include woodlands. The Reporter agreed that
no change is required on policy provision for habitat fragmentation.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Modify the plan by:
Page
Number

Accept or Do Not
Accept

57

4. In paragraph E1.1 on page 57, inserting “,
species, habitat” between “biodiversity” and
“or geodiversity”.

Accept

57

5. Adding a footnote linked to the word
“geodiversity” in paragraph E1.1 as follows:

Accept
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“The Natural Spaces website provided by
NatureScot allows map-based searches of
Geological Conservation Review sites
(insert weblink).”
57

6. Replacing paragraph E1.2 on page 57
with the following text:

Accept

“In the case of an existing or proposed
Special Protection Area (SPA), existing,
proposed or candidate Special Area of
Conservation (SAC) or Ramsar Site, if it
cannot be ascertained that the development
would not adversely affect the integrity of
the site, development will only be permitted
where:
- there are no alternative solutions;
- there are imperative reasons of overriding
public interest, that may, for sites not
hosting a priority habitat type and/or priority
species, be of a social or economic nature;
and
- compensatory measures have been
identified and agreed to ensure that the
overall coherence of the European site
network is protected.”
57

7. Inserting a new paragraph between
paragraphs E1.2 and E1.3 as follows:

Accept

“Where the site hosts a priority habitat type
and/or a priority species, the reasons must
relate to human health, public safety or
beneficial consequences of primary
importance to the environment, or other
reasons which, in the opinion of Scottish
Ministers, are imperative reasons of
overriding public interest. It should be
noted that development not directly
connected with, or necessary to, the
conservation management of a European
site, and which is likely to have a significant
effect on the site (either individually or in
combination with other plans or projects)
will require to be subject to an appropriate
assessment, in order to ascertain whether
the development would not adversely affect
the integrity of the site.”
57

8. Replacing paragraph E1.3 on page 57
with the following text:

Accept
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“Development that affects Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSIs), National Nature
Reserves (NNRs) or the Cairngorms
National Park will only be permitted where a
thorough assessment demonstrates that the
objectives of designation and the overall
integrity of the site will not be compromised,
or any significant adverse effects on the
qualities for which the area has been
designated are clearly outweighed by
social, environmental or economic benefits
of national importance. In all cases, any
impacts should be minimised through
careful design and mitigation measures.”
58

9. Replacing the last sentence of paragraph
E1.4 on page 58 with the following three
sentences:

Accept

“In all cases, impacts must be minimised
through careful design and mitigation
measures. There will be a strong
presumption against removing ancient seminatural woodland or Plantations on Ancient
Woodland Sites (PAWS). Where such
woodland is present on or beside a
development site, proposals should be
designed to seek to accommodate and
protect the woodland rather than remove it
in part or entirely.”
58

10. Replacing paragraph E1.6 on page 58
with the following text:
“Development must seek to avoid any
unacceptable detrimental impact on
protected species. A Protected Species
Survey to inform the assessment of impacts
will be required where there is reason to
believe protected species may exist on or
adjacent to the site. The submission of
Species Protection Plans detailing
appropriate avoidance and mitigation
measures may be required. Development
affecting any protected species will only be
permitted when it can be justified in
accordance with the relevant protected
species legislation. Lists of species
protected by legislation are available from
NatureScot.”

Accept
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58

11. Inserting a new paragraph after
paragraph E1.6 on page 58 as follows:

Accept

“Development affecting species listed in
schedule 5 of the Wildlife and Countryside
Act will not be approved unless:
- the proposal will give rise to, or contributes
towards the achievement of, a significant
social, economic or environmental benefit;
and
- there is no other satisfactory solution; and
- there is no significant negative impact on
the conservation status of the species.
Development affecting any European
Protected Species will not be approved
unless:
- it is required for imperative reasons of
overriding public interest; and
- there is no other satisfactory solution; and
- the population will be maintained at a
favourable conservation status in its natural
range.”
58

12. Replacing paragraph E1.7 on page 58
with the following text:

Accept

“A baseline ecological or geological survey
must be prepared for all developments and
other proposals where there is evidence to
suggest that a habitat, geological feature or
species of importance may exist on or
adjacent to the site. This baseline survey
must be provided by a suitably qualified
ecologist or geologist, as appropriate.”
58

13. Replacing paragraph E1.8 on page 58
with the following text:
“A number of criteria will be used to consider
the biodiversity impacts of a development,
including whether it will affect habitats or
species listed in: Schedule 2 or 4 of the
Habitats Regulations; or the Scottish
Biodiversity List; or North East Scotland
Biodiversity Partnership Local Important
Species; or other species or habitats of
importance to biodiversity; or Groundwater
Dependent Terrestrial Ecosystems

Accept
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(GWDTE). We will only approve
development proposals:
- when a baseline ecological survey has
been carried out;
- when the development has been designed
to avoid impacts where possible;
- where impacts cannot be avoided the
public benefits clearly outweigh the
ecological or geological value of the site;
and
- where an ecological or geological
management plan is provided that includes
necessary mitigation and compensation
measures to result in ecological net gain.”
59

14. Replacing paragraph E1.10 on page 59
with the following text:

Accept

“Policy P1 also says that all developments
should identify measures that will be taken
to enhance biodiversity (including
woodlands) in proportion to the development
opportunities available and the scale of the
development. In circumstances when it is
not practical to deliver positive effects for
biodiversity within a development site, we
may require off-site contributions towards
biodiversity enhancement within the
settlement. Such measures may be secured
by planning obligations or conditions.”
Subject: Policy E2 Landscape
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter agreed that policy wording in paragraphs E2.1 and E2.2 should
be amended to clearly express the role of Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment, and the Special Landscape Areas identified in Appendix 13,
and has recommended modifications to this effect.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Modify the plan by:
Page
Number

Accept or Do Not
Accept

59

Accept

15. Replacing paragraph E2.1 on page 59
with the following text (retaining the footnote
linked to Landscape Character
Assessment):
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“We will refuse development that causes
unacceptable effects through its scale,
location or design on key characteristics,
natural landscape elements, features or the
composition or quality of the landscape
character as defined in the Landscape
Character Assessments produced by
Scottish Natural Heritage. These impacts
can be either alone or cumulatively with
other recent developments. A Landscape
and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) may
be required to assess the effects of change
on a landscape that could be experienced
should a development proposal be
approved. Appropriate mitigation should be
identified.”
59

16. Replacing paragraph E2.2 on page 59
with the following text (retaining the footnote
linking to NatureScot’s guidance on LVIA):

Accept

“Development that has a significant adverse
impact on the qualifying interests of a
Special Landscape Area will not be
permitted unless it is adequately
demonstrated that these effects are clearly
outweighed by social, environmental or
economic benefits of at least local
importance. Appendix 13 on Special
Landscape Areas is also intended to be
used as a guide by prospective developers
in assessing potential impact. Development,
in terms of its location, scale, design,
materials and landscaping, should be of a
high standard and enhance the special
qualities and character of the Special
Landscape Area.”
Subject: Policy E3 Forestry and Woodland
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter agreed that policy wording in paragraph E3.1 needs clarifying
with regard to the safeguarding and enhancing of woodlands, and has
recommended the Council’s proposed changes with some further minor
alteration. The Council’s proposed changes to paragraph E3.2 were
supported by the Reporter such that it will be more clearly conveyed there is
a commitment to safeguarding trees and woodlands. The Reporter agreed
that, subject to inclusion of the amended paragraph, no additional provision
requires to made on the promotion of public access.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

Item: 05
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PLDP
Modify the plan by:
Page
Number

Accept or Do Not
Accept

59

Accept

17. Replacing paragraph E3.1 on page 59
with the following text:
“Aberdeenshire’s forests and native and
semi-natural woodland areas are valued and
enjoyed by both residents and visitors and
must continue to be resilient to the effects of
climate change. They must be protected
and, where appropriate, enhanced to
safeguard the environment, habitats,
species and local culture, whilst benefitting
and supporting the local and national
economy.”

59

18. Replacing paragraph E3.2 on page 59
with the following text:
“We will promote and support the forestry
industry while strongly protecting and
enhancing trees and woodlands in the
planning and construction of built
development. To achieve this, there will be
a presumption against the removal of safe
and healthy trees, non-commercial
woodlands and hedgerows. Criteria in the
Scottish Government’s policy on Control of
Woodland Removal will be used to
determine the acceptability of woodland
removal. Development is also required to
continue to ensure that opportunities are
taken to promote the role of woodlands in
providing opportunities for community
development, education and recreational
access, protecting and enhancing
environmental quality and biodiversity,
landscape and historic assets.”

Accept
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Issue Number: 09

Section 11 - The Historic Environment
and Appendix 11 Conservation Areas

Matters considered at Examination
Introduction
Policy HE1 Protecting Listed
Buildings, Scheduled Monuments
and Archaeological Sites (including
other historic buildings)
Policy HE2 Protecting Historic,
Cultural and Conservation Areas
Policy HE3 Helping to Reuse
Historic Buildings at Risk
Appendix 11 Conservation Areas

No Modifications made
Modifications made

Modifications made
Modifications made
No Modifications made

Subject: Policy HE1 Protecting Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments and
Archaeological Sites (including other historic buildings)
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter found the wording in paragraph H1.1 internally inconsistent,
and considered it inappropriate to have an absolute bar to development.
Modification of paragraph HE1.2 has been proposed to ensure consistency of
terminologies when referring to heritage and to HE1.3 to provide a
consistency, and to qualify what a design statement should seek to
demonstrate. The Reporter agreed with the modification made by Historic
Environment Scotland to paragraph HE1.4, relating to demolition of listed
buildings, and recommends a modification. The Reporter recommended that
paragraph H1.5 should reflect the national policy more appropriately and
improve its clarity. The Reporter agreed with the Council and added a
footnote in paragraph HE1.6 to draw attention to the separate Scheduled
Monument Consent process.
Reporter’s modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modification made:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

65

1. Replacing paragraph HE1.1 on page 65
with:

Accept

“We will resist development that would have
an adverse impact on the character, integrity
or setting of listed buildings, or scheduled
monuments, or other archaeological sites. If
adverse impact is unavoidable, it should be
minimised and justified.”
65

2. Replacing the first sentence of paragraph
HE1.2 on page 65 with:

Accept
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“We will protect all listed buildings contained
on the statutory list of Buildings of Special
Architectural or Historic Interest for
Aberdeenshire, all scheduled monuments
contained on the statutory schedule of
Monuments for Aberdeenshire and
undesignated archaeological sites in
Aberdeenshire.”
65

3. In the first sentence of paragraph HE1.3
on page 65, replacing “will only be permitted
if they are” with “should be”, and replacing
the second sentence of the same paragraph
with:

Accept

“A Design Statement is required to support
any proposed development and demonstrate
how the proposal addresses paragraphs
HE1.1 and HE1.2.”
66

4. Replacing paragraph HE1.4 on page 66
with:

Accept

“The demolition of a listed building will not be
permitted unless there is clear evidence to
show that the building is no longer of special
interest, is incapable of repair or there are
overriding environmental or socio-economic
reasons not to retain it. It must be
satisfactorily demonstrated that every effort
has been made to continue the present use
or find a suitable new use, with or without an
appropriate adaptation of the building.”
66

5. Replacing paragraph HE1.5 on page 66
with:

Accept

“Development on nationally or locally
important monuments or archaeological
sites, or having an adverse impact on the
integrity of their setting, will only be allowed
if there are exceptional circumstances,
including those of a social or economic
nature, and there is no alternative site. It is
the developer’s responsibility to provide
information on the nature and location of the
archaeological features, including details of
any mitigation measures proposed, prior to
determination of the planning application.”
66

6. Adding a footnote linked to paragraph
HE1.6 on page 66, as follows:

Accept
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“Any works directly affecting a designated
Scheduled Monument requires Scheduled
Monument Consent (SMC), which is
obtained from Historic Environment
Scotland. Advice on the SMC process and
any requirements should be sought at an
early stage from Historic Environment
Scotland.”
Subject: Policy HE2 Protecting Historic, Cultural and Conservation Areas
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter modified paragraph HE2.1 to allow a balanced assessment of
any harm to natural heritage assets, to ensure that consent criteria for
Conservation Areas should not be more onerous than for listed buildings, and
remove risk of misinterpretation. The Reporter modified paragraph HE2.2 to
provide a cross reference to safeguard trees and woodlands would be
appropriate. The Reporter also modified paragraph HE2.3 to ensure
consistency within the policy and to make it clear that the paragraph only
applies to proposals which may affect the identified heritage asset and is not
confined to development within such areas.
Reporter’s Modifications(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Modification made:
Page
Number

Accept or Do Not
Accept

66

Accept

7. Replacing paragraph HE2.1 on page 66
with:
“We will resist development, including
change of use or demolition, which would
fail to preserve or enhance the character or
appearance of a conservation area. This
applies both to developments within the
conservation area and proposals outwith
that would affect its character or
appearance. We will seek retention,
restoration, and sympathetic adaptation of
unlisted buildings which contribute
positively to the special architectural or
historic interest of the area, in preference to
allowing their demolition.”

66

8. Replacing the third sentence in
paragraph HE2.2 on page 66 with:
“All details must be provided under the
cover of a full application and any trees
(including veteran trees and trees outside of

Accept
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woodlands) contributing to the character
and appearance should be retained.”
67

9. In the first line of paragraph HE2.3 on
page 67, replacing “within” with “affecting”.

Accept

67

10. Replacing the first bullet point of
paragraph HE2.3 on page 67 with:

Accept

"• the proposal would not have an adverse
impact that compromises the objectives of
the designation of an inventory garden or
designed landscape, or the key landscape
characteristics and special qualities of an
inventory battlefield; or,”
Subject: Policy HE3 Helping to Reuse Historic Buildings at Risk
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter had altered the title of Policy HE3 to clarify its intention even
though the Reporter found that the policy is clear and provides a clear and
robust set of criteria to guide consideration of any proposal. However, the
Reporter stated that the last sentence in paragraph HE3.1 should be deleted
because excluding the consideration of commercial development adds
nothing to the intention of the policy.
Reporter’s Modifications(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Modification made:
Page
Number

Accept or Do Not
Accept

67

Accept

11. Replacing the title of Policy HE3 on
page 67 with:
“Policy HE3 Enabling development to
safeguard Historic Buildings at Risk”

67

12. Deleting the last sentence of paragraph
HE3.1 on page 67.

Accept
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Issue Number: 11

Section 13 - Climate Change

Matters considered at Examination
Introduction
Policy C1 Using Resources in
Buildings
Policy C2 Renewable Energy
Policy C3 Carbon Sinks and Stores
Policy C4 Flooding
Climate Change Policy Map

Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
No modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made

Subject: Introduction
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter agreed with the Council that climate change ambitions and
targets arise separately from the local development plan context, and that
policy sections address specific aspects. However, in line with requests from
some representees, the Reporter recommended replacing the first paragraph
to reflect the national policy ambitions and legislation that have emerged
since the last plan.
The Reporter agreed with the Council it would be inappropriate to include
references to greenhouse gas emissions and specific types of development
in the introduction.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

81

1. Replacing the first, introductory,
paragraph on page 81 with:

Accept

“Climate change is possibly the greatest
challenge facing the world today. The
Scottish Government’s declaration of a
Climate Emergency and the enactment of
the Climate Change (Emissions Reduction
Targets) (Scotland) Act 2019 are responses
to this. These have influenced and are
reflected in the policies set out in this local
development plan. Scottish Planning Policy
favours development that contributes to
sustainable development and policies and
decisions are needed to support action to
tackle climate change and adaptation,
including taking account of flood risk. For
Aberdeenshire, this means reducing the
use of energy (both in the distribution of
development and within developments
themselves), conserving water, promoting
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energy generation by renewable sources,
sustaining existing carbon stores (such as
peat and wood), and dealing with long-term
flood risks.”
Subject: Policy C1 Using Resources in Buildings
Summary of Recommendations
Paragraph C1.1 and paragraph C1.2
The Reporter did not agree with the Council and some representees that the
policy ambition for CO2 emissions and energy cost reduction should be set at
a ‘Silver’ standard. However, the Reporter did appreciate that the ‘Platinum’
Standard does not currently exist in the mandatory Building Regulations.
Nonetheless, in agreement with other representees and for consistency with
Appendix 9 (Building Design Guidance), the Reporter recommended a
rewording of paragraph C1.1 to raise the policy ambition.
With regard to water efficiency, the Reporter agreed it would be inappropriate
to meet SEPA’s request to state “Platinum” level in place of “Gold”, as this
remains an undefined standard.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

81

2. Replacing the whole of paragraph C1.1
on page 81 with:

Accept

“All developments must be designed to
reduce carbon-dioxide emissions and
reduce the use of energy. For all
development, the target is to at least meet
the current Scottish building regulations
Target Emissions Rate (TER) and achieve
the sustainability rating ‘Gold’ level for
carbon dioxide reduction and energy
efficiency, including through the installation
of low and zero carbon generating
technologies. Wherever feasible, a
Platinum sustainability label under section 7
of the Building Standards Technical
Handbook should be sought. This should
include consideration of alternative fuel
vehicles including electric and hydrogen
refuelling.”
Subject: Policy C2 Renewable Energy
Summary of Recommendations

Item: 05
Page: 55

The Reporter considered a strengthening of policy wording in paragraph C2.1
is merited to address representees’ criticisms in this regard. The inclusion of
criteria from Scottish Planning Policy was recommended to more clearly
express that support is given to renewable energy developments in all forms.
This modification also results in there being no need for further specific
amendments to other parts of the policy.
The Reporter considered there are internal conflicts within the policy wording
on Hydro-Electric Schemes and a modification to policy wording was
recommended by the Reporter to avoid any misinterpretation of the policy.
The Reporter agreed with the Council that it is not reasonably practicable for
the plan to contain location-specific proposals for hypothetical energy storage
facilities
Where appearing in the policy text, the terms “historic environment” rather
than “built heritage”, and “blades” rather than “nacelles” have been added to
provide clarity.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

82

3. Replacing the whole of paragraph C2.1
on page 82 with:

Accept

“We will support renewable energy
developments, including solar, wind,
biomass (energy from biological material
derived from living, or recently living
organisms) and hydro-electricity projects,
as well as energy storage projects, which
are in appropriate sites and of the
appropriate design. Assessment of the
acceptability of such developments will take
account of any effects on: socio-economic
aspects; renewable energy targets;
greenhouse gas emissions; communities;
landscape and visual aspects; natural
heritage; carbon rich soils; the historic
environment; tourism and recreation;
aviation, defence, telecommunications and
broadcasting interests; road traffic;
hydrology; and opportunities for energy
storage. We treat biomass schemes as
industrial processes suitable for business
land. These may be hazardous
developments through their impact on air
quality. This support is not at the expense
of other policies regarding Natural Heritage,
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the Historic Environment and Protecting
Resources.”
82

4. Replacing the last sentence of paragraph Accept
C2.2 on page 82 with:
“This guidance remains relevant but is not a
substitute for detailed assessment of the
landscape impact of specific development
proposals.”

82

5. Adding a footnote linked to the reference
in paragraph C2.2 on page 82 to the
document entitled “Strategic Landscape
Capacity Assessment for Wind Energy in
Aberdeenshire Final Report”, as follows:

Accept

“It is anticipated that Strategic Landscape
Capacity Assessment guidance will be
updated during the lifetime of the Plan.”
82

6. In the third sentence of paragraph C2.3,
replacing “nacelles” with “blades”.

Accept

82

7. Replacing the penultimate sentence of
paragraph C2.3 on page 82 with:

Accept

“Existing infrastructure, including turbine
bases, should be reused where possible.”
83

8. Replacing the first and second sentences Accept
of paragraph C2.6 on page 83 with:
“We will approve hydro-electric schemes if
they are located, sited and designed to
have no unacceptable individual or
cumulative impact on the water or wider
natural environment, taking account of the
relevant criteria set out in paragraph C2.1.

Subject: Policy C4 Flooding
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter recommended replacing the whole of paragraph C4.1 and its
footnotes to provide clarity on categorising flood risk. The Reporter clarified
that the reference to a minimum of 100 years as an assumed lifespan of
residential development, remains valid.
Contrary to the Council’s view, the Reporter did not consider it sufficient to
rely on policy wording to convey a policy intention to oppose the culverting of
watercourses. Whilst acknowledging that the Council considers culverting a
bad practice, the introduction of a new paragraph C4.7 was recommended to
strengthen policy. The Reporter also supported SEPA’s request that the word
“local” be removed in respect of evidencing coastal flooding risk, and clarified
that this would not exclude consideration of local evidence, but would allow
other evidence whatever its origin.
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Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

84

9. Replacing the whole of paragraph C4.1
on page 84 with:

Accept

“Flood Risk Assessments should be
undertaken in accordance with SEPA
Technical Flood Risk Guidance8 and will be
required for development in the indicative
medium to high category of flood risk of
0.5% or greater annual probability (1 in 200
years or more frequent)9. Assessments
may also be required in areas of lower
annual probability (0.1%-0.5% annual
probability) in circumstances where other
factors indicate a potentially heightened risk
or there are multiple sources of potential
flooding. Assessments should include an
allowance for freeboard10 and climate
change11. Development should not
increase flood risk vulnerability12 and
should avoid areas of medium to high risk,
functional floodplain or other areas where
the risks are otherwise assessed as
heightened or unacceptable except where:
- It is a development to alleviate flooding or
erosion of riverbanks or the coast;
- It is consistent with the flood storage and
conveyance function of a floodplain;
- It would otherwise be less affected by
flooding (such as a play area or car park);
- It is essential infrastructure. The location
is essential for operational reasons for
example for water-based navigation,
agriculture, transport or utilities
infrastructure and an alternative lower risk
location is not available13.”
84

10. Deleting footnotes 8 to 11 at the bottom
of page 84 and inserting footnotes 8 to 13
as referred to in modified paragraph C4.1
above, as follows:
8 Guidance

on technical guidance for
developers is provided in Technical Flood
Risk Guidance for Stakeholders - SEPA

Accept
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requirements for undertaking a Flood Risk
Assessment – 2019.
9 The

Scottish Environment Protection
Agency (SEPA) have produced indicative
maps of flood risk areas and these are a
useful starting point for developers in
considering the location of their proposals.
10 Freeboard

is an extra allowance provided
above estimated flood levels. It is a factor
of safety in flood protection design (usually
expressed as height above flood level),
which allows for factors related to the
uncertainty in estimating flood risk (e.g.
wave action, settlement, morphological
changes).
11

Advice on freeboard and climate change
allowances can be found in SEPA’s
publication “Climate change allowances for
flood risk assessment in land use planning”
12

Proposals should comply with SEPA’s
‘Flood Risk and Land Use Vulnerability
Guidance’ in relation to redevelopment.
13

See SEPA’s Land Use Vulnerability
Guidance
85

11. In the last line of paragraph C4.4 on
page 85, deleting the word “local”.

Accept

85

12. Adding a new paragraph C4.7 and
related footnote as follows:

Accept

“We are opposed to the enclosed culverting
of watercourses for land gain and will
actively seek to discourage such proposals.
We encourage the daylighting (or
de-culverting) of existing culverted
watercourse16.
16

This is supported by Scottish
Government’s “Surface Water Management
Planning Guidance (2018) and SEPA’s
Culverting of Watercourses – Position
Statement and Supporting Guidance.”
Subject: Climate Change Policy Map
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter’s reading of paragraph C2.2 in conjunction with the climate
change map was that group 3 locations (“areas with potential subjected to
detailed consideration”) outwith the orange hatched areas (“areas with
strategic landscape capacity for wind turbine development”), are areas that
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do not have the same potential and that this goes against Scottish Planning
Policy. The Reporter recommended removing the orange hatched areas and
associated reference in the map key.
The Reporter noted that the Council accepted that the absence in the key to
the 15-metre turbine blade tip threshold should be rectified, and
recommended a modification accordingly.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

86

13. Removing the orange hatched areas,
the associated reference to “Areas with
strategic capacity for wind turbine
development” and the heading “Local
Landscape Guidance”, from the climate
change map and key on page 86.

Accept

86

14. In the key to the climate change map on Accept
page 86;
Replacing the heading “Spatial Framework
for Wind Energy”, with “Spatial Framework
for Wind Energy (applicable to turbines
greater than 15 metres height to blade tip)”.
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Issue Number: 12

Title: Section 14 – Responsibility of
Developers and Appendix 15
Recycling and Waste Facilities

Matters considered at Examination
Responsibilities of Developers
Introduction
Policy RD1 Providing Suitable
Services
Policy RD2 Developer Obligations
Appendix 15 Recycling and Waste
Facilities

Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
No modifications made

Subject: Responsibilities of Developers Introduction
Summary of Recommendations
While the approach taken was judged to be appropriate the Reporter found
that there was insufficient detail to enable the implications for specific
developments to be fully understood and properly taken into account in their
implementation. Planning Advice will not meet this need. The Reporter
considered that the Council should prepare statutory supplementary
guidance to provide further detail on contributions sought. The Reporter has
recommended that in line with legislation, the Council will be required to
publicise a draft version of the supplementary guidance for comment.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

89

1. Replacing the last sentence in the
unnumbered introductory paragraph on page
89 with:

Accept

“This approach will be further detailed
through Supplementary Guidance on
Developer Obligations and Affordable
Housing, as well as the Delivery
Programme.”
Subject: Policy RD1 Providing Suitable Services
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter has recommended that that paragraph RD1.1 be modified to
emphasise the promotion of sustainable transport links, and that paragraph
RD1.2 be modified to be worded more positively in respect of alternatively
fuelled vehicles. For consistency with the tests of Circular 3/2012 and due to
the requirement for access works or enhancements to not always be
required, the Reporter has recommended that paragraphs RD1.4 to 1.7 be
amended to replace “must” with “should”, which will also provide flexibility at
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the development management stage. For clarity, the Reporter stated that the
recommended supplementary guidance in the context of Policy RD2 provides
mechanisms to guide how the provision of services and infrastructure in
Policy RD1 can be delivered. The Reporter agreed with the Council to
amend paragraph RD1.12 in respect of wastewater matters to make the
intention clearer.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

89

2. Replacing paragraph RD1.1 on page 89
with:

Accept

89

90

“We will only allow development that is
located and designed to take advantage of
or incorporate the services, facilities and
infrastructure necessary to support it. Such
matters may include sustainable transport
linkages and supporting infrastructure,
facilities for alternatively fuelled vehicles,
road access, waste management provision,
water supply, wastewater connections and
treatment, and other elements as may be
appropriate in the circumstances.”
3. Replacing paragraph RD1.2 on page 89
with:
“Residential development should, where
practicable, incorporate appropriate
provision for electric vehicle charging. The
availability of one charging point for every 25
employees should be aimed for at
workplaces. Electric vehicle charging points
should be provided in car parking spaces
used by the public, including in connection
with major retail and leisure uses. Their
provision will be managed by the application
of the Standards for Road Construction
Consent and Adoption2.”
4. Replacing “must” with “should” in the first
line of paragraph RD1.4 on page 90.

Accept

Accept

90

5. Replacing “must” with “should” in the first
line of paragraph RD1.5 on page 90.

Accept

90

6. Replacing “must” with “should” in the first
line of paragraph RD1.6 on page 90.

Accept

90

7. Replacing “must” with “should” in the third
line of paragraph RD1.7 on page 90.

Accept
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91

8. Replacing paragraph RD1.12 on page 91
with:

Accept

“Where a connection to the public drainage
infrastructure is demonstrated to be
unfeasible, connection to a private drainage
infrastructure can be supported, if it is
demonstrated satisfactorily that there is no
reasonable alternative, and where the
developer commits to a maintenance
agreement with homeowners for the lifetime
of the plant where adoption by Scottish
Water is either not sought or not granted.
Appropriate supporting evidence should be
provided to support using private drainage
infrastructure. Planning permission may be
granted on the condition that private
drainage infrastructure may be used
temporarily with the requirement to connect
to public drainage infrastructure when it
becomes available.”
Subject: Policy RD2 Developer Obligations
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter found that the circumstances in which contributions will be
sought are not fully explained, either in the section 14 of the proposed plan or
the settlement statements and the plan provide insufficient detail to enable
developers to undertake even a basic viability assessment. The approach
taken in the proposed plan to the identification of required transport
infrastructure is not consistent with Scottish Planning Policy. In many cases
the need for specific items of infrastructure to be provided or augmented in
respect of particular identified development allocations is missing. The
Council should prepare statutory supplementary guidance to remedy this
deficiency in the plan by summer 2024. As the guidance is not currently
available it is appropriate for the approach to developer obligations to be
more clearly expressed in the plan. Currently the plan has no requirements
for physical and social infrastructure not listed and modifications (and
consequential modifications by the Council) are required to directly reflect the
tests in Circular 3/2021.
Modifications are also required to paragraphs RD2,1 and subsequent
paragraphs RD2.2 - RD2.16 to correct the impression that contributions
would be sought as a matter of course as necessary specific infrastructure
could be governed by conditions.
The Reporter did not recommend further categories of transport provision be
included in paragraph RD2.7 and RD2.8 as further detail is to be included in
supplementary guidance. The Reporter agreed with the Council to refer to
“Core Paths Plan” in paragraph RD2.9 and has recommended a modification
accordingly. For clarity, the Reporter did not suggest any modifications to
paragraph RD2.14 related to physical and social infrastructure in health and
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care provision being treated differently in principle from other infrastructure
and services necessary to support development, as raised in representation.
The Reporter agreed with the Council that there is no justification for Network
Rail being exempt from making provision to secure necessary infrastructure
or services.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

92

9. Replacing paragraph RD2.1 on page 92
with:

Accept

“Where, by itself or cumulatively,
development would give rise to the need for
new or improved infrastructure or services,
and this is not to be directly provided as an
integral part of the development, planning
obligations or other appropriate means to
secure such provision may need to be put in
place. Planning obligations, including those
securing financial contributions, must meet
each of the five tests set out in paragraph 14
of Planning Circular 3/201211. Planning
obligations must:
- be necessary to make the proposed
development acceptable in planning terms;
- serve a planning purpose;
- relate directly or cumulatively to the
proposed development;
- fairly and reasonably relate in scale and
kind to the proposed development;
- be reasonable in all other respects.

92

It is not possible to indicate all the
circumstances where planning obligations
are appropriate. The settlement statements
in Appendix 7 indicate the nature of
infrastructure or service provision necessary
in connection with development proposed in
this plan, where these are known.
Paragraphs RD2.7 to RD2.16 below give
guidance in relation to certain categories of
infrastructure and services.
10. Replacing the final sentence in
paragraph RD2.2 on page 92 with the
following sentences:

Accept
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93

93

“Supplementary Guidance on Developer
Obligations and Affordable Housing will be
prepared. This will provide further detail on
the items for which financial or other
contributions, including affordable housing,
will be sought; the circumstances (locations,
types of development) where they will be
sought; and the levels of developer
contributions or methodologies for their
calculation. Information will be provided on
the transport and related infrastructure
required in association with allocations in the
plan. Where the exact requirements for site
specific infrastructure are not known, the
guidance will include as much detail as
possible and set out clearly how, when and
by whom, this information will be provided.
A copy of the Supplementary Guidance,
which the council wishes to adopt, will be
submitted to Scottish Ministers within 12
months from the date the local development
plan is adopted.”
11. Replacing paragraph RD2.7 on page 93
with:
“We may need contributions towards
transportation improvements as shown in
Appendix 7, Supplementary Guidance and
the Delivery Programme. These could
include work on the trunk road network and
in Aberdeen City. The Aberdeen City and
Shire Strategic Development Plan has
prepared a cumulative transport appraisal to
inform their strategic transport advice. This
could also include improvements to rail
infrastructure.”
12. Replacing paragraph RD2.8 on page 93
with

Accept

Accept

“We may need contributions to fully address
the effect of individual developments. We
may also need contributions if more than
one development affects transportation
infrastructure. We provide details of this in
Appendix 7 and Supplementary Guidance.
All new development within a settlement
may be required to contribute to any
identified need.”
93

13. In the second line of paragraph RD2.9
on page 93, replacing “will” with “may”.

Accept
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93

14. In the last line of paragraph RD2.9 on
page 93, replacing “Core Path Plan” with
“Core Paths Plan”.

Accept

93

15. Replacing paragraph RD2.10 on page
93 with:

Accept

“We may need contributions to ensure there
are adequate primary school places for an
increase in the number of school pupils likely
to result from new residential developments.
We give details in Appendix 7 and
Supplementary Guidance. All new housing
developments within a primary school
catchment may be required to contribute to
any identified need.”
93

16. Inserting the words “and Supplementary
Guidance” at the end of paragraph RD2.11
on page 93.

Accept

93

17. Replacing the first two sentences of
paragraph RD2.12 on page 93 with:

Accept

“We may need contributions to deal with the
effects of a development on communities
where a specific shortfall is identified. We
give details of this in Appendix 7 and
Supplementary Guidance.”
93

18. Replacing the first two sentences of
paragraph RD2.13 on page 93 with:

Accept

“We may need contributions for facilities in
line with details in Appendix 7 and
Supplementary Guidance. This could
involve the developer contributing towards
strategic recycling and waste infrastructure
that benefit residents within the catchment
area.”
94

19. Replacing the second sentence in
paragraph RD2.14 on page 94 with:
“Appendix 7 and Supplementary Guidance
provide information on where such provision
may be required.”

Accept
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Issue Number: 13

Appendix 16 – Schedule and
Landownership and Glossary

Matter being considered at Examination
Appendix 16
Glossary

No modifications made
Modifications made

Subject: Schedule and Landownership
Summary of Recommendations
The recommendations that were put forward by reporter were minor and
revolved around wording changes to enhance the clarity and consistency of
the terms used. Some sections the Reporter felt were inappropriate for this
document and were shortened. Modifications were proposed to the definition
of “Protected Species”, “infrastructure” and some terms relating to
assessment of flood risk.
Reporter’s Modifications(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

1178

1. Adding a new definition in the appropriate Accept
alphabetical position in the Glossary,
together with a link to further guidance
available on the NatureScot website, as
follows: “Protected species: Species that are
afforded legal protection in Scots, European
or wider international law. (further guidance
is published on the NatureScot website Legal
framework | NatureScot)”

1173

2. Replacing the word “watercourse” with
“waterbody” in the second line of the
definition of “Buffer Strips” in the Glossary on
page 1173.

Accept

1175

3. Replacing the heading “Freeboard” and
the whole of the text of that entry in the
Glossary, on page 1175, with: “Freeboard
Allowance: A height added to the predicted
level of a flood to take account of the height
of waves or turbulence and uncertainty in
estimating the probability of the flooding.”
4. Replacing the whole of the text of the
entry relating to “Infrastructure:” (but

Accept

1176

Accept
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retaining that heading) in the Glossary, on
page 1176, with:
“The facilities and other items needed to
support development. This includes roads
and transport facilities, energy and
communication networks, sewage and water
facilities.”
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Issue Number: 14

Omissions from the Plan

Matters considered at Examination
General
Environment
Transport

No modifications made
No modifications made
Modifications made

Subject: Transport
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter seeks no further action on freight facilities. Reference to
“wheeling” (travelling by wheelchair) have already been recommended for
Section 4 of the proposed plan but the Reporter observes that it would not be
proportionate to require the council to review all references to a “footpath”
within the plan or provide greater detail in the settlement statements to
protecting and promoting access opportunities. Likewise, the Reporter does
not think that a review of strategic transport is necessary to establish an
appropriate level of consistency, or that a blanket requirement for all
development in strategic growth areas to contribute to strategic transportation
improvements, instead referring to the obligation being introduced elsewhere
in the modifications to the plan for the preparation of separate supplementary
guidance to cover this matter.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

15

1. Amending the outcome heading in
paragraph 4.7 on page 15 to read:

Accept

“To make efficient use of the transport
network, reduce the need to travel and
promote walking, cycling, wheeling and
public transport.”
1173

2. Replacing the definition of “active travel” in
the glossary on page 1173 with:
“An approach to travel that focusses on
physical activity such as walking, cycling and
wheeling (travelling by wheelchair).”

Accept
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Issue Number: 56

56 - Other Settlements RHMA (Marr)
North - Cairnie, Clatt, Drumblade,
Forgue, Gartly, Glass, Huntly,
Kennethmont, Rhynie and Ruthven

Matters considered at Examination
Cairnie
Clatt
Drumblade
Forgue
Gartly
Glass
Huntly
Kennethmont
Rhynie
Ruthven

Modification made
Modification made
Modification made
Modification made
Modification made
Modification made
Modification made
Modification made
No modification made
No modification made

Subject: Cairnie
Summary of Recommendations
Allocated Sites
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and the Council to add text to the allocation
summary for OP1 (Land opposite Hall Cottages) for a buffer from the sewage
works.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

793

1. Adding the following new sentence to the
end of the allocation summary for site OP1
(Land Opposite Hall Cottages) in the
Cairnie settlement statement on page 793:

Accept

“Liaison with the Council’s Environmental
Health Service is required to determine a
suitable buffer from the sewage works on
the eastern side of the site.”
Subject: Clatt
Summary of Recommendations
Flood Risk
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and has recommended text is added to
highlight the risk of flooding in the settlement.
Services and Infrastructure
A request to remove the services and infrastructure section was dismissed as
planning applications may come forward on sites not identified as allocations.
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Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

794

2. Adding a new sub-heading “Flood Risk”
to the Clatt settlement statement on page
794, with the following new bullet point:

Accept

“• Parts of Clatt are at possible risk from
flooding from the Gadie Burn. Flood Risk
Assessments may be required.”
Subject: Drumblade
Summary of Recommendations
Allocated Sites
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and the Council to amend the allocation
summary for OP1 (Land to southwest Drumblade Primary School) to provide
clarity of text on waste water.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

801

3. Replacing the third paragraph of the
allocation summary for OP1 – Land to
Southwest of Drumblade Primary School in
the Drumblade settlement statement on
page 801 with:

Accept

“A single private waste water treatment
plant, built to an adoptable standard, will
be required for this site.”
Subject: Forgue
Summary of Recommendations
Flood Risk
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and has recommended text is added to
highlight the risk of flooding in the settlement.
Services and Infrastructure
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and has recommended modifications to
provide clarity of text on waste water.
Allocated Sites
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and the Council to amend the allocation
summary for OP1 (Land to southwest Drumblade Primary School) and OP2
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(Chapelhill - Land to west and south of Forgue School) to provide clarity of
text on waste water.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

806

4. Adding a new sub-heading “Flood Risk”
to the Forgue settlement statement on
page 806, with the following new bullet
point:

Accept

“• Parts of Forgue are at possible risk from
flooding from the Burn of Forgue. Flood
Risk Assessments may be required.”
806

5. Replacing the second bullet point in the
services and infrastructure section of the
Forgue settlement statement on page 806
with:

Accept

“• Strategic and drainage water supply:
There is no public waste water
infrastructure in Forgue.”
807

6. Replacing the second paragraph of the
allocation summary for OP1 – Land to East
of the Rectory and the last paragraph of
the allocation summary for OP2 –
Chapelhill in the Forgue settlement
statement on page 807 with the following
text:

Accept

“A single private waste water treatment
plant, built to an adoptable standard, will
be required for this site. It will be
preferable for the provision of one
treatment plant to service both OP1 and
OP2.”
Subject: Gartly
Summary of Recommendations
Flood Risk
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and has recommended text is added to
highlight the risk of flooding in the settlement.
Services and Infrastructure
A request to remove the services and infrastructure section was dismissed as
planning applications may come forward on sites not identified as allocations.
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Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

809

7. Adding a new sub-heading “Flood Risk”
to the Gartly settlement statement on page
809, with the following new bullet point:

Accept

“• Parts of Gartly are at possible risk from
flooding from the Bogie Water. Flood Risk
Assessments may be required.”
Subject: Glass
Summary of Recommendations
Flood Risk
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and has recommended text is added to
highlight the risk of flooding in the settlement.
Services and Infrastructure
A request to remove the services and infrastructure section was dismissed as
planning applications may come forward on sites not identified as allocations.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

811

8. Adding a new sub-heading “Flood Risk”
to the Glass settlement statement on page
811, with the following new bullet point:

Accept

“• Parts of Glass are at possible risk from
flooding from the Markie Water. Flood Risk
Assessments may be required.”
Subject: Huntly
Summary of Recommendations
Allocated Sites
Requests to remove OP1 (Land at Steven Road) was not agreed as the area
is not currently allocated as open space and concerns for traffic/access would
be addressed through a planning application. The Reporter found that
NatureScot’s request for additional text to minimise the visual impact of OP5
(The Ward) would be unnecessarily restrictive and recommended alternative
text.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation
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PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

818

9. Adding the following new eighth
sentence (after “...within and along the
boundaries of the site.”) to the allocation
summary for OP5 (The Ward) in the Huntly
settlement statement on page 818:

Accept

“Proposals should seek to minimise
landscape and visual impacts on
Tullochbeg and the sensitive landscape
setting to the south west of Huntly.”
Subject: Kennethmont
Summary of Recommendations
Allocated Sites
A request to remove OP1 (Land south of B9002) or its contribution to the
Strategic Development Plan allowances was not accepted as it is an effective
site in the Housing Land Audit 2020. Change has been made to reflect the
site has planning permission.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

831

10. Replacing the second sentence of the
first paragraph in the allocation summary
for site OP1 (Land south of B9002) in the
Kennethmont settlement statement on
page 831 with:

Accept

“Planning permission for 32 homes has
been approved.”
Subject: Rhynie
Summary of Recommendations
No comments were given by the Reporter on this settlement.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

No modifications

Accept

Subject: Ruthven
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Summary of Recommendations
No comments were given by the Reporter on this settlement.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

No modifications

Accept
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Issue Number: 57

Other Settlements RHMA (Marr) Central Glenkindie, Keig, Kirkton of Tough, Lumsden,
Montgarrie, Monymusk, Muir of Fowlis,
Tillyfourie, Towie and Whitehouse

Matters considered at Examination
Glenkindie
Modifications made
Keig
No modifications made
Kirkton of Tough
Modifications made
Lumsden
Modifications made
Montgarrie
No modifications made
Monymusk
Modifications made
Muir of Fowlis
Modifications made
Tillyfourie
No modifications made
Towie
Modifications made
Whitehouse
Modifications made
Subject: Glenkindie
Summary of Recommendations
Flood Risk
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and has recommended text is added on
flood risk to resolve an omission in this regard.
Reporter’s Modification(s):
Officers
Recommendation
PLDP
Page
Number
813

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

1. Adding a new sub-heading “Flood Risk”
Accept
with the following bullet point to the
Glenkindie settlement statement on page
813:
“• Parts of Glenkindie are adjacent to the
River Don 1 in 200 year flood area shown on
SEPA Indicative Flood Map. Flood Risk
Assessments may be required.”
Subject: Keig
Summary of Recommendations
Allocated Sites
Objections to the current unkept site and the time it has taken to develop OP1
(Land North of Braehead) were dismissed by the Reporter as the planning
system cannot control how long it takes to complete construction. With homes
remaining to be built on the site, the request to remove the site from the plan
was not agreed.
Reporter’s Modification(s):
Officers
Recommendation
PLDP
Modify the plan by:
Accept or Do Not
Page
Accept
Number
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No modifications
Accept
Subject: Kirkton of Tough
Summary of Recommendations
Services and Infrastructure
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and has recommended modifications to
provide clarity of text on waste water. A request to remove the services and
infrastructure section was dismissed as planning applications may come
forward on sites not identified as allocations.
Reporter’s Modification(s):
PLDP
Page
Number
837

Modify the plan by:

Officers
Recommendation
Accept or Do Not
Accept

2. Replacing the word ‘treatment’ with
Accept
‘infrastructure’ in the strategic drainage and
water supply bullet point in the Kirkton of
Tough settlement statement on page 837.
Subject: Lumsden
Summary of Recommendations
Settlement Features
A request to remove the designation BUS (safeguarded for business uses) was
not agreed as it would retain employment opportunities. The Reporter modified
the text to note the potential adverse impacts on neighbouring uses.
Flood Risk
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and has recommended modifications to
highlight the need for buffer strips next to the watercourse.
Reporter’s Modification(s):
Officers
Recommendation
PLDP
Modify the plan by:
Accept or Do Not
Page
Accept
Number
845
3. Replacing the description of the BUS
Accept
safeguard in the Lumsden settlement
statement on page 845 with:
“Safeguarded for business uses.
Consideration should be given to potential
adverse impacts on neighbouring uses.”
845
4. Replacing the flood risk bullet point in the
Accept
Lumsden settlement statement on page 845
with:
“• A small watercourse flows adjacent to the
BUS site and buffer strips will be required
alongside it. A Flood Risk Assessment may
be required.”
Subject: Montgarrie
Summary of Recommendations
Unallocated Sites
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No unallocated sites were added to the plan. Bid MR028 (Land at Montgarrie
East) would be contrary to the plan’s vision to promote reduced travel and the
site would be visually prominent. In the absence of local facilities Montgarrie
would not meet the definition of a settlement and that there is no reason for
there to be a settlement statement.
Reporter’s Modification(s):
PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

No modifications

Officers
Recommendation
Accept or Do Not
Accept
Accept

Subject: Monymusk
Summary of Recommendations
Vision
The Reporter agreed to modify the vision to highlight the contribution the
church makes to the sense of place and historic environment in Monymusk.
Flood Risk
The Reporter agreed to add in a flood risk section for consistency to highlight
the risk of flooding in the settlement.
Unallocated Sites
No unallocated sites were added to the plan. Bid MR074 (Land south of Clyans
Wood) was not required to meet housing need with the Reporter noting there is
consensus that a period of consolidation is required.
Settlement Map
The request to update the settlement maps was not agreed as the current map
would have no implications for the plan.
Reporter’s Modification(s):
Officers
Recommendation
PLDP
Modify the plan by:
Accept or Do Not
Page
Accept
Number
847
5. Replacing the second sentence in the
Accept
vision section of the Monymusk settlement
statement on page 847 with:
“The village has a Conservation Area where
the square and historic 12th century church
form the central area.”
847
6. Adding a new sub-heading “Flood Risk”
Accept
with the following bullet point to the Monymusk
settlement statement on page 847:
“• The Todlachie Burn runs through the village
and past the sewage works to an outfall at the
River Don. A Flood Risk Assessment may be
required.”
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Subject: Muir of Fowlis
Summary of Recommendations
Flood Risk
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and has recommended modifications to
highlight the need for buffer strips next to the watercourse but only for the
designation BUS.
Reporter’s Modification(s):
Officers
Recommendation
PLDP
Modify the plan by:
Accept or Do Not
Page
Accept
Number
849
7. Replacing the flood risk bullet point in the
Accept
Muir Of Fowlis settlement statement on page
849 with:
“• Sites OP1 and BUS are adjacent to the
indicative extent of the Leochel Burn. Flood
Risk Assessments may be required. A buffer
strip will be required alongside the
watercourse on the BUS site.”
Subject: Tillyfourie
Summary of Recommendations
Unallocated Sites
No unallocated sites were added to the plan. New site N025 (Land at
Tillyfourie) would be contrary to the plan’s vision to promote reduced travel and
would be overdevelopment. In the absence of local facilities Tillyfourie would
not meet the definition of a settlement and that there is no reason for there to
be a settlement statement.
Reporter’s Modification(s):
PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

No modifications

Officers
Recommendation
Accept or Do Not
Accept
Accept

Subject: Towie
Summary of Recommendations
Services and Infrastructure
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and has recommended modifications to
provide clarity of text on waste water.
Allocated Sites
A request to remove OP1 (Land Adjacent to the Hall) was not agreed as it is
reasonable its constraints can be overcome for it to be deliverable by 2032.
Reporter’s Modification(s):
Officers
Recommendation
PLDP
Modify the plan by:
Accept or Do Not
Page
Accept
Number
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867

8. Replacing the second bullet point in the
Accept
services and infrastructure section of the
Towie settlement statement on page 867 with:
“• Strategic drainage and water supply: There
is no public waste water infrastructure
available.”
868
9. Replacing the second paragraph in the
Accept
allocation summary for OP1 (Land adjacent to
the Hall) in the Towie settlement statement on
page 868 with:
“A single private water treatment plant, built to
an adoptable standard, will be required for this
site”.
Subject: Whitehouse
Summary of Recommendations
Services and Infrastructure
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and has recommended modifications to
provide clarity of text on waste water.
Reporter’s Modification(s):
Officers
Recommendation
PLDP
Modify the plan by:
Accept or Do Not
Page
Accept
Number
870
10. Replacing the second bullet point in the
Accept
services and infrastructure section of the
Whitehouse settlement statement on page 870
with:
“• Strategic drainage and water supply: There
is no public waste water infrastructure
available.”
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Issue Number: 58

Other Settlements RHMA (Marr) South
- Birsemore, Craigwell, Finzean,
Kincardine O'Neil, Logie Coldstone,
Lumphanan, Strachan, Tarland and
Torphins

Matters considered at Examination
Birsemore
Craigwell
Finzean
Kincardine O'Neil
Logie Coldstone
Lumphanan
Strachan
Tarland
Torphins

No modifications made
No modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made

Subject: Birsemore
Summary of Recommendations
Unallocated Sites
No unallocated sites were added to the plan. The proposed bid site MR028
(Land south of Birsemore) for 13 homes was not accepted with concerns
regarding access and accessibility to local services.
It was not accepted that Birsmore met the definition of “a settlement” nor
required a settlement statement.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP Modify the plan by:
Page
Numb
er

Accept or Do Not
Accept

No modifications

Accept

Subject: Craigwell
Summary of Recommendations
A request to remove the settlement statement was not accepted as, because
it contains a reserved site, it is reasonable for Craigwell to have an entry in
the Local Development Plan.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP Modify the plan by:
Page
Numb
er

Accept or Do Not
Accept

No modifications

Accept
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Subject: Finzean
Summary of Recommendations
Allocated Sites
The Reporter agreed with the inclusion of text for OP1 (Site to East of
Finzean Village Hall) requested by NatureScot on active travel and clarifying
that a Habitats Regulations Appraisal would be required. It was agreed that a
modification proposed by SEPA on waste water text should be included to
provide clarification.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP Modify the plan by:
Page
Numb
er

Accept or Do Not
Accept

804

Accept

1. Adding the following sentence at the end of
the second paragraph of the allocation
summary for OP1 (site to East of Finzean
Village Hall) in the Finzean settlement
statement on page 804:
“Provision for active travel is required, with an
aim of seeking to improve links between the
site and the rest of the settlement.”

804

2. Replacing the third paragraph of the
allocation summary for OP1 (site to East of
Finzean Village Hall) in the Finzean settlement
statement on page 804 with:

Accept

“The proposal will be subject to a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in order to
consider potential effects on the qualifying
interests of the River Dee SAC. A Construction
Method Statement may be required.”
804

3. Replacing the last paragraph of the
allocation summary for OP1 (site to East of
Finzean Village Hall) in the Finzean settlement
statement on page 804 with:

Accept

“A single private waste water treatment plant,
built to an adoptable standard, will be required
for this site.”
Subject: Kincardine O’Neil
Summary of Recommendations
Settlement Features
The Reporter agreed with the Council to amend the description for protected
land P2 to provide more flexibility.
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Flood Risk
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and has recommended modifications to the
text to provide clarity on the risk for flooding.
Services and Infrastructure
A change requested by NHS Grampian for contributions to go towards health
care at Aboyne instead of Banchory was found to be reasonable by the
Reporter.
Allocated Sites
The Reporter agreed with NatureScot and the Council for text to clarify the
Habitats Regulations Appraisal process for allocations OP1 (Land at Haugh
Farm), OP2 (Cook School/Passing Trade Site) and OP3 (Land at Gallowhill
Road). The request to remove the allocation was not accepted by the
Reporter as the existing ownership constraint can be overcome for the site to
be delivered in the plan period.
Unallocated Sites
No unallocated sites were added to the plan. The proposed bid site MR019
(A93 Pitmurchie Road) for 84 homes was not accepted as there is no
justification to allocate it at this time.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

833

4. Replacing the description of protected
land designation P2 in the Kincardine O’Neil
settlement statement on page 833 with:

Accept

“To protect this area for use as sport and
recreational space for the community.”
833

5. Inserting the following new first bullet
point into the flood risk section of the
Kincardine O’Neil settlement statement on
page 833:

Accept

“• Site OP1 is located adjacent to the
indicative fluvial floodplain associated with
the Neil Burn and River Dee. A Flood Risk
Assessment may be required.”
834

6. Replacing the last bullet point of the
services and infrastructure section in the
Kincardine O’Neil settlement statement on
page 834 with:
“• Health and care facilities: All residential
development must contribute towards the

Accept
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creation of additional capacity at health
facilities in Aboyne”.
834

7. Replacing the last sentence in the
second paragraph of the allocation
summary for OP1 (Land at Haugh Farm) in
the Kincardine O’Neil settlement statement
on page 834 with:

Accept

“Any proposal will be subject to a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in order to
consider potential effects on the qualifying
interests of the River Dee SAC. A
Construction Method Statement may be
required.”
835

8. Replacing the last sentence in the last
paragraph of the allocation summary for
OP2 (Cook School/Passing Trade Site) in
the Kincardine O’Neil settlement statement
on page 835 with:

Accept

“Any proposal will be subject to a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in order to
consider potential effects on the qualifying
interests of the River Dee SAC. A
Construction Method Statement may be
required.”
835

9. Replacing the last sentence in the
second paragraph of the allocation
summary for OP3 (Land at Gallowhill Road)
in the Kincardine O’Neil settlement
statement on page 835 with:

Accept

“Any proposal will be subject to a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in order to
consider potential effects on the qualifying
interests of the River Dee SAC. A
Construction Method Statement may be
required.”
Subject: Logie Coldstone
Summary of Recommendations
Allocated Sites
A request to remove site OP1 (Land adjacent to Diamond Jubilee Hall) was
not accepted as it is reasonable to assume 10 homes would be delivered by
2032. The Reporter agreed with NatureScot and the Council for text to clarify
the Habitats Regulations Appraisal process for allocation OP1.
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Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

840

10. Replacing the last sentence in the fifth
paragraph of the allocation summary for
OP1 (Land adjacent to Diamond Jubilee
Hall) in the Logie Coldstone settlement
statement on page 840 with:

Accept

“Any proposal will be subject to a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in order to
consider potential effects on the qualifying
interests of the River Dee SAC. A
Construction Method Statement may be
required.”
Subject: Lumphanan
Summary of Recommendations
Flood Risk
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and has recommended modifications to the
text to provide clarity on the risk for flooding.
Services and Infrastructure
The Reporter agreed to modify the text to reflect the advice from Scottish
Water.
Allocated Sites
The Reporter agreed with NatureScot and the Council for text to clarify the
Habitats Regulations Appraisal process for allocation OP1 (Land at Milan
Park).
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

842

11. Replacing the bullet point in the flood
risk section of the Lumphanan settlement
statement on page 842 with:

Accept

“• A small watercourse flows adjacent to
sites OP1 and R1. A Flood Risk
Assessment may be required.”
842

12. Replacing the second bullet point in the
services and infrastructure section of the

Accept
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Lumphanan settlement statement on page
842 with:
“• Strategic drainage and water supply:
There is currently limited capacity available
at Lumphanan Waste Water Treatment
Works and a growth project may be
required depending on development
proposals. Early engagement with Scottish
Water is recommended.”
842

13. Adding a new third paragraph to the
allocation summary for OP1 (Land at Milan
Park) in the Lumphanan settlement
statement on page 842 to read :

Accept

“Any proposal will be subject to a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in order to
consider potential effects on the qualifying
interests of the River Dee SAC. A
Construction Method Statement may be
required.”
Subject: Strachan
Summary of Recommendations
Allocated Sites
The Reporter agreed with NatureScot and the Council for text to clarify the
Habitats Regulations Appraisal process for allocation OP1 (Land at Gateside
Cottage).
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

857

14. Replacing the final sentence in the
third paragraph of the allocation summary
for OP1 (Land at Gateside Cottage) in the
Strachan settlement statement on page 857
with:

Accept

“Any proposal will be subject to a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in order to
consider potential effects on the qualifying
interests of the River Dee SAC. A
Construction Method Statement may be
required.”
Subject: Tarland
Summary of Recommendations
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Settlement Features
A request to remove the reserved land R1 (cemetery extension) was not
agreed as the site has planning permission.
Flood Risk
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and has recommended modifications to the
text to provide clarity on the risk for flooding at site OP2 (Land adjacent to
Alastrean House).
Allocated Sites
Issues were raised on the clarity of mix of uses for OP1 (Land at MacRobert
Trust Estate Yard) and the need to allocate an alternative site for
employment. The Reporter did not accept change as the allocation provides
a flexible approach to future uses and still contains employment use.
It was agreed for SEPA’s waste water text to be included for OP2 (Land
adjacent to Alastrean House). Removal of the site was requested due to
woodland impact, in response text on woodland protection has been added in
response to this issue. A request to remove site OP3 (Land at Gallowhill
Road) was not accepted as it is likely the site would be delivered within the
period to 2032.
The Reporter agreed with NatureScot and the Council for text to clarify the
Habitats Regulations Appraisal process for allocations OP1, OP2 and OP3.
Unallocated Sites
No unallocated sites were added to the plan. The proposed bid site MR071
(Glendeskry) for 50 homes was not accepted as there is concern for flooding
on the site.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

859

15. Replacing the second bullet point of the
flood risk section in the Tarland settlement
statement on page 859 with:

Accept

“• Parts of sites OP2 and OP3 lie within
SEPA’s indicative 1 in 200 year flood risk
area, or are known to flood from other
sources.”
860

16. Inserting the following new third
sentence into the first paragraph (after
…the village) of the allocation summary for
OP1 (Land at MacRobert Trust Estate Yard)
in the Tarland settlement statement on
page 860:

Accept
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“There must be minimal tree loss as a result
of development and compensatory planting
will be sought for any trees felled.”
860

17. Adding the following new sentences to
the last paragraph in the allocation
summary for OP1 (Land at MacRobert Trust
Estate Yard) in the Tarland settlement
statement on page 860:

Accept

“Any proposal will be subject to a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in order to
consider potential effects on the qualifying
interests of the River Dee SAC. A
Construction Method Statement may be
required.”
861

18. Adding the following new paragraph to
the allocation summary for OP2 (Land
adjacent to Alastrean House) in the Tarland
settlement statement on page 861:

Accept

“Should the existing private waste water
drainage system not have capacity for this
additional population growth, an upgrade to
the existing system or connection to the
Scottish Water system will be required.”
861

19. Replacing the last sentence in the last
paragraph of the allocation summary for
OP2 (Land adjacent to Alastrean House) in
the Tarland settlement statement on page
861 with:

Accept

“Any proposal will be subject to a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in order to
consider potential effects on the qualifying
interests of the River Dee SAC. A
Construction Method Statement may be
required.”
861

20. Deleting the last two sentences in the
first paragraph of the allocation summary
for OP2 (Land adjacent to Alastrean House)
in the Tarland settlement statement on
page 861 and inserting the following new
second paragraph:
“The majority of the site lies within an area
included in the Scottish Ancient Woodland
Inventory. A tree survey to BS 5837 will be
required and there must be minimal tree
loss as a result of the development.
Statutory consultees may request for

Accept
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certain trees not to be felled and the
developer should integrate this into the
design following discussions with
Aberdeenshire Council and Scottish
Forestry. Where possible, existing
woodland on and adjacent to the site should
be retained and enhanced, and
incorporated as public open space within
the site layout. Equivalent compensatory
planting must be provided for any loss of
woodland/trees.”
861

21. Replacing the last sentence in the
second paragraph of the allocation
summary for OP3 (Village Farm) in the
Tarland settlement statement on page 861
with:

Accept

“Any proposal will be subject to a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in order to
consider potential effects on the qualifying
interests of the River Dee SAC. A
Construction Method Statement may be
required.”
Subject: Torphins
Summary of Recommendations
Settlement Features
A request to relocate the cemetery extension at reserved land R2 was not
agreed as there would be no obvious amenity impact from such a
development that could not be adequately mitigated at the planning
application stage. The Reporter agreed with SEPA regarding the need for a
requirement for a groundwater assessment and has recommended
modifications.
Services and Infrastructure
Requests to amend the community facilities and sports and reaction bullets
were not accepted as specific contributions would be assessed at the time of
a planning application. The Reporter found it appropriate to address facility
upgrades in the vision. The Reporter did not accept Scottish Water’s request
for text in relation to odour and noise as policies address these matters.
Allocated Sites
The Reporter agreed with NatureScot for text to clarify the Habitats
Regulations Appraisal process for allocations OP1 (Station Garage).
Unallocated Sites
No unallocated sites were added to the plan. Bid MR034 and MR035 (Land
south of Beltie Road) there is no housing need at this time. Bid MR005
(Annesley Farm) would have a landscape and visual impact on the setting of
Torphins and the Dee Valley Special Landscape Area. Bid MR069 (Land at
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Wester Beltie) would constitute overdevelopment and would be distant from
local facilities.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

863

22. Replacing the fifth sentence in the
vision section of the Torphins settlement
statement on page 863 with:

Accept

“Improvements to open spaces, streets and
buildings are encouraged, including the
modernisation of Learney Hall and
upgrading of the sports pitch and pavilion at
Torphins Park.”
863

23. Replacing the description of reserved
land designation R2 in the Torphins
settlement statement on page 863 with:

Accept

“For a cemetery extension. Due to the
likely hydraulic connectivity of this site to
the Beltie Burn, a detailed groundwater
assessment will be required to fully assess
the suitability of this site as a cemetery.”
865

24. Replacing the last sentence in the
fourth paragraph of the allocation summary
for OP1 (Station Garage) in the Torphins
settlement statement on page 865 with:
“Any proposal will be subject to a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in order to
consider potential effects on the qualifying
interests of the River Dee SAC. A
Construction Method Statement may be
required.”

Accept
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Issue Number: 52

Aboyne

Matters considered at Examination
Vision
Natural and Historic Environment
Settlement Features
Flood Risk
Services and Infrastructure
Allocated Sites
Unallocated sites
Settlement Map(s)

No modifications made
No modifications made
No modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
No modifications made
Modifications made

Subject: Flood Risk
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and has recommended modifications to the
text that references site OP2 for consistency.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

786

1. Replacing the first sentence of the
second bullet point in the flood risk section
page 767 with:

Accept

“Small watercourses flow through or
adjacent to sites OP1 and OP2.”
Subject: Services and Infrastructure
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter agreed with Scottish Water to amend the strategic drainage
and water supply section to reference the growth project required to increase
capacity of the waste water treatment works. A request to include support for
path plans was not agreed by the Reporter as the local development plan is
not a framework or tool to promote path networks (see Issue 7).
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

767

2. Replacing the second sentence of the
strategic drainage and water supply bullet
point on page 767 with:

Accept

“A growth project will be required and
Scottish Water can instigate this on receipt
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of the five growth criteria from a developer.
Early engagement with Scottish Water is
recommended.”
Subject: Allocated Sites
Summary of Recommendations
Additional text is required for OP1 (Land to West of Tarland Road) and OP2
(Tarland Road/North of Kinord Drive) to indicate the presence of ancient
woodland, but the Reporter dismissed the request to remove both sites for
this issue as the sites already have planning permission. The Reporter
agreed with NatureScot and the Council for text to clarify the Habitats
Regulations Appraisal process for both allocations. A request to amend site
OP2 allocation’s capacity was dismissed by the Reporter as the site reflects
various planning permissions totalling 181 homes.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

768

3. Replacing the last sentence of the fifth
paragraph in the allocation summary for
OP1: Land to West of Tarland Road on
page 768 with the following two sentences:

Accept

“Future development proposals will be
subject to a Habitats Regulations Appraisal
(HRA) in order to consider potential effects
on the qualifying interests of the River Dee
SAC. A Construction Method Statement
may be required.”
768

4. Replacing the penultimate paragraph of
the allocation summary for OP1: Land to
West of Tarland Road on page 768 with:

Accept

“The maintenance and enhancement of
wildlife corridors should be integral to the
site’s development. The southern part of
the site lies within an area included in the
Scottish Ancient Woodland Inventory.
Where possible, existing woodland should
be retained and enhanced. Equivalent
compensatory planting must be provided
for any loss of woodland/trees.”
769

5. Replacing the last sentence of the
second paragraph of the allocation
summary for OP2: Tarland Road/North of

Accept
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Kinord Drive on page 769 with the following
two sentences:
“Future development proposals will be
subject to a Habitats Regulations Appraisal
(HRA) in order to consider potential effects
on the qualifying interests of the River Dee
SAC. A Construction Method Statement
may be required.”
769

6. Adding the following new paragraph to
the allocation summary for OP2: Tarland
Road/North of Kinord Drive on page 769:

Accept

“The western part of the site lies within an
area included in the Scottish Ancient
Woodland Inventory. Where possible,
existing woodland should be retained and
enhanced. Equivalent compensatory
planting must be provided for any loss of
woodland/trees.”
Subject: Unallocated sites
Summary of Recommendations
The proposed new site N003 (Golf Course Road) has not been accepted by
the Reporter as there is insufficient information on its environmental impact
and there has been no opportunity for public/stakeholder comment, to fully
assess the merits of a mixed use development proposal.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

No Modifications

Accept

Subject: Settlement Maps
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter has agreed with the Council to modify to the settlement maps
to show the correct route of the Deeside Way core path. The request to
extend the settlement boundary to the south of Cluny Cottage was not
accepted as the area is not urban and forms part of a woodland belt that
extends westerly.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation
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PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

770 and
771

7. Amending the line of the Deeside Way
core path on the Aboyne: Key Map and
Aboyne: Map 1 on pages 770 and 771 to
show the correct route to the south of Cluny
Cottage.

Accept
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Issue Number: 53

Alford

Matters considered at Examination
Vision
Natural and Historic Environment
Settlement Features
Flood Risk
Services and Infrastructure
Allocated Sites
Unallocated sites
Settlement Map(s)

No modifications made
No modifications made
No modifications made
Modifications made
No modifications made
Modifications made
No modifications made
No modifications made

Subject: Flood Risk
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter agreed with SEPA for the text to reflect factual matters on the
settlement flood risk and presence of watercourses.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

774

1. Replacing the first sentence of the first
bullet point in the flood risk section on
page 774 with:

Accept

“Parts of Alford are shown to be at risk
from flooding on the SEPA Indicative
Flood Map.”
774

2. Replacing the second bullet point in the
flood risk section on page 774 with:

Accept

“• Sites OP1, OP3, OP4 and OP5 have
small watercourses flowing through or
adjacent to them. Flood Risk
Assessments may be required.”
Subject: Allocated Sites
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter agreed with NatureScot’s request to include text within site
summaries for OP1 (Former School Campus Site) and OP6 (Site East of
Parkview) to ensure good path connections. The Reporter considered the mix
of uses on site OP1 are appropriate for the location of this brownfield site.
The allocation summary should be modified to include revised flood risk text.
The Matters relating layout and design could be addressed at the planning
application stage. A request to amend to the site capacity for OP3 (Land at
Greystone Road) was not agreed by the Reporter as it is clear the total
capacity includes homes already build. The Reporter dismissed the request
to remove site OP4 (Land at Wellheads, East of Castle Road) noting that
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there is no evidence to suggest constraints relating to road upgrades could
not be overcome and it would be reasonable to expect the marketability
constraint to be resolved. Text was modified to reflect landscaping would be
assessed as part of the masterplan process and remove the reference to a
buffer strip. The Reporter agreed with the Council to include further text on
the assessment of impact on the battlefield for sites OP4 and OP6.
Reporter’s Modification(s):
PLDP
Page
Number
775

Modify the plan by:

3. Inserting the following text after the
second sentence in the first paragraph of
the allocation summary for OP1 (Former
School Campus site) on page 775:

Officers
Recommendation
Accept or Do Not
Accept
Accept

“Efforts should be made through the
layout of the site to link into the new
proposed core path in woodland
adjacent to the west boundary of the
site.”
775

4. Replacing the last three sentences in
the first paragraph of the allocation
summary for OP1 (Former School
Campus site) on page 775 should be
replaced with:

Accept

“A Flood Risk Assessment may be
required to determine whether a wider
buffer strip to the watercourse close to
the western boundary of the site is
necessary to protect the development
from flood risk”.
776

5. Inserting a new second sentence into
the first paragraph of the allocation
summary for OP4 (Land at Kingsford
Road) on page 776:

Accept

“A Masterplan is required for this site”.
776

6. Replacing the first sentence in the
third paragraph of the allocation
summary for OP4 (Land at Kingsford
Road) on page 776 with the following:
“Any potential impacts (including
cumulative impacts) on key landscape
characteristics of the Battle of Alford
historic battlefield should be assessed,
with mitigation and enhancement
considered in line with Historic

Accept
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Environment Scotland’s battlefield
guidance. A landscape buffer, the extent
of which to be determined through the
masterplan, should be provided to the
west of the site to separate the
development from the core of the Battle
of Alford battlefield with further planting
throughout the development to integrate
the site into the landscape.”
776

7. Deleting the following sentence from
the third paragraph of the allocation
summary for OP4 (Land at Kingsford
Road) on page 776:

Accept

“A buffer strip will be required adjacent to
the watercourse and should be
integrated as a positive feature of the
development”.
777

8. Adding the following new sentence to
the end of the first paragraph of the
allocation summary for OP6 (Site East of
Parkview) on page 777:

Accept

“Efforts should be made through the site
layout to link into the core path network
to the north side of the site.”
777

9. Inserting the following new first
sentence to the second paragraph of the
allocation summary for OP6 (Site East of
Parkview) on page 777:

Accept.

“Any potential impacts (including
cumulative impacts) on key landscape
characteristics of the Battle of Alford
historic battlefield should be assessed,
with mitigation and enhancement
considered in line with Historic
Environment Scotland’s battlefield
guidance.”
Subject: Unallocated Sites
Summary of Recommendations
The proposed bid MR042 (Land at Greystone Farm) for 245 homes has not
been accepted by the Reporter as it is unlikely that this site west of OP4
would come forward within the plan period. The proposed area N026 (Land
at Balfluig Castle) for safeguarding has not been accepted as there are
policies that would apply to any proposal with the potential to effect its
setting.
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Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Accept or Do Not
Accept

Modify the plan by:

No modifications
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Issue Number: 54

Banchory

Matters considered at Examination
Vision
Natural and Historic Environment
Settlement Features
Flood Risk
Services and Infrastructure
Allocated Sites
Unallocated sites
Settlement Map(s)

Modifications made
No modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
No modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made
Modifications made

Subject: Vision
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter agreed with the Council to add text to reflect community wishes
in relation to future development in the town. Requests to include text on
natural heritage assets, path plans and the regeneration of the town centre
were not agreed by the Reporter as they are not within the scope of a local
development plan. The level of detail provided in the vision was considered
appropriate.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

781

1. Replacing the last sentence in the first
paragraph of the vision section on page 781
with:

Accept

“No additional major new housing
development is proposed.”
Subject: Settlement Features
Summary of Recommendations
Issues were raised on the description of P2 and its boundaries. The Reporter
agreed that its description reflected the contribution of the woodland to the
character of the settlement and that the field at Upper Lochton should be
excluded from the designation. The Reporter agreed with the Council to
remove P16 due to planning permission on the site. The request to remove
R2 was not accepted as ownership of the land does not preclude its
reservation for cemetery use and the potential adverse effects could be
addressed at a detailed design stage. The Reporter agreed with SEPA and
has recommend modifications to the text, to reference the need for ground
water assessments. Finally, the Reporter agreed with the Council to retain R3
that it would be prudent to continue to reserve the site for educational
purposes, adding in text to ensure minimising impact on the woodland.
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Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

788-790

2. Removing the narrow rectangular field
on the south side of Upper Lochton from
the P2 designation on the settlement map
on pages 788 - 790.

Accept

782

3. Removing protected land designation
P16 from the settlement map on pages 788
and 790 and deleting P16 from the
protected land table on page 782.

Accept

782

4. Adding the following new second
sentence to reserved land R2 in the table
on page 782:

Accept

“Due to the close proximity and likely
hydraulic connectivity of this site to the
River Dee, a detailed groundwater
assessment will be required to fully assess
the suitability of this site as a cemetery.”
782

5. Adding the following new second
sentence to reserved land R3 in the table
of page 782:

Accept

“Proposals should seek to minimise the
loss of or damage to existing trees on the
site. Compensatory planting may be
required in line with the Scottish
Government Control of Woodland Policy.”
Subject: Flood Risk
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and has recommended modifications to the
text to provide clarity on the risk for flooding on some sites.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

782

6. Replacing the second flood risk bullet
point on page 782 with:

Accept

“• Parts of OP1, OP2, OP3, OP4 and OP5
are located adjacent to SEPA’s indicative 1
in 200 year flood risk area, or have a small
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watercourse running through or adjacent to
the site. A Flood Risk Assessment is
required for OP2 and OP4 and may be
required for OP1, OP3 and OP5.”
782

7. Adding the following sentence to the end
of third flood risk bullet point on page 782:

Accept

“Buffer strips will be required alongside the
watercourses.”
782

8. Adding the following new fourth bullet
point to the Flood Risk section on page
782:

Accept

“• Site R4 is at significant risk from surface
water flooding. A Flood Risk Assessment
will be required to determine how this can
be managed.”
Subject: Allocated Sites
Summary of Recommendations
A request to remove the park and ride from OP1 (East Banchory/Eco village)
was not agreed by the Reporter as the requirement is in line with the
Regional Transport Strategy and the plan’s objective to promote public
transport. Modifications to the text for OP2/OP3 (Lochside of Leys) were
agreed by the Reporter to reflect the revised masterplan, including the
removal of the distributor road requirement and to clarify when any transport
assessment may be required. It was also agreed to remove text relating to
the River Dee Special Area of Conservation given the planning status of the
sites. Changes are proposed to the restriction to bulky comparison retail
outlets on OP5 (Hill of Banchory East) to include any class 1 retail, subject to
a retail impact assessment, on the basis that there were deficiencies in
convenience and comparison retail in Banchory.
Issues were raised with OP6 (land at former Glen O’Dee Hospital) on a
number of matters, including overdevelopment, access and viability. The
Reporter agreed the principle of the site was consistent with the strategic
development plan (SDP) prioritising brownfield sites and that site capacities
would be determined at a planning application stage. The Reporter
concluded that, due to uncertainty with its deliverability, the site should not
contribute to the SDP allowances. Text was added to provide clarity to
flooding, drainage and landscaping matters.
The Reporter agreed with NatureScot and the Council for text to clarify the
Habitats Regulations Appraisal process for relevant allocations (OP1, OP4,
OP5 and OP6).
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation
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PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

784

9. Replacing the last sentence in the sixth
paragraph of the allocation summary for
OP1 (East Banchory/Eco village) on page
784 with the following two sentences:

Accept

“Proposals will be subject to a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in order to
consider potential effects on the qualifying
interests of the River Dee SAC. A
Construction Method Statement may be
required.”
785

10. Replacing the fourth sentence of the
first paragraph of the allocation summary
for OP2 and OP3 (Lochside of Leys) on
page 785 with:

Accept

“A revised Masterplan for these sites was
approved by the Marr Area Committee in
February 2020
785

12. Replacing the first sentence in the
second paragraph of the allocation
summary for OP2 and OP3 on page 785
with:

Accept

“The Transport Assessment detailing the
connectivity and infrastructure provision
may need to be updated, should future
phases of development differ from what is
contained within the masterplan or current
planning permissions.”
785

13. Deleting the words “to take account of
the potential impacts to the qualifying
interest of the River Dee SAC” from the
fifth paragraph of the allocation summary
for OP2 and OP3 on page 785.

Accept

786

14. Replacing the last sentence of the
second paragraph in the allocation
summary for OP4 (Hill of Banchory) on
page 786 with the following two sentences:

Accept

“Proposals will be subject to a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in order to
consider potential effects on the qualifying
interests of the River Dee SAC. A
Construction Method Statement may be
required.”
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786

15. Inserting the following additional
sentence to the end of the first paragraph
in the allocation summary for OP5 (Hill of
Banchory East) on page 786 with:

Accept

“The provision of convenience and/or
comparison floorspace may also be
supported, provided a retail impact
assessment demonstrates that the
proposal accords with policy B1 - Town
Centre Development.”
786

16. Deleting the third sentence
(Enhancement and removal of any
redundant features should be
investigated.) from the last paragraph in
the allocation summary for OP5 on page
786.

Accept

786

17. Replacing the last sentence of the last
paragraph in the allocation summary for
OP5 on page 786 with: “Proposals will be
subject to a Habitats Regulations Appraisal
(HRA) in order to consider potential effects
on the qualifying interests of the River Dee
SAC. A

Accept

Construction Method Statement may be
required.”
787

18. Adding the following new sentence at
the end of the fourth paragraph in the
allocation summary for OP6 (Land at
former Glen O’Dee Hospital) on page 787:

Accept

“Planting as part of a landscape framework
should be sensitive to the local landscape
character and be proportionate in scale
and extent relative to the scale of
development.”
787

19. Replacing the fifth paragraph in the
allocation summary for OP6 on page 787
with:
“A Drainage Impact Assessment is
required. This site is at risk from surface
water flooding that should be addressed
through appropriate SuDS measures.
Proposals will be subject to a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in order to
consider potential effects on the qualifying
interests of the River Dee SAC. A

Accept
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Construction Method Statement may be
required.”
173

20. Amending the entry for Banchory OP6
in the relevant table in Appendix 6 (housing
land allocations) to show that the site is not
identified as contributing towards the
strategic development plan allowance for
the Aberdeen Housing Market Area. (Note
– a revised version of Appendix 6,
incorporating all the recommended
modifications, is provided at the end of the
examination report.)

Accept

Subject: Unallocated Sites
Summary of Recommendations
One unallocated site was added to the plan at Bid MR056 (Land at Upper
Arbeadie Road) with a consequential modification to the south-eastern corner
of protected land designation P2 and settlement boundary. The Reporter
recommends that the site is allocated for 42 homes which will contribute to
the SDP allowance, would respect the landscape character and biodiversity
value of the site, and remains consistent with the community council’s view
that no additional major housing should be proposed. The Reporter was
satisfied with the transport assessment and the revised indicative site layout
that showed retention of woodland and the core path.
A number of other sites were not accepted. Bids MR029 and MR030 (North
of B974, Deebank) were found not to be well integrated with the settlement
and would alter the rural character. Bids MR038 and MR039 (Lochside of
Leys) are unlikely to be delivered in the plan period and MR039 would be
poorly integrated without MR038. Bids MR040 and MR041 (Land adjacent to
Wood of Arbeadie) raises concerns with integration with the settlement and
impact on woodland. Bid MR077 (Land at Upper Lochton) is less accessible
to local facilities and services than bid MR056. The Reporter observed that
for the proposed new site N024 (Land west of site OP3) there is insufficient
information on its environmental impact and there has been no opportunity
for public/stakeholder comment, to fully assess including the area within OP3.
New site N023 (Site at the Mews, Banchory Lodge) is not required to be
allocated and its omission does not affect the implementation of the planning
permissions.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

787

21. Inserting the following new allocation
after OP6 on page 787:

Accept

“OP7: Land at Upper Arbeadie Road
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Allocation: 42 homes
This is a newly allocated site located to the
west of Upper Arbeadie Road, close to its
junction with Highfield Avenue. The core
path which runs diagonally across the site
and existing woodland to the south-west of
the core path (part of site P2) should be
incorporated into the proposals and
enhanced.
Early discussions should take place with
the council to identify the assessments
required to inform and support
development proposals. These are
expected to include a transport
assessment; a drainage impact
assessment; a landscape appraisal and
tree survey; and a habitat and ecological
survey and mitigation plan.
Woodland loss should be avoided unless
necessary, with equivalent compensatory
planting provided. Suitable landscaping
should be undertaken and open space
provided within the site.
Proposals will be subject to a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in order to
consider potential effects on the qualifying
interests of the River Dee SAC. A
Construction Method Statement may be
required.
It is expected that the site will contribute
towards affordable housing in line with
Policy H2 Affordable Housing. This should
be delivered as part of the early phases of
development and integrated into the design
of the development to provide a mix of
houses types and sizes to meet local
needs.”
788 - 790

22. Amending the Banchory settlement
map on pages 788 – 791 (as relevant) to
show bid site MR056 as housing allocation
OP7; include the site within the settlement
boundary; and remove the south eastern
corner of the site (the area which is shown
as semi-improved natural grassland in
Figure 3 of the habitat survey dated March
2017 and incorporates built development

Accept
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on the indicative site layout dated July
2017) from designation P2.
173

23. Adding Banchory OP7 for 42 homes to
the table showing new sites which
contribute towards the strategic
development plan allowance for the
Aberdeen Housing Market Area in
Appendix 6. (Note – a revised version of
Appendix 6, incorporating all the
recommended modifications, is provided at
the end of the examination report).

Accept

Subject: Settlement Maps
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter agreed with the Council that the indicative future distributor
road should be removed as the masterplan for sites OP2 and OP3 was
revised indicating the road is no longer required. Additional modifications are
made to the settlement maps in respect of P2, P16 and OP7 (see Settlement
Features and Unallocated Sites above). A number of requests to adjust the
settlement boundary were dismissed by the Reporter.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

788 and
790

11. Deleting the blue hatched line which
shows the indicative preferred line of the
future distributor road from the settlement
maps on page 788 and 790.

Accept
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Issue Number: 55

Other Settlements AHMA (Marr) Crathes, Inchmarlo

Matters considered at Examination
Crathes
Inchmarlo

Modifications made
Modifications made

Subject: Crathes
Summary of Recommendations
The Reporter agreed with SEPA and has recommended a modification to the
services and infrastructure section to provide clarity.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP
Page
Number

Modify the plan by:

Accept or Do Not
Accept

798

1. Adding the following sentence at the
end of the strategic drainage and water
supply bullet in the services and
infrastructure section of the Crathes
settlement statement on page 798:

Accept

“Any future development will be expected
to do the same.”
Subject: Inchmarlo
Summary of Recommendations
Vision
The Reporter agreed with the Council that reference to Inchmarlo as a “care
retirement village” is the predominant use and character of Inchmarlo.
Settlement Features
Requests to change the descriptions and reduce the areas designated as
protected land were not agreed by the Reporter as woodland and the golf
course are appropriate to include as protected land
Services and Infrastructure
The Reporter agreed with Scottish Water and has recommended a
modification to the services and infrastructure section to provide clarity.
Allocated Sites
The Reporter agreed with NatureScot and the Council for text to clarify the
Habitats Regulations Appraisal process for OP1 (Inchmarlo Continuing Care
Community), OP2 (Land southeast of Glencommon Wood) and OP3 (Land at
East Mains and Auldeer Wood).
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A request to increase the boundary of OP2 was not accepted as it would
result in inefficient use of the land. It was agreed to modify text on the
watercourse.
Requests to remove OP3 were not agreed at the proposal has implemented
planning permission The Reporter agreed with modified text to clarify the
housing is part of an enabling development proposal to fund the hotel.
NatureScot’s request for text on woodland, open space and active travel was
agreed for inclusion. The Reporter did not consider that extending the site
boundary was necessary as it reflects the approved planning permission.
Reporter’s Modification(s):

Officers
Recommendation

PLDP Page Modify the plan by:
Number

Accept or Do Not
Accept

822

Accept

2. Replacing the second bullet point in
the services and infrastructure section of
the Inchmarlo settlement statement on
page 822 with:
“• Strategic drainage and water supply:
The Inchmarlo retirement community is
connected via private network to the
Inchmarlo Waste Water Treatment
Works, which currently has insufficient
capacity. Development outwith the
retirement community is required to
connect directly to the Waste Water
Treatment Works. A growth project will
be initiated once development meets
Scottish Water’s five growth criteria.
Early engagement with Scottish Water is
recommended.”

823

3. Replacing the third paragraph of the
allocation summary for OP1 (Inchmarlo
Continuing Care Community) in the
Inchmarlo settlement statement on page
823 with:

Accept

“Any proposal will be subject to a
Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in
order to consider potential effects on the
qualifying interests of the River Dee
SAC. A Construction Method Statement
may be required. A Flood Risk
Assessment may also be required.”
824

4. Replacing the first two sentences in
the fourth paragraph of the allocation
summary for OP2 (Land southeast of

Accept
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Glencommon Wood) in the Inchmarlo
settlement statement on page 824 with:
“Any proposal will be subject to a
Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in
order to consider potential effects on the
qualifying interests of the River Dee
SAC. A Construction Method Statement
may be required. A Flood Risk
Assessment may be required due to a
small watercourse adjacent to the site.”
825

5. Adding the following sentences to the
end of the first paragraph of the
allocation summary for OP3 (Land at
East Mains and Auldeer Wood) on page
825:

Accept

“Permission for housing has been
granted as an enabling development
proposal to fund the construction of a
hotel. The development shall be
delivered as approved in relation to the
fulfilment of the obligation for the site as
an enabling development, unless
otherwise agreed.”
825

6. Adding the following sentences to the
end of the second paragraph of the
allocation summary for OP3 (Land at
East Mains and Auldeer Wood) on page
825:

Accept

“The existing site has an overriding
wooded character and the
woodland/trees should be retained to act
as a framework for the hotel and hotel
lodges. The scale of any development
should be carefully designed to reflect
the largely rural and wooded character,
with siting and design of the
development of a scale that is contained
by, rather than dominating this woodland
setting. Open space should be
biodiverse and native species should be
used in landscaping as far as possible.”
825

7. Adding the following sentence to the
end of the third paragraph of the
allocation summary for OP3 (Land at
East Mains and Auldeer Wood) on page
825:

Accept
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“The active travel plan should consider
provision for links to Banchory.”
825

8. Replacing the fourth paragraph of the
allocation summary for OP3 (Land at
East Mains and Auldeer Wood) on page
825 with:
“Any proposal will be subject to a
Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) in
order to consider potential effects on *
the qualifying interests of the River Dee
SAC. A Construction Method Statement
may be required. Buffer strips will be
required adjacent to the watercourses
and should be integrated as positive
features of the development.”

Accept
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Modifications not considered by the Examination
Issue Section of the
Proposed LDP
2020

Paragraph
Non-notifiable
number or
modification
section heading/
site reference

Reason

1

Contents

To provide clarity.

1

Contents

1

Contents

1 Section 1 – How
to Use this Plan

9

Section title

1 Section 1 – How
to Use this Plan

9

Paragraph 1.2,
st
1 sentence

1 Section 1 – How
to Use this Plan

9

Paragraph 1.3,
st
1 sentence

1 Section 1 – How
to Use this Plan

9

2

Contents Page

Page

nd

footnote

Introduce "the Local
Development Plan".
Introduce "Local
Development Plan"
Introduce "Local
Development Plan".
Replace “This plan"
with "The Local
Development Plan".
Add, “2020” after “The
Strategic Development
Plan”.
Amend sentence to
remove references to
the proposed plan and
introduce clarity to
read, “The
Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan
interprets and
implements the
Strategic Development
Plan 2020, providing
specific information on
how the principles
established in the SDP
will be applied at a
local level.”
Remove, “The
approved Strategic
Development Plans
and any associated
Supplementary
Guidance will remain
in force until the
publication of NPF4.
This is anticipated in
2021.” as this is no
longer the case.

To provide clarity.
To provide clarity.
To provide clarity.

To provide clarity.

For accuracy and to
provide clarity.

To provide accuracy.
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1 Section 2 –
Influences on
the Plan

10

Section title

1 Section 3 –
Vision for the
Plan and its
Purpose
1 Section 3 –
Vision for the
Plan and its
Purpose

11

Section title

12

Paragraph 3.10

1 Section 4 Purpose of the
Plan
2 Section 5 - The
Spatial Strategy

15

This is a
consequential
change.
These are
consequential
changes.

2 Section 5 - The
Spatial Strategy

16

P4.6, Footnote 1 Retain footnote 1
(added the number 1
to Reporter's Mods)
Housing and
Foot note
Employment
numbersunpdated as a
Land
consequence of
reporter changes.
Housing and
Amend footnotes 3
Employment
and 4 adding
Land
"Aberdeen City and
Shire" to the title of the
strategic development
plan.

2 Section 5 - The
Spatial Strategy

17

Consistency with Replace "2021" with
the Strategic
"2022" in the first
Development
sentence.
Plan

To provide accuracy.

2 Section 5 - The
Spatial Strategy

18

Aberdeen to
Huntly Strategic
Growth Area

These are
consequential
changes.

2 Section 5 - The
Spatial Strategy

18

2 Section 5 - The
Spatial Strategy

19

16

Amend title to read
To provide clarity.
“…THE LOCAL
DEVELOPMENT
PLAN”
Amend title to read “… To provide clarity.
THE LOCAL
DEVELOPMENT
PLAN …” .
Amend title of the
To provide clarity.
Strategic Development
plan to read "Aberdeen
City and Shire
Strategic Development
Plan 2020".

foot note numbers
changed as a
consequence of
reporter changes.
Consistency with Paragraph numbers
the Strategic
changed as the result
Development
of the addition of an
Plan
additional paragraph
5.3

To provide clarity.

This is a
consequential
change.

Aberdeen to
add an "and" between This is a
Peterhead
Foveran and Belhelvie consequential
Strategic Growth
change.
Area, Paragraph
5.14
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2 Section 5 - The
Spatial Strategy

19

Aberdeen to
Replace “Bellhelvie”
Peterhead
with “Belhelvie”
Strategic Growth
Area, Paragraph
5.14, 2nd last
sentence

Spelling error.

2 Section 5 - The
Spatial Strategy

20

This is a
consequential
change.

3 Section 6 Shaping
Business
Development
Map

28

Other Locations foot note numbers
in Aberdeenshire changed as a
consequence of
reporter changes.
Policy Map
Add Longside and
Longside Airfield to the
map and add blue
circles.

3 Section 6 Shaping
Business
Development
Map

28

Policy Map

3 Appendix 1
Employment
Land Allocations

99

Table 2:
Amend site code for
Employment
Turriff OP4 to "OP3".
Land Allocations

3 Appendix 1
Employment
Land Allocations

97

This is a
consequential
change.

Amend map by adding This is a
the word “tc” at Insch, consequential
Portsoy, Mintlaw,
change.
Newmachar and
Kintore. Add Portsoy to
the map.
This is a
consequential
change.

Table 1:
Summary of
Employment
Land Allocations
3 Appendix 1
98-100 Table 2:
Employment
Employment
Land Allocations
Land Allocations

Calculated the
"Aberdeen to
Peterhead" and
"difference" cells
Calculated the TOTAL
for Buchan, Formartine
and Garioch

4 Section 7 Shaping
Development in
the Countryside

insert "Naturalised"into This is a
Glossary
consequential
change.

1177

Glossary

This is a
consequential
change.
This is a
consequential
change.
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5 Section 8 Shaping Homes
and Housing

42

H2.2, Footnote 4 Re-insert 'Footnote 1'
after 'Supplementary
Guidance on
Developer Obligations
and Affordable
Housing' and amend
Footnote 1 to read
"See Supplementary
Guidance on
Developer Obligations
and Affordable
Housing."

To provide clarity.

5 Section 8 Shaping Homes
and Housing
Map
5 Section 8 Shaping Homes
and Housing
Map
5 Appendix 6
Housing Land
Allocations
5 Appendix 6
Housing Land
Allocations

44

Policy Map

Amend the Effective
Housing Land
Allocations

This is a
consequential
change.

44

Policy Map

Delete the Ellon
Gypsy/Traveller Site
icon

This is a
consequential
change.

167

Table 3

Replace "tbc" with
housing totals.

178

Table 6

176

Table 7

5 Appendix 6
Housing Land
Allocations
7 Section 9 Shaping Places
and Appendix 8
Successful
Placemaking
Design
Guidance,
Appendix 9
Building Design
Guidance and
Appendix 10
Standards for
Open Space

48

This is a
consequential
change.
Amend site code for
This is a
Turriff site OP5 to
consequential
OP4, and OP6 to OP5. change.

Amend site code for
Crimond site OP2 to
OP1.
P1.6, Footnote 4 Retain footnote 4
(added the number 4
to Reporter's Mods)
"See also Scottish
Government’s
Designing Streets
(2010) and Creating
Places (2013)."

This is a
consequential
change.
This is a
consequential
change.
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7 Section 9 Shaping Places
and Appendix 8
Successful
Placemaking
Design
Guidance,
Appendix 9
Building Design
Guidance and
Appendix 10
Standards for
Open Space

49

P2.1, Footnote 7 Retain footnote 7
(added the number 7
as orange to
Reporter's Mods) in
"See Planning Advice
1/2019 Allotments –
see Glossary."

This is a
consequential
change.

8 Natural Heritage
and Landscape

58

Add to the end of
footnote "(now
NatureScot)."

To provide accuracy.

8 Natural Heritage
and Landscape

59

E1.4, footnote 2
(modified to be
number footnote
3)
E2.1

Replace the last word
in the first sentence
"Scottish Natural
Heritage" with
"NatureScot"

To provide accuracy.

8 Natural Heritage
and Landscape

59

E2.1

Delete existing
footnote 7 "See the
definitions and
descriptions to be
found on the SNH
website."

Remove repetittion.

8 Natural Heritage
and Landscape

59

E2.1, footnote 8

8 Natural Heritage
and Landscape

60

8 Natural Heritage
and Landscape
Policy Map

61

8 Appendix 12
Local Nature
Conservation
Sites

909

Replace "Scottish
To provide accuracy.
Natural Heritage" with
"NatureScot"
E3.2, new
Add in footnote
To provide clarity.
footnote10
reference to Control of
woodland Removal
policy
Policy Map,
Amend policy map to To provide accuracy.
Special
reflect change to Ythan
Protection Areas Estuary, Sands of
Forvie and Meikle
Loch Special
Protection Area
No.: 38, Site
Name: Den of
Morphie

Add text to the end of For accuracy and to
the first sentence, “… provide clarity.
extended upstream to
include areas of seminatural woodland.”
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8 Appendix 13
Aberdeenshire
Special
Landscape
Areas

1035

3rd paragraph,
end of first
sentence

Replace "2021" with
"2022" in both
instances of the word

To provide accuracy.

8 Appendix 13
Aberdeenshire
Special
Landscape
Areas

1036

3rd paragraph,
4th sentence

After "Scottish Natural
Heritage" inside the
parentheses delete
"SNH" and replace
with "NatureScot"

To provide clarity.

8 Appendix 13
Aberdeenshire
Special
Landscape
Areas

1037

1st line of 1st
paragraph

Replace "2021" with
"2022"

To provide accuracy.

8 Appendix 13
Aberdeenshire
Special
Landscape
Areas

1037

The line beneath Replace "SNH/HES" To provide accuracy.
2nd bullet point with "NatureScot/HES"

8 Appendix 13
Aberdeenshire
Special
Landscape
Areas

1039

First paragraph

Under "The Statement To provide accuracy.
of Importance for
Special Landscape
Areas", replace
"SNH/HES" with
"NatureScot/HES"

8 Appendix 13
Aberdeenshire
Special
Landscape
Areas

1039

The last
paragraph within
the boxed section
under subtitle
"Landscape
Types"

Delete "Scottish
Natural Heritage" and
replace with
"NatureScot"

To provide accuracy.

8 Appendix 13
Aberdeenshire
Special
Landscape
Areas

1052

Designation
th
Statement, 9
bullet point

Replace “he” with
“The”

Spelling error.

8 Appendix 13
Special
Landscape
Areas

1069

Designation
th
Statement, 4
rd
paragraph, 3
sentence

Amend “south east” to Spelling error.
read “southeast”

8 Appendix 13
Special
Landscape
Areas

1077

Location and
st
Boundaries, 1
st
paragraph, 1
sentence

Replace “focuses” with Spelling error.
“focusses”
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8 Appendix 13
Special
Landscape
Areas

1077

Location and
nd
Boundaries, 2
rd
paragraph, 3
sentence

Amend “south east” to Spelling error.
read “southeast”

8 Appendix 13
Special
Landscape
Areas

1077

Location and
nd
Boundaries, 2
paragraph, 4th
sentence

Amend “south west” to Spelling error.
read “southwest”

8 Appendix 13
Special
Landscape
Areas
8 Appendix 13
Special
Landscape
Areas

1077

Location and
Boundaries,
Photograph
description
Location and
Boundaries, 1st
th
paragraph, 4
sentence

Amend “north-east” to Spelling error.
read “northeast”

8 Appendix 13
Special
Landscape
Areas
8 Appendix 13
Special
Landscape
Areas

1091

Designation
st
Statement, 1
paragraph

Amend “low lying” to
read “low-lying”

Spelling error.

1119

Appendix 1
Replace “NFP3” with
National Planning “NPF3”
Framework 3, 1st
nd
paragraph, 2
sentence

Spelling error.

8 Appendix 13
Aberdeenshire
Special
Landscape
Areas

1119

Appendix 1,
Replace "2021" with
under Policy
"2022"
Background, The
European
Landscape
Convention, last
word of the 3rd
paragraph

To provide accuracy.

8 Appendix 13
Aberdeenshire
Special
Landscape
Areas

1120

Appendix 1, First Replace "Proposed
For accuracy and to
line
Aberdeen City and
provide clarity.
Shire Strategic
Development Plan
2018" with "Aberdeen
City and Shire
Strategic Development
Plan 2020"

1090

Amend “south-east” to Spelling error.
read “southeast”
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8 Appendix 13
Aberdeenshire
Special
Landscape
Areas

1120

Appendix 1, 2nd Replace
To provide accuracy.
paragraph
"Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan
2021" with
"Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan
2022" in both the title
and the first line of the
paragraph

8 Appendix 13
Aberdeenshire
Special
Landscape
Areas

1120

Appendix 1,
Policy E2
Landscape
(boxed section)

8 Appendix 13
Aberdeenshire
Special
Landscape
Areas

1120

Appendix 1, final Amend paragraph
This is a
paragraph
heading to insert "(now consequential
section
NatureScot)" after
change.
"Scottish Natural
Heritage", and amend
first line of the
paragraph to replace
"SNH" with
"NatureScot"

8 Appendix 13
Special
Landscape
Areas
9 Section 11 - The
Historic
Environment

1121

Appendix 2, 4th
st
paragraph, 1
sentence

65

Paragraph
Reintroduce footnote
HE1.2; paragraph number 2.
1; sentence 1

To provide clarity.

9 Section 11 - The
Historic
Environment

65

Paragraph
Reintroduce footnote
HE1.2; paragraph number 3.
1; sentence 1

To provide clarity.

9 Section 11 - The
Historic
Environment

65

Paragraph
Delete repetative "on
HE1.2, footnote 3 the" after
"Aberdeenshire" to
address word
repetition to read:
"….monuments in
Aberdeenshire on the
Historic Scotland…."

Spelling error.

Replace the policy text This is a
to match Policy
consequential
paragraphs E2.1 and change.
E2.2 paragraphs to
match with text
recommended by the
Reporter in Issue 8 for
Section 10 Natural
Heritage and
Landscape

Remove apostrophe at Spelling error.
SLAs.
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9 Section 11 - The
Historic
Environment

66-67 Paragraph
HE2.1, HE2.2,
HE2.3, HE3.1
and HE3.2

Footnotes 5 to 9
This is a
renumbered
consequential
consequentially to take change.
account of Reporter's
new footnote.

9 Appendix 11
Conservation
Areas

902

Table 6

Within the row for
To provide clarity.
Huntly, add in the date
of the Article 4
direction as "11/12
/2020" and revise the
text in the Class(es)
column to "Classes 28,
30, 31, 33, 38, 39, 40,
43",

10 Air Quality

73

10 Water
Environment

73

Paragraph
PR1.2, Last
sentence
Paragraph
PR1.3, 2nd
sentence

Remove the word
“upon” from the last
sentence.
Delete "objectives and
targets" and replace
with "opportunities
identified" “

11 Climate Change

81

11 Climate Change

83

11 Climate Change

83

11 Climate Change

85

Footnote 1

Footnote updated to
reflect new footnote
introduced by the
Reporter
Existing footnote Delete footnote
6
"Annual output equal
to or greater than 0.35
gigawatt hours."
C2.7, 3rd
Replace "Built
sentence
Heritage" with "The
Historic Environment"
Existing footnote Delete footnote 12,
12
and number all the
following new
footnotes in the
remainder of the
section, to accord with
the Reporter's
modifications.

This is a
consequential
change.
This is a
consequential
change. The
Reporter
recommended this
change, but did not
explicitly translate
into a modification for
C2.7.
This is a
consequential
change.
This is a
consequential
change.
To provide clarity.

This is a
consequential
change.
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Climate change
Map

86

Green belt
boundary

Modification of the
These are
green belt to reflect
consequential
cjhanges in allocations changes.
in Portlethen

12 Responsibilities
of Developers
Intro

89

Introduction,
second
paragraph, 3rd
sentence and
Footnote 1

Re-insert 'Footnote 1'
after 'Supplementary
Guidance on
Developer Obligations
and Affordable
Housing' and amend
Footnote 1 to read
"See Supplementary
Guidance on
Developer Obligations
and Affordable
Housing."

12 Responsibilities
of Developers
Vehicle
Charging Points

89

Last sentence of Amend the Reporter's To provide clarity.
Paragraph RD1.2 recommended text
and Footnote 2
from reference to the
Standards for Road
Construction Consent
and Adoption to the
Car Parking Standards
for Development
Control in
Aberdeenshire.
Update Footnote 2 to
refer to the correct
document (Car Parking
Standards)

12 Water and
Waste Water

91

Footnote 9

Amend Footnote 9 to To provide clarity.
read, “See also SEPA
Land Use Planning
System Guidance Note
19 and Planning
Advice 1/2008
Providing Drainage for
New Development
Where Public Sewers
are not available – see
Glossary.”

12 Transport

93

Paragraph
RD2.7, Heading

Amend the heading of This is a
paragraph RD2.7 to
consequential
read: “Strategic
change.
Transportation”.

This is a
consequential
change, to provide
accuracy
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12 Community
Facilities

93

12 Appendix 15

1157

13 Appendix 16

1169

13 Appendix 16

1169

15 Banff Settlement
Statement

190

15 Banff Settlement
Statement

Paragraph
rd
RD2.12, 3
sentence

Amend to read:
This is a
“Community facilities consequential
are generally public
change.
assets such as halls,
libraries, or sports and
recreational facilities.”

Paragraph 1,
Change "RD1.16" to
second sentence "RD1.17" for
consistency.
Formartine,
Change "R2" to "R1"
Balmedie entry
for Land at
Rowan Drive
(Leisure Centre,
Library)

This is a
consequential
change.
This is a
consequential
change.

Land at Insch
Business Park,
Denwell
Settlement
Features, Site
R1

Change "BUS1" to
"BUS"

This is a
consequential
change.
This is a
consequential
change.

191

Services and
Infrastructure, 3rd
and 6th bullet
points
(Community
Facilities; Health
and care
facilities)

Replace "must" with
This is a
"may be required to" ; consequential
and replace "will" with change.
"may" for consistency
as per clarification
from DPEA

15 Macduff
Settlement
Statement

238

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

Replace "must" with
This is a
"may be required to"
consequential
for consistency as per change.
clarification from
DPEA

16 Cairnbulg and
Inverallochy
Settlement
Statement

199

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

Replace "will" with
"may"for consistency
as per clarification
from DPEA

Amend text for R1 to
read, “For a cemetery
extension (subject to
detailed groundwater
assessment and water
features survey).”

This is a
consequential
change.
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16 Crovie
Settlement
Statement

206

Services and
Infrastructure

In the bullet point for
This is a
"Strategic drainage
consequential
and water supply",
change.
insert "water" between
"waste" and
"infrastracture".

16 Fraserburgh
Settlement
Statement

216

Services and
Infrastructure,
1st, 3rd and 7th
bullet points
(Local transport
infrastructure;
Primary
education Health
and care
facilities)

Replace "will" with
"may"; and replace
"must" with "may be
required to" for
consistency as per
clarification from
DPEA

This is a
consequential
change.

16 Fraserburgh
Settlement
Statement

217

Allocated Sites,
OP1: Kirkton
st
Development, 1
paragraph

Add the following text
at the end of the first
paragraph: “…
(planning application
reference
APP/2016/0618 for
120 homes).”

To provide clarity.

16 Gardenstown
Settlement
Statement

228

Services and
Infrastructure, 5th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

Replace "will" with
"may" for consistency
as per clarification
from DPEA

This is a
consequential
change.

16 Memsie
Settlement
Statement

244

Services and
Infrastructure, 1st
and 7th bullet
points (Local
transport
infrastructure;
Health and care
facilities)

Replace "will" with
"may" for consistency
as per clarification
from DPEA

This is a
consequential
change.

16 Memsie
Settlement
Statement

246

OP2: Land North
of Cairn Close,
nd
2 paragraph,
Last sentence

Remove: “Due to the This is a
site’s proximity to
consequential
watercourses a Flood change.
Risk Assessment may
be required.”

16 New Aberdour

249

Services and
Infrastructure, 5th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

Replace "will" with
"may" for consistency
as per clarification
from DPEA

This is a
consequential
change.
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16 New Byth

252

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

Replace "will" with
"may" for consistency
as per clarification
from DPEA

This is a
consequential
change.

16 Rathen

262

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

Replace "will" with
"may" for consistency
as per clarification
from DPEA

This is a
consequential
change.

16 Rosehearty

265

Services and
Infrastructure, 1st
and 6th bullet
point (Local
transport
infrastructure;
Health and care
facilities)

Replace "is required" This is a
with "may be required; consequential
replace "will" with
change.
"may"; and replace
"must" with "may be
required to" for
consistency as per
clarification from
DPEA

16 Sandhaven and
Pittulie
Settlement
Statement

273

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

Replace "will" with
"may" for consistency
as per clarification
from DPEA

This is a
consequential
change.

17 Cornhill
Settlement
Statement

203

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

Replace "will" with
"may" for consistency
as per clarification
from DPEA

This is a
consequential
change.

17 Crudie
Settlement
Statement

209

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

Replace "must" with
This is a
"may be required to"
consequential
for consistency as per change.
clarification from
DPEA

17 Fordyce
Settlement
Statement

212

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

Replace "will" with
"may" for consistency
as per clarification
from DPEA

This is a
consequential
change.
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17 Portsoy
Settlement
Statement

257

Services and
Infrastructure, 1st
and 6th bullet
point (Local
transport
infrastructure;
Health and care
facilities)

Replace "require" with This is a
"may be required"; and consequential
replace "will" with
change.
"may" for consistency
as per clarification
from DPEA

17 Sandend
Settlement
Statement

269,
270

Services and
Infrastructure, 1st
and 5th bullet
points as per
Proposed LDP
(Local transport
infrastructure;
Health and care
facilities)

Replace "will" with
"may" for consistency
as per clarification
from DPEA

17 Whitehills
Settlement
Statement

275

Settlement
Features, P5

Modify the text to read: This is a
"To protect the setting consequential
of Whitehills and the
change.
ancient ‘Red Well’ as a
significant contribution
to the character of the
place."

17 Whitehills
Settlement
Statement

276

Services and
Infrastructure, 5th
bullet point as per
Proposed LDP
(Health and care
facilities)

Replace "will" with
"may" for consistency
as per clarification
from DPEA

This is a
consequential
change.

18 Peterhead
Settlement
Statement
18 Peterhead
Settlement
Statement

349

Settlement
Features,
Protected Land
Services &
Infrastructure 6th Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

Modify 'P' site
references from P9 to
P13
"will" changed to "may"
for consistency as per
clarification from
DPEA

This is a
consequential
change.
This is a
consequential
change.

18 Peterhead
Settlement
Statement

350

Settlement
Features Protected Land

Change P references This is a
from P12 to P15 due to consequential
the deletion of P12
change.
site. It should now be,
P12, P13 and P15.

351

This is a
consequential
change.
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18 Peterhead
Settlement
Statement

356, Settlement
358, statement maps
361 and
362

Remove P12
These are
protection and add an consequential
extension to site R2
changes.

19 Boddam
Settlement
Statement

288

Services &
Infrastructure 5th Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

19 Hatton
Settlement
Statement

308

Flood Risk

Add the following
This is a
sentences, forming
consequential
sentences 2 and 3 of change.
the bullet
point: “Consultation
must be held with the
Council’s Flood
Prevention Unit for any
development within the
BUS site. A Flood
Risk Assessment may
be required for any
future development
within the BUS site.”

19 Hatton
Settlement
Statement

308

Services &
Infrastructure 6th Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

19 Longhaven
Settlement
Statement

312

Services &
Infrastructure 6th Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

20 Crimond
Settlement
Statement

294

Flood risk,
Change reference to
Reporters bullet 2 OP2 to OP1

This is a
consequential
change resulting from
the Reporters
deletion of proposed
Plan site OP1 and
consequentail
changes to site
numbers.
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20 Crimond
Settlement
Statement

294

Allocated Sites

Change existing title
"OP2: Land West
of…." to "OP1:…"

This is a
consequential
change resulting from
the Reporters
deletion of proposed
Plan site OP1 and
consequentail
changes to site
numbers.

20 New Pitsligo
Settlement
Statement

340

Vision, 1st
nd
paragraph, 2
sentence

Remove “shops,”.

This is a
consequential
change.

20 New Pitsligo
Settlement
Statement

341

Services &
Infrastructure 7th Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

"must" changed to
This is a
"may be required to"
consequential
for consistency as per change.
clarification from
DPEA

20 St Combs
Settlement
Statement

369

OP1: Site to
North of High
Street

Amend the site name
to: “Site to West of
Millburn Avenue”

20 St Combs
Settlement
Statement

369

20 St Combs
Settlement
Statement

370

Services &
Infrastructure 6th Bullet point
(Open Space)
OP2: Site to
North of High
Street, 1st
th
paragraph, 4
sentence

Replace "will" with
"may" for consistency
as per clarification
from DPEA.
Amend the fourth
sentence to change
site reference from
OP2 to OP1, so that
the sentence reads:
“The land is adjacent
to OP1, therefore, a
Masterplan …”

20 Strichen
Settlement
Statement

378

Services &
Infrastructure 7th Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

"must" changed to
This is a
"may be required to"
consequential
for consistency as per change.
clarification from
DPEA

20 Strichen
Settlement
Statement
21 Ardallie
Settlement
Statement

340

Settlement
statement maps

Remove sie OP3

282-283 Services &
Infrastructure 5th Bullet point
(Recycling and
waste) and 6th
Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

This is a
consequential
change, to provide
accuracy
This is a
consequential
change.
This is a
consequential
change.

This is a
consequential
change.
"will" changed to "may" This is a
and "must" changed to consequential
"may be required to"
change.
for consistency as per
clarification from
DPEA
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21 Auchnagatt
Settlement
Statement

285

OP1: Land at
North of Braemo;
2nd paragraph;
5th sentence

Delete sentence:
"SUDS for the site
should be provided on
reserved land to the
southeast (R1)".

This is a
consequential
change, to avoid
duplication

21 Cruden Bay
Settlement
Statement

298

Services &
Infrastructure 6th Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

"must" changed to
This is a
"may be required to"
consequential
for consistency as per change.
clarification from
DPEA

21 Fetterangus
Settlement
Statement

302

Services &
Infrastructure 7th Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

21 Longside
Settlement
Statement

315

Flood Risk (new
bullet point)

Amend the first
sentence of the
Reporter's
recommended
replaced first bullet
point to replace "of"
with "in" before the
word "SEPA's"

21 Longside
Settlement
Statement

315

Services &
Infrastructure 7th Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

21 Longside Airfield
Settlement
Statement

319

Settlement
statement maps

21 Maud
Settlement
Statement

321

Services &
Infrastructure 7th Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

Remove operational
part of the existing
Longside airfield from
the allocation
"must" changed to
"may be required to"
for consistency as per
clarification from
DPEA

21 Mintlaw
Settlement
Statement

326

Services &
Infrastructure 8th Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

21 Mintlaw
Settlement
Statement

327

OP1: Land at
th
Nether Aden, 4
nd
paragraph, 2
sentence

In the second
Spelling error.
sentence change
“buffer strip” to “buffer
strips”.

This is a
consequential
change.

Resolves mapping
error.

This is a
consequential
change.
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21 New Deer
Settlement
Statement

335

Services &
Infrastructure 7th Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

"must" changed to
This is a
"may be required to"
consequential
for consistency as per change.
clarification from
DPEA

21 Old Deer
Settlement
Statement

345

Services &
Infrastructure 7th Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

21 Rora Settlement
Statement

366

Services &
Infrastructure 6th Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

21 Stuartfield
Settlement
Statement

382

Reserved Land
(new row)

Add a new row to the
table: “R3”. Add new
text for R3: “For a link
road between the
B9030 and site OP1.”

21 Stuartfield
Settlement
Statement

383

Services &
Infrastructure 2nd Bullet point
(Local
transportation
infrastructure)
and 7th Bullet
point (Health &
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

21 Stuartfield
Settlement
Statement

385

Settlement Plan

Rename the upper
most site “P7” to “R3”
(strip of land).

For clarification and
consistency as the
link for the road is
"reserved" rather
than "protected"

This is a
consequential
change.
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22 Ellon Settlement
Statement

424

OP2: Former
Academy and
Academy Annexe
st
Site, 1
paragraph, 2nd
sentence

Amend the second
sentence to read: “A
Masterplan was
agreed by Formartine
Area Committee in
April 2020 for the
whole of the OP2 site.
Planning permission
has been granted on
part of the former
academy annexe site
for 40 homes and
associated
infrastructure (planning
application reference
APP/2020/1422).”

This is a
consequential
change, to provide
accuracy

22 Ellon Settlement
Statement

426

OP4:
Remove the second
To provide accuracy.
nd sentence as this
Balmacassie, 2
application has been
sentence
withdrawn: “There is
currently a planning
application on site
which is pending
decision for the
creation of a new
business park,
including Class 4,
Class 5, Class 6 and
ancillary uses such as
Class 7 (planning
application reference
APP/2015/3235).”

22 Ellon Settlement
Statement

421

Services &
Infrastructure 1st bullet point
(Strategic
transportation),
2nd bullet point
(Local transport
infrastructure),
6th bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

23 Newburgh
Settlement
Statement

456

OP1: West of
Amend text to read:
Airyhall View, 4th “distributor road”,
sentence
instead of “future by
pass” or “link road”.

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

This is a
consequential
change.
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23 Newburgh
Settlement
Statement

455

Services and
Amend the first bullet This is a
st point to
consequential
Infrastructure, 1
read: “Strategic
change.
bullet point
transportation: All …”

23 Newburgh
Settlement
Statement

455

Services and
st
Infrastructure, 1
bullet point,
second sentence

Amend the Strategic
This is a
transportation bullet
consequential
point to remove the
change.
second sentence that
reads "A route
assessment of the
B999 corridor to Bridge
of Don and the C-class
corridor which runs to
the west of Newburgh
to the AWPR Blackdog
Junction, including the
AWPR roundabout,
should be provided in
order to determine
potential improvement
works required to
accommodate the
overall expansion of
Potterton."

23 Newburgh
Settlement
Statement

455

Amend to read: “
Spelling error.
Primary education: All
…”

Newburgh
Settlement
Statement

456

Services and
Infrastructure, 4th
bullet point
OP1: West of
Airyhall View, 4th
sentence

Delete the word 'link'
and replace with
'distrubutor' so it
should read "A
landscape buffer is
required on the
western boundary of
the site, access and
transport provision,
including a distributor
road between the
B9000 and the
A975…."

This is a
consequential
change.
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23 Newburgh
Settlement
Statement

455,
456

Services &
Infrastructure 1st bullet point
(Strategic
transportation)
and 8th Bullet
point (Health &
Care Facilities)

24 Oldmeldrum
Settlement
Statement

460

Vision , 2
paragraph, 1st
sentence

Amend the first
To accurately reflect
sentence to read: “The the sources of this
community have raised aspiration
concerns regarding
…”

24 Oldmeldrum
Settlement
Statement

462

Services &
Infrastructure 1st Bullet point
(Local transport
infrastructure),
4th Bullet point
(Secondary
education) and
8th Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

24 Oldmeldrum
Settlement
Statement

467

OP5: Newbarns,
Allocation
Summary, 1st
Paragraph, 2nd
Sentence

Amend 1st Paragraph,
2nd sentence to read
"A Masterplan will be
required for this site to
encompass the
possibility of
development of the
5.2ha site to the south,
on the basis of the
work being phased."

25 Pitmedden
Settlement
Statement

472

OP1: Land at
Bonnyton Farm,
st
1 paragraph
(new sentence)

Insert a new sentence To provide clarity.
at the end of the
second sentence to
read: “… site.
Planning permission
exists on this site for
64 homes (planning
application reference
APP/2019/0753). Two
…”

nd

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

Provide clarity on the
location of the land in
question without
reference to a
specific "bid"
reference.
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25 Pitmedden
Settlement
Statement

471

Services &
Infrastructure 4th Bullet point
(Secondary
education)

25 Pitmedden
Settlement
Statement

470

Vision - 1st
Change name of
Paragraph, 5th
'BUS1' to 'BUS'.
sentence;
Settlement
Features - Other
Designations;
Flood Risk, 2nd
Bullet Point, 1st
Sentence;
Settlement Map

To provide clarity.
There is no BUS2

Pitmedden
settlement
statement map
26 Potterton
Settlement
Statement

475

Amendments to
the map

476

Vision, 2
paragraph, 2nd
sentence

Rebame BUS1 and
illustrate the extent of
site OP2
Amend the second
sentence of the
second paragraph of
the Vision to
read: “Likewise, the
community identified a
…”

These are
consequential
changes.
This is a
consequential
change . to reflect the
previous use of
community in the
paragraph.

26 Potterton
Settlement
Statement

478

OP1: Land north Amend the Site Name
of Denview Road, in the heading row to
Table Heading
read: “Land North of
Denview Road”

Consequential
change after removal
of OP3 and resultant
changes to site codes

26 Potterton
Settlement
Statement

479

OP2: Land north
West of Denview
Road, Table
Heading

Amend the Site Name
in the heading row to
read: “Land Northwest
of Manse Road”

To provide clarity.

26 Potterton
Settlement
Statement

471

Services &
Infrastructure 7th Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" These are
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
changes.
DPEA

nd

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA
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27 Turriff
Settlement
Statement

501

Flood Risk,
second bullet
point (as
amended by the
Reporter)

Amend the second
bullet point (as
amended by the
Reporter) to replace
reference to site OP5
with "OP4" to account
for the re-numbering of
sites after the
Reporter's
recommendation to
remove site OP3 from
the settlement
statement.

This is a
consequential
change . to account
for the re-numbering
of sites after the
Reporter's
recommendation to
remove site OP3
from the settlement
statement.

27 Turriff
Settlement
Statement

501

Services and
Amend the first bullet
st point to read: “ Local
Infrastructure, 1
transport
bullet point
infrastructure: A
distributor road …”

This is a
consequential
change.

27 Turriff
Settlement
Statement

501

Services and
Infrastructure, 1st
bullet point, 4th
sentence

Amend the fourth
sentence of the "local
transport
infrastructure" bullet
point to replace
reference to site OP5
with "OP4" to account
for the re-numbering of
sites after the
Reporter's
recommendation to
remove site OP3 from
the settlement
statement.

This is a
consequential
change . to account
for the re-numbering
of sites after the
Reporter's
recommendation to
remove site OP3
from the settlement
statement.

27 Turriff
Settlement
Statement

504,
506,
508

OP4: Adjacent to
Broomhill
Road/Markethill
Industrial Estate,
Settlement Maps

Amend the allocation
title to "OP3: Adjacent
to Broomhill
Road/Markethill
Industrial Estate" and
the associated
settlement maps

This is a
consequential
change . to account
for the re-numbering
of sites after the
Reporter's
recommendation to
remove site OP3
from the settlement
statement.
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27 Turriff
Settlement
Statement

505,
506,
508

OP5: South of
Colly Stripe,
Smiddyseat
Road, Settlement
Maps

Amend the allocation
title to "OP4: South of
Colly Stripe,
Smiddyseat Road" and
the associated
settlement maps

This is a
consequential
change . to account
for the re-numbering
of sites after the
Reporter's
recommendation to
remove site OP3
from the settlement
statement.

27 Turriff
Settlement
Statement

505,
506,
507,
508

OP6: Land North
of Cornfield
Road, Settlement
Maps

Amend the allocation
title to "OP5: Land
North of Cornfield
Road" and the
associated settlement
maps

This is a
consequential
change . to account
for the re-numbering
of sites after the
Reporter's
recommendation to
remove site OP3
from the settlement
statement.

27 Turriff
Settlement
Statement

502

Services &
Infrastructure 1st Bullet point
(Local transport
infrastructure)
and 6th Bullet
point (Health &
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

28 Balmedie
Settlement
Statement

393

OP2: Land south
st
of Chapelwell, 1
nd
paragraph, 2
sentence

Add the following text To provide clarity.
to the end of the
second sentence in
paragraph one to read:
“… (planning
application reference
APP/2017/1045), with
a subsequent Matters
Specified in Conditions
application approved
on the site in February
2021 (planning
application reference
APP/2019/1724).”

28 Balmedie
Settlement
Statement

393

OP2: Land south Remove the 4th
of Chapelwell,
paragraph from the
4th paragraph
OP2 allocation
summary.

The satement is no
longer considered
relevant for the
allocation
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28 Balmedie
Settlement
Statement

394

28 Balmedie
Settlement
Statement

394

nd

Amend the first
To provide clarity.
sentence of the
second paragraph to
read: “On 26
September 2019,
Aberdeenshire Council
resolved to grant
Planning Permission in
Principle (planning
application reference
APP/2018/1814)
subject to the
completion of a
Section 75 Legal
Agreement, Bat
Survey and Direction
pertaining to
timescales of
implementation, on site
for the erection of 550
Dwellinghouses (Up to
500 Residential Units
and a Minimum of 50
Leisure/Resort Units),
Community Facilities
(Class 10 Nonresidential Institutions
and Class 11
OP3: Menie, Last Amend the last
sentence
sentence of the
second paragraph to
read: “The remaining
Phases/Chapters are
covered by the
Planning Permission in
Principle.”
OP3: Menie, 2
st
paragraph, 1
sentence

Item: 05
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rd

Amend the second
sentence of the third
paragraph to
read: “However, the
consented application
(planning application
reference
APP/2018/1814)
proposes to differ from
the original phasing
contained within the
agreed Masterplan, in
that Phase 1 of the
Outline Planning
Permission has not
been fully
implemented.”

OP3: Menie, 3
paragraph, 3rd
sentence

rd

Amend the third
sentence of the third
paragraph to read: “As
such, the Masterplan
for the site may require
to be revisited to
reflect the agreed
permission and the
future
Phases/Chapters not
already fully detailed.”

394

OP3: Menie, 3rd
paragraph, Last
sentence

This is a consequential change fo
Amend the last
sentence of the third
paragraph to read: “As
such, OP3 has been
…”

28 Balmedie
Settlement
Statement

391

Services &
Infrastructure 1st Bullet point
(Strategic
trasnportation)
and 8th Bullet
point (Health &
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" These are
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
changes.
DPEA

28 Belhelvie
Settlement
Statement

402

OP1: East End of
Park Terrace,
2nd paragraph,
1st sentence

Insert a new sentence To provide clarity and
at the end of the first consistency
paragraph to read: “…
park. Provision for
active travel is
required.”

28 Balmedie
Settlement
Statement

394

OP3: Menie, 3
nd
paragraph, 2
sentence

28 Balmedie
Settlement
Statement

394

28 Balmedie
Settlement
Statement

To provide clarity.
Raised in
Representations but
not addressed by the
Reporter.
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28 Belhelvie
Settlement
Statement

402

OP1: East End of Remove the first
st
Park Terrace, 1 sentence of paragraph
paragraph (new 2.
sentence)

This is a
consequential
change . as site OP2
has been removed by
the Reporter.

28 Belhelvie
Settlement
Statement

401

Services &
Infrastructure 8th Bullet point
(Health & care
facilities)

28 Blackdog
Settlement
Statement

405

Flood Risk, Bullet Amend the bullet point Spelling error.
point
to remove second ‘the’
in first sentence.

28 Blackdog
Settlement
Statement

406

Services &
Infrastructure 1st Bullet point
(Strategic
transportation)
and 7th Bullet
point (Healh &
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" These are
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
changes.
DPEA

28 Foveran
Settlement
Statement

435,
436

Services &
Infrastructure 1st Bullet point
(Local transport
infrastructure)
and 7th Bullet
point (Healh &
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" These are
and "will" changed to consequential
"may be required" for changes.
consistency as per
clarification from
DPEA

28 Rashierieve
Foveran
Settlement
Statement

481

Protected Land

Amend the heading of
the table to
read: “Other
Designations”.

28 Rashierieve
Foveran
Settlement
Statement

481,
482

Services &
Infrastructure 1st Bullet point
(Strategic
transportation)
and 8th Bullet
point (Healh &
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" These are
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
changes.
DPEA

"will" changed to "may" These are
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
changes.
DPEA

This is a
consequential
change . resulting
from modification to
Policy RD2.
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29 Methlick
Settlement
Statement

451

OP2: West of
Amend the second
To provide clarity.
nd sentence to
Black Craigs, 2
read: “Planning
sentence
Permission in Principle
for 5 homes has been
approved (planning
application reference
APP/2018/0950).”

29 Methlick
Settlement
Statement

450

Services &
Infrastructure 3rd Bullet point
(Secondary
education)

29 Tarves
Settlement
Statement

492

Services and
Amend the first bullet
st point to read: “Local
Infrastructure, 1
transport
bullet point
infrastructure: All …”

These are
consequential
changes.

29 Tarves
Settlement
Statement

494

OP2: Braiklay
th
Park, 4
sentence

Spelling error.

29 Tarves
Settlement
Statement

492

Services &
Infrastructure 1st Bullet point
(Local transport
infratsructure)
and 3rd Bullet
point (Secondary
education)

Amend the fourth
sentence to replace
“Braikley” with
“Braiklay”.
"will" changed to "may"
and "must" changed to
"may be required to"
for consistency as per
clarification from
DPEA

30 Barthol
Chapel Settleme
nt Statement

398

Spelling error.

30 Barthol
Chapel Settleme
nt Statement

398

Services and
Amend the third bullet
rd point to
Infrastructure, 3
read: “Secondary
bullet point
education: …”
Services and
"will" changed to "may"
rd for consistency as per
Infrastructure, 3
clarification from
bullet
point (Secondary DPEA
education)

30 Cultercullen
Settlement
Statement

412

Services and
rd
Infrastructure, 3
bullet
point (Secondary
education)

"will" changed to "may" These are
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
changes.
DPEA

These are
consequential
changes.

These are
consequential
changes.

"will" changed to "may" These are
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
changes.
DPEA
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30 Tipperty
Settlement
Statement

497

Services and
Infrastructure, 1st
bullet
point (Strategic
transportation)

"will" changed to "may" These are
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
changes.
DPEA

30 Udny Green
Settlement
Statement

510

Services and
rd
Infrastructure, 3
bullet
point (Secondary
education)

"will" changed to "may" These are
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
changes.
DPEA

30 Udny Station
Settlement
Statement

512,
513

Services and
rd
Infrastructure, 3
bullet
point (Secondary
education) and
7th Bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" These are
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
changes.
DPEA

30 West Pitmillan
Settlement
Statement

515

Services &
Infrastructure 1st Bullet point
(Strategic
transportation)
and 2nd Bullet
point (Local
transport
infrastructure)

"will" changed to "may" These are
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
changes.
DPEA

30 Ythanbank
Settlement
Statement

520

Vision, 2
paragraph, 4th
sentence

nd

Amend the fourth
Spelling error.
sentence of the
second paragraph of
the Vision to
read: “Lack of local
facilities and services
means that further
development will be
restricted and the
community has
suggested that no
more than 10 homes
should be allowed over
the next 10 years.”
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30 Ythanbank
Settlement
Statement

521

Services and
rd
Infrastructure, 3
bullet
point (Secondary
education) and
7th Bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" These are
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
changes.
DPEA

31 Kirkton of
Auchterless
Settlement
Statement

447

OP1: Small Site
at Kirkton of
Auchterless (new
sentence)

Add a new fourth
To provide clarity.
sentence to read: “…
time. There is
currently Full Planning
Permission for 2
homes on part of the
site (planning
application reference
APP/2019/2921). The
development …”

31 St Katherines
Settlement
Statement

488

Services and
Amend the bullet point This is a
st to read: “Local
consequential
Infrastructure, 1
transport
change.
bullet point
infrastructure: All …”

31 St Katherines
Settlement
Statement

488

Services &
Infrastructure 1st Bullet point
(Local transport
infrastructure)
and 6th Bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" These are
and "must" changed to consequential
"may be required to"
changes.
for consistency as per
clarification from
DPEA

31 Fyvie Settlement
Statement

442

Services &
Infrastructure 6th Bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" These are
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
changes.
DPEA

31 Fyvie Settlement
Statement

443

31 Rothienorman
Settlement
Statement

485

Fyvie Settlement Update to base layer
Map
of settlement map to
correct inaccuracies
(Health centre)
Services &
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure for consistency as per
7th Bullet point
clarification from
(Health and care DPEA
facilities)

Resolves mapping
error.

These are
consequential
changes.
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31 Daviot
Settlement
Statement

417,
418

Services &
Infrastructure 3rd Bullet point
(Secondary
education) and
7th Bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

32 Blackburn
Services and
Infrastructure

529

32 Blackburn
Services and
Infrastructure

529

33 Insch Services
and
Infrastructure

553

32 Kintore Services
and
Infrastructure

590

32 Kintore Services
and
Infrastructure

590

34 Inverurie and
Port Elphinstone
Maps

566,
571

Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 4th for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA
Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 8th for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA
Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 8th for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA
Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 3rd for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA
Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 7th for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA
Map
As a result of a
amendment by the
Reporter the
settlement boundary
has been edited to
include the golf
practice area.

35 Kintore
Settlement
Statement

589, Settlement
565 to Features,
598 Protected Land

"will" changed to "may" These are
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
changes.
DPEA

Renumber the existing
site "P15 To protect
the Tuach Burn and
Torry Burn as forming
part of the green-blue
network " and change
its 'P' number
reference to "P7" to
replace the deleted P7
site, and amend the
Kintore settlement
maps on pages 595 to
598 accordingly

These are
consequential
changes.
These are
consequential
changes.
These are
consequential
changes.
These are
consequential
changes.
These are
consequential
changes.
This is a
consequential
change.

Proposed text was
superseded by
reporters
modification, but
reporter didn’t specify
to delete this
sentence
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32 Newmachar
Services and
Infrastructure

610

36 Newmachar
Settlement
Statement

610

37 Westhill
Settlement
Statement

623

Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 7th for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA
Settlement
Renumber the existing
Features,
site "R2 For the
Reserved Land development of a
primary school" and
change its 'R' number
reference to "R1" and
amend settlement map
on page 613
accordingly

These are
consequential
changes.

OP3: Land at
Former
Blockworks Site;
first paragraph
Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet point

Delete the 4th
sentence "A Flood
Risk Assesment may
be required".
"will" changed to "may"
for consistency as per
clarification from
DPEA
Delete the first
sentence "There is
limited supply at
Hatton of Fintray septic
tank."

This is a
consequential
change.

"will" changed to "may"
for consistency as per
clarification from
DPEA
"will" changed to "may"
for consistency as per
clarification from
DPEA
Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 7th for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA
nd
Remove “to deliver”
Vision, 2
from the second
sentence
sentence.
Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 5th for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA
Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 7th for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA

These are
consequential
changes.

38 Hatton of Fintray
Services and
Infrastructure

548

38 Hatton of Fintray
Settlement
Statement

547

Services and
Infrastructure,
Strategic
drainage and
water supply:

38 Keithhall
Services and
Infrastructure

576

38 Kinmuck
Services and
Infrastructure

587

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
and 7th bullet
points
Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet point

39 Echt Services
and
Infrastructure

543

39 Kirkton of
Skene

599

39 Lyne of Skene
Services and
Infrastructure

601

40 Cluney and
Sauchen
Services and
Infrastructure

536

These are
consequential
changes.

These are
consequential
changes.
To provide clarity.

This is a
consequential
change.
This is a
consequential
change.
Spelling error.

This is a
consequential
change.
This is a
consequential
change.
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40 Cluny and
Sauchen
Settlement
Statement

537

OP1: Main
st
Street, 1
rd
paragraph, 3
sentence

Remove the third
To provide clarity.
sentence: “However, it
would be prudent to
review the Masterplan
for the remaining
undeveloped area to
ensure it remains up to
date.” and replace
with: “Full Planning
Permission for 27
homes was approved
on 3 March 2020.”

40 Kemnay
Services and
Infrastructure

580

40 Kemnay
Services and
Infrastructure

580

40 Kemnay
Settlement
Statement

580

Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 3rd for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA
Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 7th for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA
nd
Amend the second
Flood Risk, 2
bullet point to
bullet point
read: “Due to the
presence of a small
watercourse on its
northern boundary a
Flood Risk
Assessment will be
required for site
BUS1. A buffer strip
will be required along
the watercourse. Renaturalisation of the
watercourse and
removal of any
redundant features
should be
investigated.”

This is a
consequential
change.
This is a
consequential
change.
To provide clarity and
refect information
provided by SEPA in
their response to the
Proposed Plan
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40 Kemnay
Settlement
Statement

580

Flood Risk (new
bullet point)

Add a new third bullet
point to read: “Flooding
records show that a
significant portion of
the site OP1 to be at
fluvial flood risk from
the River Don and a
small watercourse on
its southern boundary.
A Flood Risk
Assessment will be
required.”

To provide clarity and
refect information
provided by SEPA in
their response to the
Proposed Plan

40 Kemnay
Settlement
Statement

581

OP1: West of
Milton Meadows,
rd
st
3 paragraph, 1
sentence

Remove the first
sentence and replace
with: “A significant
portion of this site has
flooded historically. A
Flood Risk
Assessment will be
required to determine
the developable area
and layout of the site.”

To refect information
provided by SEPA in
their response to the
Proposed Plan

40 Kemnay
Settlement
Statement

581

OP2: Birley Bush Add a new 4th
Depot (new
sentence text to
sentence)
read: “… site.
Capacity may be
limited depending on
use, early engagement
with Scottish Water is
recommended.
Upgrade …”

To provide clarity and
refect information
provided by SEPA in
their response to the
Proposed Plan

40 Kemnay
Settlement
Statement

581

Settlement
Features and
Maps

This is a
consequential
change.

Renaming BUS3 to
BUS2
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40 Kemnay
Settlement
Statement

581

OP3: Land to the
east of Stuart
Crescent, 5th
paragraph, 2nd
sentence

40 Midmar Services
and
Infrastructure

605

40 Millbank
Services and
Infrastructure

607

41 Chapel of
Garioch
Services and
Infrastructure
41 Durno Services
and
Infrastructure

533

41 Meikle Wartle
Services and
Infrastructure

604

41 Meikle Wartle
Services and
Infrastructure

604

41 Meikle Wartle

604

Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 7th for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA
Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 7th for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA
Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 6th for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA
Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure,
for consistency as per
2nd bullet point clarification from
DPEA
Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure,
for consistency as per
2nd bullet point clarification from
DPEA
Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 7th for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA
OP1: Land North Replace “village” with
of Meikle Wartle, “settlement”.
st
1 sentence

41 Meikle Wartle

604

OP1: Land North Replace “of” with “for”. This is a
of Meikle Wartle,
consequential
Last sentence
change.

41 Old Rayne
Services and
Infrastructure

614

Services and
"will" changed to "may" This is a
Infrastructure, 3rd for consistency as per consequential
bullet point
clarification from
change.
DPEA

541

Replace the word
Spelling error.
"houses" with "house"
to read: "This should
be delivered as part of
the early phases of
development and
integrated into the
design of the
development to
provide a mix of house
types and sizes to
meet local needs".

This is a
consequential
change.
This is a
consequential
change.
This is a
consequential
change.
This is a
consequential
change.
This is a
consequential
change.
This is a
consequential
change.
Consistency within
the statement
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41 Old Rayne
Services and
Infrastructure

615

41 Oyne Services
and
Infrastructure

618

41 Whiteford

628

41 Whiteford
Services and
Infrastructure

628

42 Drumoak

655

43 Laurencekirk

44 Newtonhill

Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 7th for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA
Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 7th for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA
th
th Amend the fourth and
Vision, 4 and 5
fifth sentences to
sentences
read: “Growth
opportunities are
restricted by a number
of factors, including
flood risk and access
provision onto the
A96. These
constraints mean that
Whiteford is not an
appropriate location for
significant new
development.”

This is a
consequential
change.

Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 1st for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
DPEA
Services &
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure for consistency as per
7th bullet point
clarification from
(Health and care DPEA
facilities)

This is a
consequential
change.

693-694 Services &
Infrastructure 1st bullet point
(Local transport
infrastructure),
4th bullet point
(Seocndary
education), and
8th Bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)
718

Services &
Infrastructure 8th bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

This is a
consequential
change.
To provide clarity.

This is a
consequential
change.

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA
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44 Newtonhill

717

Protected Land,
last row

Change "P8 - P11", to This is a
"P8 - P12" otherwise consequential
there would be two
change.
P5's, as a result of the
modification made by
the Reporter to change
part of P5 to a new site
P11.

45 Portlethen
Settlement
statement

726

Services &
Infrastructure 2nd bullet point
(Local transport
infrastructure),
and 9th bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

45 Portlethen
Settlement
statement

739

OP7 Land north
of Thistle Drive;
last paragraph;
2nd sentence

Replaces "houses" to Spelling error.
"house" to read: "This
should be delivered as
part of the early
phases of
development and
integrated into the
design of the
development to
provide a mix of
houses house types
and sizes to meet local
needs."

46 Stonehaven

747

Services &
Infrastructure 7th bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

47 Chapelton
Settlement
Statement

646

Services &
Infrastructure 2nd bullet point
(Local transport
infrastructure),
and 4th bullet
point (Primary
education)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA
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47 Marywell
Settlement
Statement

712

Services &
Infrastructure 1st bullet point
(Strategic
transportation),
and 8th bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

48 Drumlithie
Settlement
Statement

652

Services &
Infrastructure 6th bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

49 Durris Forest
Settlement
Statement
49 Kirkton of
Maryculter

657

Protected Land

49 Park Settlement
Statement

722

Services and
Infrastructure, 1st
bullet point (Local
transport
infrstructure)

Delete "Contributions To provide clarity.
may also be required
for the AberdeenStonehaven strategic
cycle route." as Park is
not within this corridor.

50 Park Settlement
Statement

723

Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

49 Woodlands of
Durris
Settlement
Statement

759

Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

50 Arbuthnott
Settlement
statement

634

Services and
Infrastructure,
2nd bullet point
(Secondary
education)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

689

Rename the title of the
table to: “Reserved
Land”
Services and
"will" changed to "may"
Infrastructure, 7th for consistency as per
bullet point
clarification from
(Health and care DPEA
facilities)

To provide clarity.

This is a
consequential
change.
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50 Auchenblae
Settlement
Statement

637

Services and
Infrastructure, 3rd
bullet point
(Secondary
education) and
7th bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

50 Auchenblae
Settlement
Statement

638

OP1: Land South Amend “2024” to
of Mackenzie
“2025” in the first
st
paragraph.
Avenue, 1
paragraph

50 Fordoun
Settlement
Statement

671

Services and
Infrastructure, 3rd
bullet point
(Secondary
education) and
7th bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

50 Fordoun
Settlement
Statement

671

Services and
Infrastructure,7th
bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

For consistency, add To provide
"and care" to title, so consistency.
as to read, Health and
care facilities.

50 Gourdon
Settlement
Statement

675

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

50 Inverbervie
Settlement
Statement

679

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

50 Roadside of
Kinneff
Settlement
Statement

738

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

50 West Cairnbeg
Settlement
Statement

757

Services and
Infrastructure, 3rd
bullet point
(Secondary
education)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

51 Edzell Woods
and Newesk
Settlement
Statement

659

Protected Land
(Insert new
Heading row)

Insert a Heading row
above “BUS”
titled: “Other
Designations”

To provide clarity.

Omitted in error
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51 Edzell Woods
and Newesk
Settlement
Statement

660

Services and
Infrastructure, 3rd
bullet point
(Secondary
education) and
7th bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

51 Fettercarin
Settlement
Statement

664

Services and
Infrastructure, 1st
bullet point (Local
transport
infrastructure)
and 6th bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

51 Johnshaven
Settlement
Statement

683

Services and
Infrastructure, 3rd
bullet point
(Secondary
education) and
7th bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

51 Johnshaven
Settlement
Statement

684

OP1: Golden
Acre, 1st
paragraph, Last
sentence

Amend the last
To provide clarity.
sentence to read: “A
planning application for
71 homes was granted
planning permission in
2020.”

51 Luthermuir
Settlement
Statement

51 Marykirk
Settlement
Statement

704-705 Services and
Infrastructure, 3rd
bullet point
(Secondary
education) and
7th bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)
709

Services and
Infrastructure, 4th
bullet point
(Secondary
education) and
8th bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA
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51 St Cyrus
Settlement
Statement

741

Services and
Infrastructure, 4th
bullet point
(Secondary
education) and
8th bullet point
(Health and care
facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

52 Aboyne
Settlement
Statement

767

Services and
Infrastructure, 8th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

53 Alford
Settlement
Statement

774

Services and
Infrastructure, 8th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

54 Banchory
Settlement
Statement

781 & Protected Land
782

Amend description for
P1, P2, P7, P10, P12
and P13 from
“character” to
“character of place”.

To provide clarity.

54 Banchory
Settlement
Statement

783

Services and
Infrastructure, 8th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

54 Banchory
Settlement
Statement

786

OP4: Hill of
Banchory (new
sentence)

Add a new second
To provide clarity.
sentence to read: “…
LDP 2017. Planning
permission has been
granted for 15 homes.
The site …”

55 Crathes
Settlement
Statement

798

Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

55 Inchmarlo
Settlement
Statement

822

Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA
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55 Inchmarlo
Settlement
Statement
56 Cairnie
Settlement
Statement

825

56 Clatt Settlement
Statement

794

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

56 Drumblade
Settlement
Statement

800

Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

56 Forgue
Settlement
Statement

806

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

56 Gartly
Settlement
Statement

809

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

56 Glass
Settlement
Statement

811

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

56 Huntly
Settlement
Statement

816

Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

792

OP3: Land at
East Mains and
Auldeer Wood
Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

Remove " * " from the
fourth paragraph.

Spelling error.

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA
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56 Huntly
Settlement
Statement

815

Natural and
Replace “Caste” with
Historic
“Castle”
nd
Environment, 2
nd
paragraph, 2
sentence

Spelling error.

56 Kennethmont
Settlement
Statement

830

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

56 Rhynie
Settlement
Statement

851

Services and
Infrastructure, 5th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

56 Ruthven
Settlement
Statement

854

Services and
Infrastructure, 6th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

57 Glenkindie
Settlement
Statement

813

Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

57 Kirkton of Tough
Settlement
Statement

837

Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

57 Lumsden
Settlement
Statement

845

Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

57 Monymusk
Settlement
Statement

847

Services and
Infrastructure, 8th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA
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57 Muir of Fowlis
Settlement
Statement

849

Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

57 Keig Settlement
Statement

827

Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

57 Towie
Settlement
Statement

867

Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

57 Towie
Settlement
Statement
58 Finzean
Settlement
Statement

868

OP1: Land
Adjacent to the
Hall
Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

Add the word "waste" To provide clarity.
after "A single private".

58 Kincardine
O'Neil
Settlement
Statement

834

Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"must" changed to
This is a
"may be required to"
consequential
for consistency as per change.
clarification from
DPEA

58 Logie Coldstone
Settlement
Statement

839

Vision

Insert a full stop at the Spelling error.
end of the paragraph.

58 Logie Coldstone
Settlement
Statement

840

Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"must" changed to
This is a
"may be required to"
consequential
for consistency as per change.
clarification from
DPEA

58 Lumphanan
Settlement
Statement

842

Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

803

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA
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58 Strachan
Settlement
Statement

856

Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

58 Tarland
Settlement
Statement

860

Services and
Infrastructure, 7th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA

58 Torphins
Settlement
Statement

864

Services and
Infrastructure, 8th
bullet
point (Health and
care facilities)

"will" changed to "may" This is a
for consistency as per consequential
clarification from
change.
DPEA
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Section

1. Overview

.

This document has been generated from information entered into the Integrated Impact
Assessment system.
This assessment considers the content and looked-for implementation of the Aberdeenshire
Local Development Plan. This plan has been in preparation for a period of 5 years and has been
the subject of a full public examination by the Scottish Government. It is hoped that the plan will
be adopted, as modified by the Examination, in August 2022
During screening 9 of 10 questions indicated that detailed assessments were required, the
screening questions and their answers are listed in the next section. This led to 5 out of 5
detailed impact assessments being completed. The assessments required are:
• Childrens' Rights and Wellbeing
• Equalities and Fairer Scotland Duty
• Health Inequalities
• Sustainability and Climate Change
• Town Centres First
In total there are 27 positive impacts as part of this activity. There are 0 negative impacts, all
impacts have been mitigated.
A detailed action plan with 0 points has been provided.
This assessment has been approved by mairi.stewart@aberdeenshire.gov.uk.
The remainder of this document sets out the details of all completed impact assessments.
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Section

2. Screening

.

Could your activity / proposal / policy cause an impact in one (or more) of the
identified town centres?

Yes

Would this activity / proposal / policy have consequences for the health and
wellbeing of the population in the affected communities?

Yes

.

.

Does the activity / proposal / policy have the potential to affect greenhouse gas Yes
emissions (CO2e) in the Council or community and / or the procurement, use or
disposal of physical resources?

.

Does the activity / proposal / policy have the potential to affect the resilience to
extreme weather events and/or a changing climate of Aberdeenshire Council or
community?

Yes

Does the activity / proposal / policy have the potential to affect the
environment, wildlife or biodiversity?

Yes

Does the activity / proposal / policy have an impact on people and / or groups
with protected characteristics?

Yes

Is this activity / proposal / policy of strategic importance for the council?

Yes

Does this activity / proposal / policy reduce inequality of outcome?

No

Does this activity / proposal / policy have an impact on children / young
people’s rights?

Yes

Does this activity / proposal / policy have an impact on children / young
people’s wellbeing?

Yes

Section

3. Impact Assessments

Children's Rights and Wellbeing

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

No Negative Impacts Identified

.

Climate Change and Sustainability

No Negative Impacts Identified

.

Equalities and Fairer Scotland Duty

No Negative Impacts Identified

Health Inequalities

No Negative Impacts Identified

.

.

Town Centre's First

.

.

No Negative Impacts Identified

.

.

.

.

.
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Section

Section

4. Childrens' Rights and Wellbeing Impact Assessment

.

4.1. Wellbeing Indicators

.

Indicator

Positive

.

Safe

,

positive,

Healthy

,

positive,

.

Neutral

Yes
Yes

Healthy, neutral, No.

Healthy, negative, No.

Healthy, unknown, No.

Yes

Achieving, negative, No.

Achieving, unknown, No.

Yes

Nurtured, negative, No.

Nurtured, unknown, No.

Active, negative, No.

Active, unknown, No.

Respected, negative, No.

Respected, unknown, No.

Responsible, negative, No.

Responsible, unknown, No.

Included, negative, No.

Included, unknown, No.

.

.

positive, No.

Nurtured

positive, No.

Achieving, neutral,

,

Nurtured, neutral,

positive,

.

Yes

Active, neutral, No.

.

,

Respected, neutral,

Responsible

positive, No.

Included

positive, No.

,

Yes

Responsible, neutral,

,

Section

.

positive, No.

Respected

.

Safe, unknown, No.

,

,

Negative Unknown
Safe, negative, No.

Achieving
Active

.

Safe, neutral, No.

Included, neutral,

.

Yes

.

Yes

.

4.2. Rights Indicators

.

UNCRC Indicators
Article 27 - Adequate standard of living
upheld by this activity / Article 31 - Leisure, play and culture
proposal / policy

Section

4.3. Positive Impacts

.

Impact Area
Impact Area

Impact Area

Impact Area

Section

Impact

Active

The Local Development Plan promotes Open spaces within new
developments (Policy P2) in line with the standards adopted by
Aberdeenshire Council in the Aberdeenshire Parks and open
Spaces Strategy. This includes standards for Organised sports,
Community Play area, Neighbourhood greenspace, Community
woodlands and Neighbourhood streets all of which encourage
play and childrens activity. Policy RD1.5 promotes active travel
links and cycle infrastructure.
Impact

Healthy

The Local Development Plan promotes Open spaces within new
developments (Policy P2) in line with the standards adopted by
Aberdeenshire Council in the Aberdeenshire Parks and open
Spaces Strategy. This includes standards for Organised sports,
Community Play area, Neighbourhood greenspace, Community
woodlands and Neighbourhood streets all of which encourage
play and childrens activity.
Policy RD1.5 promotes active travel links and cycle infrastructure
connections.
Impact

Safe

The Local Development Plan promotes that new development
should be safe and pleasant by encouraging both activity and
privacy, providing security and protecting amenity (Policy P1.5)
Impact

4.4. Evidence
Type

.

Source

It says?

It Means?
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Type
Other
Evidence
Evidence Type

Section

Source
Evidence Source

It says?

Observational

As an obligation in the Local
Development Plan all
relevant development will
have to adhere to the
provisions relating to open
space and active travel.
Developments that do not
provide such opportunities
would be contrary to the LDP
The evidence says:

It Means?
These are mandatory
requirements for appropriate
development types
The evidence means:

4.5. Accounting for the Views of Children and Young People

.

Engagement with young people was conducted through the development of the plan as a legal
obligation, and was upheld with the analysis of the LDP Participation Statement by the Scottish
Ministers.

Section

4.6. Promoting the Wellbeing of Children and Young People

.

Providing active opportunities for play is a key element of the design strategy adopted by the
LDP. Primary School capacity was a key element used in determining the suitability of
development sites.

Section

4.7. Upholding Children and Young People's Rights

.

Specific engagement was undertaken with both primary and secondary School pupils to raise
awareness. In all activities associated with the development of the plan there was no record
taken of the age of respondents, all stakeholders were treated equally. Children had equal
opportunity to comment on the content of the proposed LDP as adults, thus upholding their
rights in plan preparation

Section

4.8. Overall Outcome

.

No Negative Impacts Identified.
The Plan only promotes positive impacts for children and young people
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5. Equalities and Fairer Scotland Duty Impact
Assessment
Section

.

Section

5.1. Protected Groups

.

Indicator

Positive

.

Age (Younger)
Age (Older)

,

positive,

,

positive,

.

Yes

.

Age (Younger), neutral,

Yes

.

Disability

positive, No.

Race

positive, No.

Age (Older), neutral,

,

Disability, neutral,

,

Race, neutral,

Religion or Belief

positive, No.

Sex

positive, No.

,

Sex, neutral,

Pregnancy and Maternity
Sexual Orientation

Yes

Low income

positive, No.

Low wealth

positive, No.

,

Yes

.

,

Low wealth, neutral,

Yes

positive,

Religion or Belief, negative, No.

Religion or Belief, unknown, No.

Sex, negative, No.

Sex, unknown, No.

Pregnancy and Maternity, negative, No.

Pregnancy and Maternity, unknown, No.

Sexual Orientation, negative, No.

Sexual Orientation, unknown, No.

Gender Reassignment, negative, No.

Gender Reassignment, unknown, No.

Marriage or Civil Partnership, negative, No.

Marriage or Civil Partnership, unknown, No.

.

Yes

.

Yes

.

.

Negative Unknown
.

Yes

Low income, unknown, No.

Yes

Low wealth, negative, No.

Low wealth, unknown, No.

Material deprivation, negative, No.

Material deprivation, unknown, No.

Area deprivation, negative, No.

Area deprivation, unknown, No.

Socioeconomic background, negative, No.

Socioeconomic background, unknown, No.

.

.

Yes

Yes

.

Area deprivation, neutral, No.

.

positive, No.

,

Race, unknown, No.

Low income, negative, No.

Material deprivation, neutral,

Socioeconomic background

Race, negative, No.

.

Yes

positive, No.

,

,

Disability, unknown, No.

.

Neutral
Low income, neutral,

Material deprivation

Disability, negative, No.

.

Positive

.

Age (Older), unknown, No.

.

Marriage or Civil Partnership, neutral,

5.2. Socio-economic Groups

Age (Older), negative, No.

Socioeconomic background, neutral,

Yes

.

5.3. Positive Impacts

.

Impact Area
Impact Area

Impact Area

Impact Area

Impact Area

Impact

Age (Older)

The Local Development Plan may have an effect on Older People
through positive consideration of special needs housing, but this
impact will be imperceptible
Impact

Age (Younger)

The Development Plan may have a very minor impact on young
people but this effect will be largely imperceptible
Impact

Area deprivation

Careful consideration has been given to the allocation of
significant new development in areas where services have the
capacity to meet the additional demand. Because of this, actions
of the plan will not increase deprivation.
Impact

Area deprivation

5.4. Evidence

.

.

positive, No.

Indicator

Section

Yes

Gender Reassignment, neutral,

,

Age (Younger), unknown, No.

.

positive, No.

Marriage or Civil Partnership

Section

Yes

Sexual Orientation, neutral,

,

.

Age (Younger), negative, No.

.

positive, No.

Gender Reassignment

Area deprivation

Yes

Pregnancy and Maternity, neutral,

,

Negative Unknown

.

positive, No.

,

.

Yes

Religion or Belief, neutral,

,

Section

Neutral

Careful consideration has been given to the allocation of
significant new development in areas where services have the
capacity to meet the additional demand. Because of this, actions
of the plan will not increase deprivation.
Impact

.
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Type

Source

It says?

It Means?

External
Engagement with A clear assessment of
Consultation other services
infrastructure deficits was
and stakeholders obtained from liaison with
services and external
agencies. Development must
be demonstrated as
deliverable before allocations
are made in the LDP
Evidence Type

Section

Evidence Source

All allocations can be served
by appropriate infrastructure
that will not result in
unacceptable impacts

The evidence says:

5.5. Engagement with affected groups

The evidence means:

.

Full public consultation has taken place at two specific stages in the production of the Local
Development Plan, as documented and recorded in the approved Participation Statement

Section

5.6. Ensuring engagement with protected groups

.

Equalities assessments conducted on the engagement exercises associated with the
preparation of the plan identified that there were some negative impacts on people with
protected characteristics which could not be mitigated. These relate to people with cognitive
disabilities.

Section

5.7. Evidence of engagement

.

Full disclosure of the methods of engagement used are included in the approved participation
statement. The standards for Community Engagement have been followed through the process
with clear assessment and reporting of views expressed by stakeholders to Elected Members
prior to the publication of the Proposed Plan.

Section

5.8. Overall Outcome

.

No Negative Impacts Identified.
The plan is independent of the characteristics of the users, it is concerned with proposals rather
than people, but is sufficient to allow for the needs of protected groups to be met.
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Section

Section

6. Health Inequalities Impact Assessment
6.1. Health Behaviours

.

Indicator

Positive

.

Healthy eating

,

positive,

Exercise and physical activity

,

positive,

.

Neutral

Yes
Yes

Exercise and physical activity, neutral, No.

Exercise and physical activity, negative, No.

Exercise and physical activity, unknown, No.

Yes

Substance use – tobacco, negative, No.

Substance use – tobacco, unknown, No.

Yes

Substance use – alcohol, negative, No.

Substance use – alcohol, unknown, No.

Substance use – drugs, negative, No.

Substance use – drugs, unknown, No.

Mental health, negative, No.

Mental health, unknown, No.

.

.

Substance use – alcohol

positive, No.

Substance use – drugs

positive, No.

Substance use – tobacco, neutral,

,

Substance use – alcohol, neutral,

,

Substance use – drugs, neutral,

positive,

.

.

Yes

.

Mental health, neutral, No.

Yes

.

6.2. Positive Impacts

.

Impact Area

Impact

Exercise and physical
activity
Impact Area

Impact Area

Impact Area

Section

.

Healthy eating, unknown, No.

positive, No.

,

Negative Unknown
Healthy eating, negative, No.

Substance use – tobacco

Mental health

.

Healthy eating, neutral, No.

,

Section

.

Healthy eating

The Local Development Plan, as part of Policy P2 promotes
open space provision in accord with the Aberdeenshire Parks
and Open Spaces Strategy, including provision of areas for local
food growing
Impact

Mental health

In Policy P1.5 the Local Development plan obligates
development designs that demonstrate the six qualities of
successful places, which include being distinctive, safe and
pleasant and welcoming. Protection is also given to
conservation of heritage and biodiversity, and to landscape, all of
which contribute to belonging to a place and a community, and
thus supports mental health. Other policies also contribute to the
long term feelings of consistency in the environment and seek to
minimize harmful change.
Impact

6.3. Evidence
Type
External
Data
Evidence Type

External
Data
Evidence Type

As part of Policy P2 the Plan requires the provision of open
space in accordance with the Aberdeenshire Parks and Open
Spaces Strategy. This includes the provision of Organised sports
facilities, Community Play Areas, Community woodlands and
neighbourhood Streets, all of which promote exercise and
activity.
In addition Policy RD 1.5 obliges appropriate development to
provide active travel opportunities.
Impact

.

Source
Scottish
Government
Evidence Source

Allotments
Society
Evidence Source

It says?
Design quality contributes to
mental health ( Creating
Places (2013))
The evidence says:

Promotes the health benfits
of Allotments in terms of
both activity and mental
health
The evidence says:

It Means?
That the six principles of
design promote mental
wellbeing
The evidence means:

That the policies for open
space in the plan will
contribute to adressing these
health inequalities
The evidence means:
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Section

6.4. Overall Outcome

.

No Negative Impacts Identified.
Only positive impacts are identified.
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Section

Section

7. Sustainability and Climate Change Impact Assessment
7.1. Emissions and Resources

.

Indicator

Positive

.

Consumption of energy
Energy efficiency
Energy source

,

positive,

,

positive,

,

positive,

Low carbon transition

,

positive,

Consumption of physical resources

,

positive,

Waste and circularity

,

positive,

Circular economy transition

,

positive,

Economic and social transition

,

Section

7.2. Biodiversity and Resilience
Indicator

positive,

Quality of environment

,

Wildlife and biodiversity

,

positive,

,

Infrastructure resilience

positive,

,

positive,

Council resilience

Yes
Yes

Energy efficiency, neutral, No.

Energy efficiency, negative, No.

Energy efficiency, unknown, No.

Yes

Energy source, neutral, No.

Energy source, negative, No.

Energy source, unknown, No.

Yes

Low carbon transition, neutral, No.

Low carbon transition, negative, No.

Low carbon transition, unknown, No.

Yes

Consumption of physical resources, neutral, No.

Consumption of physical resources, negative, No.

Consumption of physical resources, unknown, No.

Yes

Waste and circularity, neutral, No.

Waste and circularity, negative, No.

Waste and circularity, unknown, No.

Yes

Circular economy transition, neutral, No.

Circular economy transition, negative, No.

Circular economy transition, unknown, No.

Yes

Economic and social transition, neutral, No.

Economic and social transition, negative, No.

Economic and social transition, unknown, No.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Neutral

Negative Unknown
.

Yes

Quality of environment, negative, No.

Quality of environment, unknown, No.

Yes

Quantity of environment, neutral, No.

Quantity of environment, negative, No.

Quantity of environment, unknown, No.

Yes

Wildlife and biodiversity, neutral, No.

Wildlife and biodiversity, negative, No.

Wildlife and biodiversity, unknown, No.

Yes

Infrastructure resilience, neutral, No.

Infrastructure resilience, negative, No.

Infrastructure resilience, unknown, No.

Council resilience, negative, No.

Council resilience, unknown, No.

Community resilience, negative, No.

Community resilience, unknown, No.

Adaptation, negative, No.

Adaptation, unknown, No.

.

.

.

.

Yes

positive, No.

Community resilience, neutral,

positive,

.

Quality of environment, neutral, No.

,

Yes

.

Yes

.

Adaptation, neutral, No.

.

7.3. Positive Impacts

.

Impact Area
Impact Area

Adaptation

.

.

Council resilience, neutral,

Community resilience

Section

.

Consumption of energy, unknown, No.

positive, No.

,

Negative Unknown
Consumption of energy, negative, No.

,

Adaptation

.

.

positive,

Quantity of environment

Neutral
Consumption of energy, neutral, No.

Positive

.

.

Impact
It is a purpose of the plan to take on the challenges of
sustainable development and climate change (see para 4.3)
In the identification of development allocations included in the
Plan this has been a key consideration. Policies and proposals
are made to both tackle and cope with climate change. We have
tested allocations to make sure that planning considers reducing
the need to travel, encouraging active travel, through integrated
walks and cycleways, and avoiding long-term risks associated
with flooding.
Policy C1 Using Resources in Buildings addresses adaptation of
new buildings to the need to transition to net-zero.
Policy C4 Flooding safeguards against development on
functional flood plains and includes an allowance for freeboard
and the implications of climate change. (see paragraph C4.1)
Policy PR1 Protecting Important Resources identifies and sets
out measures to conserve important environmental assets .
Impact
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Impact Area
Impact Area

Impact Area

Impact Area

Impact Area

Impact Area

Impact Area

Infrastructure resilience

Quality of environment

Quantity of environment

Wildlife and biodiversity

Consumption of energy

Impact
Section 14 outlines the Responsibilities of Developers. Policy
RD1 Providing Suitable Services identifies what is expected from
developers to ensure infrastructure resilience. Policy RD2
Developer Obligations sets out a framework for those elements
of infrastructure that may be impacted upon by development
and a means for recompense to be paid.
Impact

Enhancement of Quality of the Environment is an objective of the
plan ( see para 3.13)
Design quality and protection and improvement of assets are
purposes of the plan (see para's 4.2 and 4.4)
Other policies also contribute to the quality of the environment
( see policies B1, R1, R2, R3, P1, P2, E1, E2, E3HE1, HE2, HE3,
PR1, PR3, RD1, Appendix 3, Appendix 4, Appendix 5, Appendix 7,
Appendix 8, Appendix 9, Apendix 10, Appendix 11, Appendix 12,
Appendix 13 and Appendix 14
Impact

Policy P1 Layout siting and design promotes enhancement of
biodiversity in all developments ( see paragraph P1.7)
Policy P2, Open Space and access in new development, obliges
new development to provide significant open space based on the
Aberdeenshire Parks and Open Space Strategy. This includes
Community woodlands, neighbourhood greenspace, and blue green corridors.
Impact

Protecting important assets of Aberdeenshire is a purpose of the
Plan (see para 4.4)
Within Section 10 and Policy E1, Natural heritage protects
designated nature conservation sites, protected species, and
wider biodiversity and geodiversity This policy only allows
approval of development proposals where it avoids or mitigates
impacts. Development will not be allowed if it fragments habitats
or is not designed to minimise any adverse impact on the site’s
environmental quality, ecological status, or viability (see
paragraphs E1.8 and E1.9)
Impact

Paragraph 4.3 seeks, as a purpose of the plan, to take on the
challenges of sustainable development and climate change
Purpose 4.7 promotes efficient use of the transport system
Section 5 Spatial Strategy promotes a settlement pattern that
focuses development in locations that are locally served by key
services.
Policy C1 Using Resources in Buildings obliges new development
to reduce carbon dioxide emissions and energy costs.
Policy C2 promotes renewable energy developments
Impact

Circular economy transition Policy P1, Layout siting and design, requires all development s to
submit a Site waste Management plan to accord with the
Scottish Government Zero Waste Plan and the Circular Economy
to demonstrate that developers have minimised the generation
of waste and maximised reuse and recycling during the
construction and operational phases of new development (See
paragraph P1.8). Policy PR3 Reuse, recycling and Waste requires
waste management facilities to conform to the Zero Waste Plan
and the Circular Economy Strategy.
Impact
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Impact Area
Impact Area

Impact Area

Impact

Energy efficiency

Energy source

Policy C1 Using Resources in Buildings requires all
developments top be designed to reduce carbon dioxide
emissions and reduce energy costs. This is to be achieved
through the installation of low and zero carbon generating
technologies.
Impact

Economic and social
transition
Impact Area

Impact Area

Low carbon transition

Consumption of physical
resources
Impact Area

Impact Area

Policy C1 Using Resources in Buildings requires new
development to reduce carbon-dioxide emissions and reduce
energy costs.
Paragraph C1.4 identifies that carbon reductions can be
achieved through energy efficiency measures.
Impact

Waste and circularity

Policy P1 Promotes a transition to more sustainable forms of
building (see para C1.1)
Impact

Policy C1 Using Resources in Buildings requires all
developments top be designed to reduce carbon dioxide
emissions and reduce energy costs. This is to be achieved
through the installation of low and zero carbon generating
technologies.
Impact

Policy P1, Layout siting and design, requires all development s to
submit a Site waste Management plan to accord with the
Scottish Government Zero Waste Plan and the Circular Economy
to demonstrate that developers have minimised the generation
of waste and maximised reuse and recycling during the
construction and operational phases of new development (See
paragraph P1.8)
Policy C1 Using Resources in Building requires new development
to implement measures for water efficiency (See Policy C1.2)
Policy PR3 Reuse, recycling and Waste requires waste
management facilities to conform to the Zero Waste Plan and
the Circular Economy Strategy.
Impact

Policy PR3 Reuse , Recycling and Waste provides policy on
waste and circularity. It requires that all waste management
facilities must conform to the Zero Waste Plan and the Circular
Economy Strategy. This requires minimising the transport of
waste from source, and utilising the best available technique
Impact

Policy RD1.6 requires all developments to agree a Site Waste
Management Plan with Aberdeenshire Council that contributes
to the Zero Waste Plan and the Circular Economy Strategy
through minimisation, re-use, recycling and composting of all
wastes during construction and operational phases of the
development.

Section

7.4. Evidence
Type

.

Source

It says?

It Means?
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Type

Source

External
Strategic
Consultation Environmental
Assessment
Evidence Type

Evidence Source

External
Habitats
Consultation Regulations
Assessment
Evidence Type

Evidence Type

Evidence Source

Internal Data Strategic Flood
Risk Assessment
Evidence Source

Internal
Services within
Consultation Aberdeenshire
Council
Evidence Type

Evidence Source

External
Participation
Consultation Scheme for the
Local
Development
Plan
Evidence Type

Evidence Source

It says?
The Stratgic Environmental
Assessment is a
comprehensive and detailed
consideration of options
prepared during the
development of the Local
Development Plan, and
scrutinised by the SEA
Gateway, NatureScot Historic
Environment Scotland and
SEPA. The EIA was used as
a means to test all policies
and proposals of the Local
Development Plan against
Environmental and
sustainability criteria
The evidence says:

The HRA is vetted by
NatureScot. It assesses
development proposals
against possible impacts on
Internationally important
biodiversity sites
The evidence says:

It Means?
As the SEA has been vetted
by the SEA gateway we can
be comfortable that
environmental and
sustainability impacts have
been rigorously and
accurately assessed during
the production of the plan.
The evidence means:

The HRA give an assurance
that biodiversity impacts of
the proposals have been
assessed and have been
found to be acceptable
The evidence means:

The FRA assesses all sites in We can be assured that the
the LDP against the risk of
impacts of climate change
flooding. It is agreed with
on the policies and proposals
SEPA
have been assesed and
taken into account
The evidence says:

Extensive engagement took
place with other expert
services in the Council in the
preparation of the Local
Development Plan including
consultation on a main
issues report a draft
proposed plan and ultimately
the content of the proposed
plan itself. Through this
process key information was
provided to ensure
compliance with the IAA.
The evidence says:

This document details the
scale and extent of
engagement that was
undertaken on the Local
Development Plan and has
been found to be adequate
by the Scottish Government
Directorate of Planning,
Environment and Appeals.
The evidence says:

The evidence means:

Key staff have had inputs
into the content of the plan
to ensure that elements that
we now have to consider in
the IIA have been fuly
addressed.
The evidence means:

External assessment of this
document provides comfort
that matters relating to
general engagement with
stakeholders has been
appropriate and sufficient.
This includes matters
relating to young people and
hard to reach groups.
The evidence means:
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Section

7.5. Overall Outcome

.

No Negative Impacts Identified.
The plan is based on a vision that promotes adaptation and resiliance to Climate change issues.
This vision is carried forward in many of the plans detailed policies.
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Section

Section

8. Town Centre's First Impact Assessment
8.1. Local Factors

.

Indicator

Positive

.

Town centre assets

positive, No.

Footfall

positive, No.

,

.

Neutral
Town centre assets, neutral,

,

Footfall, neutral,

Changes to road layouts

positive, No.

Parking, neutral,

positive,

Tourism

,

positive,

Cultural heritage and identity
Social and cultural aspects

,

positive,

Yes

Footfall, unknown, No.

Changes to road layouts, negative, No.

Changes to road layouts, unknown, No.

Parking, negative, No.

Parking, unknown, No.

Infrastructure changes, negative, No.

Infrastructure changes, unknown, No.

.

Yes

.

Aesthetics of the town centre, negative, No.

Aesthetics of the town centre, unknown, No.

Yes

Tourism, neutral, No.

Tourism, negative, No.

Tourism, unknown, No.

Public safety, negative, No.

Public safety, unknown, No.

.

Yes

.

Yes

Town centre business, neutral, No.

Town centre business, negative, No.

Town centre business, unknown, No.

Yes

Cultural heritage and identity, neutral, No.

Cultural heritage and identity, negative, No.

Cultural heritage and identity, unknown, No.

Social and cultural aspects, negative, No.

Social and cultural aspects, unknown, No.

.

.

positive, No.

,

Footfall, negative, No.

.

Aesthetics of the town centre, neutral, No.

Public safety, neutral,

positive,

Town centre assets, unknown, No.

.

,

,

.

Town centre assets, negative, No.

Yes
positive, No.

Public safety

Negative Unknown

.

Infrastructure changes, neutral,

,

.

.

Yes

positive, No.

,

Aesthetics of the town centre

Town centre business

Yes

Changes to road layouts, neutral,

,

Infrastructure changes

Yes

positive, No.

,

Parking

Section

.

Social and cultural aspects, neutral,

Yes

.

8.2. Positive Impacts

.

Impact Area
Aesthetics of the town
centre
Impact Area

Cultural heritage and
identity
Impact Area

Impact
Policy P1, Layout siting and design, requires all developments,
including those in town centres, to be distincive, safe and
pleasant, welcoming, and well connected. These are all
important elements of the aestheics of town centres.
As many of our town centers are Conservation Areas, Policy HE2
Protecting Historic, Cultural and Conservation Areas, does not
allow development, including change of use or demolition that
would fail to preserve or enhance the character or appearance of
a conservation area. This applies both to developments within
the conservation area and proposals outwith that would affect its
character or appearance
Policy H3, Helping to reuse Historic Buildings at Risk, provides a
positive framework for the conservation and enhancement of
town centre listed buildings.
Impact

As many of our town centers are Conservation Areas, Policy HE2
Protecting Historic, Cultural and Conservation Areas does not
allow development, including change of use or demolition that
would fail to preserve or enhance the character or appearance of
a conservation area. This applies both to developments within
the conservation area and proposals outwith that would affect its
character or appearance Policy H3, Helping to reuse Historic
Buildings at Risk, provides a positive framework for the
conservation and enhancement of town centre listed buildings.
Impact
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Impact Area
Impact Area

Impact Area

Section

Town centre business

Policy B1, Town Centre Development, protects town centre
businesses by requiring the application of a sequential test that
favours town centres and an assessment the of qualitative and
quantitative impacts from retail and other frequently visited uses
outwith the town centre. It also applies the sequential test to
office developments to favour this development type in town
centres before considering other uses.
Impact

Tourism

Enhancing and protecting historic town centres may have a
positive effect on the viability of tourist related uses in these
areas.
Impact

8.3. Evidence
Type
External
Data
Evidence Type

Section

Impact

.

Source

It says?

Scottish
Government
Planning Advice
Note 59
Evidence Source

Highlights the positive
benefits of proactively
planning for a sustainable
future for town centres
through measures such as
the sequential approach to
site selection, RIA and civic
improvements.
The evidence says:

It Means?
Confirms the actions
proposed in the Policy B3
can be expected to result in
positive impacts on the town
centre.
The evidence means:

8.4. Overall Outcome

.

No Negative Impacts Identified.
The LDP supports appropriate development in town centres through regulation of uses
appropriate to town centres that may wish to locate elsewhere. Built heritage policies protect
amenity and heritage
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